
FG seeks investors for 60% 
equity in new shipping line

L-R: Awadesh Kalia, chief technical officer, Airtel Nigeria; Emeka Oparah, director, corporate communications & CSR;  Segun Og-
unsanya MD/CEO, Airtel Nigeria and Yomi Badejo-Okusanya, managing director, CMC Connect Burson Marsteller, at the launch 
of Airtel Touching Lives Season Three in Lagos yesterday. .

As Nigeria signs JV deal with Singaporean firm to float national fleet   

Continues  on page 4

T
here are indications 
that the Federal Gov-
ernment through the 
Federal Ministry of 
Transport is currently 

shopping for private investors 
among indigenous ship owners 
to own 60 percent equity in the 
proposed National Shipping 
Line, BusinessDay has learnt.

To ensure that the proposed 
National Shipping Line be-
comes a reality, the Federal 
Government recently in Singa-
pore, signed a Joint Venture (JV) 
partnership with a Singaporean 
shipping firm known as Pacific 
International Line (PIL) to float 
a National Shipping Line. 

The foreign firm is expected 
to have 40 percent shares in the 
proposed shipping line which is 
expected to bring competition 
into the industry.

It is further expected that 
the emergence of the proposed 
shipping line would enable Ni-
gerian ship owners to own dif-
ferent categories of oceangoing 
vessels, such as crude tankers, 
containerised vessels, bulk cargo 
carriers, general cargo and dry 
cargo carriers, among others.

Industry watchers believe 

that the commencement of the 
shipping line would help Nigeria  
domesticate over N2 trillion in 
capital flight which the nation’s 
economy loses annually to for-
eign shipping companies which 
currently dominate its shipping 
space.   

Greg Ogbeifun, president of 
the Ship Owners Association of 
Nigeria (SOAN) said the MoU 
signed in Singapore by Nigerian 
delegates led by Rotimi Amae-

chi, the minister of transport, 
was on the basis that PIL would 
be 40 percent owners of the pro-
posed shipping company, while 
Nigerian investors, which would 
be entirely private, would own 
the remaining 60 percent equity.

“At the moment, PIL has been 
mandated by the MoU to de-
velop a business case for the 
shipping line that would be es-
tablished and that draft business 
case would be presented to Ni-

geria for review and subsequent 
adoption,” Ogbeifun, who was 
among the Nigerian delegation 
to Singapore, added.

Ogbeifun who spoke on the 
sideline of the maiden Annual 
Maritime Conference in Lagos 
last week, further stated that the 
Federal Government has set up 
a committee saddled with the 
responsibility of identifying the 
private sector players among 

AMAKA ANAGOR-EWUZIE

FG unveils plans to 
unlock N1trn retail 
mortgage market 
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Increased commitment to 
using the various Lique-
fied Petroleum Gas op-
tions in manufacturing 

processes will rescue Nige-
ria’s comatose manufacturing 
sector, help businesses cope 
w i t h  s k y ro c k e t i n g  e n e r g y 
costs and promote cleaner 
energy by cutting fossil fuel 
emissions,  industr y stake-
holders have said.

With annual LPG produc-
t i o n  c a p a c i t y  o f  4 m i l l i o n 
t o n n e s,  Ni g e r i a  c u r re nt l y 
c o n s u m e s  a b o u t  3 5 0 , 0 0 0 

Increased 
industrial LPG use 
seen lowering 
manufacturing cost

Continues  on page 4

The Central Bank of Nigeria 
(CBN) may not hike inter-
est rates at its next meet-

ing scheduled for this month, 
according to most analysts who 
predict a pause. 

The Monetary Policy Com-
mittee (MPC) of the CBN will 
meet for the fifth time this year 
in September, with a view to 
achieving price stability and 

Analysts see CBN 
pausing on rate hikes
…Others forecast reduction in 
MPR to reflate economy
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AshakaCem’s N11bn power project 
threatened by recession, weak naira

national grid.
However, with the infla-

tion rate of the local cur-
rency jumping above 17 
percent in Q2 2016 based 
on figures from the Nigerian 
Bureau of Statistics, fund-
ing of contracts that were 
previously entered into at 
lower exchange rates of the 
naira to the dollar may face 
hurdles or possible cancella-
tions since most of them are 
import dependent.

These include the impor-
tation of hardware for power 
plant construction and re-
muneration for expatriate 
workforce.

According Suleiman Ya-
hyah, board chairman of 
AshakaCem, “we have the sup-
port of Lafrage Africa, but we are 
now at a time when the naira is 
seriously devalued. When we 
started this conversation, the 
naira was at N180 to a dollar but 
today, the official rate is nearly 
N300 and we don’t know what 
it will be by 2018, and this is 
one of the key requirements for 
industrialisation, the attractive-

ness of industry, which is a state 
problem.”

The management of 
AshakaCem had to convince 
Lafarge Africa and Lafarge 
Holcim by travelling several 
times for high level meetings 
in Switzerland before the 
project was approved, but 
the weakening economic 
fundamentals may result 
in the foreclosure of these 
ambitious projections, even 
as the company’s chairman 
sounded his own concerns.

“So, let me use this impor-
tant opportunity to request 
President Muhammadu Bu-
hari to, in recognition of this 
our determination not to fold 
our arms in the face of an 
economic recession, to still 
commit almost 85 percent 
of our cash reserves, a very 
risky decision, declare the 
northeast a tax free zone for 
the next five years,” he said.

Commenting further on 
the project, Yahyah expressed 
that “we are biting the bullet, 
we are taking a big heat on 
our cash reserves, which is 

T
he N11 billion 
contract recently 
signed between 
Lafarge Africa and 
RUHN Power Cor-

poration of China to build a 16 
megawatt captive power plant 
at its Ashaka Cement plant in 
Gombe State, and expected 
to contribute a significant 
amount of energy to the na-
tional grid, is now threatened 
by Nigeria’s negative eco-
nomic outlook, authorities at 
the company have said.

This is because of a weak-
ening naira against the dollar 
when the project has already 
taken a toll on the company’s 
cash reserves, and at a time 
that the entire Nigerian econ-
omy takes a downward trend 
into recession.

The company says that 
N12 billion out of its N15 
billion cash reserves, about 
85 percent of it, will be used 
for the project, with the in-
tention that excess energy 
from it will be fed into the 

about N15 billion and we are 
taking nearly N12 billion out 
of it to fund this project.”

The 16 megawatt power 
plant being planned by the 
company, which will be lig-
nite-fired, represents the first 
step by Lafarge Africa towards 
cost recovery in cement pro-
duction, as AshakaCem cur-
rently ranks among the most 
expensive energy costs in the 
LafargeHolcin Group.

The expectation of the 
company, Yayah said, is that by 
2011, when AshakaCem will 
be celebrating its 40th anniver-
sary, she will also be celebrat-
ing her independence from 
the national grid, and without 
further reliance on Yola Disco 
for its energy requirements.

AshakaCem is the only 
industrial business of its scale 
in the northeastern region 
of Nigeria, which is home to 
nearly 23 million people, but 
has suffered insurgency and 
with significant displaced 
people, unemployment and, 
recently, malnutrition and 
the fear of famine.

Lagarde appoints Aemro Selassie as director 
of IMF’s African Department

sound judgement, integ-
rity, and commitment to 
teamwork,” Lagarde said.

Selassie’s career has 
spanned the private sec-
tor, government, and the 
IMF. During his time in 
the IMF’s African De-
partment, he was senior 
resident representative 
in Uganda, served as mis-
sion chief for South Africa, 
led work on the Regional 
Economic Outlook, and 
worked in various roles 
on countries ranging from 
Cote D’Ivoire, Ghana, and 
Kenya, to Burkina Faso, 
Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra 
Leone. Most recently, Mr. 
Selassie oversaw the IMF’s 
effort to assist the three 
Ebola-stricken countries.

Selassie also brings ex-
tensive operational and 
policy experience from his 
assignments in other IMF 
departments, including 
the Strategy, Policy and 
Review Department and 
the European Department.

He worked on Turkey 
and Poland between 1999 
and 2003, and was Assis-
tant Director and mission 
chief for Portugal dur-
ing the Eurozone crisis. 
He has also worked on 
low-income country and 
emerging-market program 
and policy design issues.

ONYINYE NWACHUKWU, Abuja

YANGE IKYAA, Abuja

… as 85% of company’s N15bn cash reserves staked Christine Lagarde, 
managing direc-
tor, International 
Monetary Fund 

(IMF),  yesterday,  an-
nounced her intention 
to appoint Abebe Aemro 
Selassie as director of the 
IMF’s African Department.

Selassie succeeds An-
toinette Sayeh whose de-
parture was announced 
previously and is expected 
to begin his work in this 
capacity on September 
19, 2016, the IMF said in 
a note.

Selassie brings a pro-
found understanding of 
the challenges facing Af-
rica, having worked closely 
with policymakers from 
across the region for much 
of his career.

“His proven ability to 
provide intellectual lead-
ership, track record of 
building collaborative 
relationships, analytical 
depth, and warm colle-
giality make him ideally 
placed to lead the IMF’s 
work with our member-
ship in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Having had the oppor-
tunity to work with Abe 
over the last five years, I 
have been struck by his 
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John Lewis profits hit by competition

Zimbabwe is about to start 
using its own version of the U.S. 
dollar.

The country’s central bank 
said Thursday it will start circu-
lating “bond notes” by the end 
of October. It said it expects $75 
million worth of these notes to 
be in use by the end of the year.

Profits at the John Lewis Part-
nership have been hit by a “very 
competitive” retail market and 
higher staff pay.

Pre-tax profits for the six 
months to July fell by 14.7% to 
£81.9m and are expected to re-
main under pressure.

Like-for-like sales at John Lewis 
department stores rose 3.1% dur-
ing the half year, but fell 1% at 
Waitrose supermarkets.

The Obama administration on 
Thursday took action to limit the use 
of foreign tax credits by American 
multinational companies to reduce 
their U.S. tax bills, a move that fol-
lowed an EU order that Apple Inc pay 
back taxes to Ireland.

It was not immediately clear how 
this could affect Apple, which Euro-
pean regulators ordered last month 
to pay Ireland 13 billion euros ($14.6 
billion).

Zimbabwe to print its own U.S. dollar

Obama targets corporate offshore tax avoidance

UK interest rates left unchanged at 0.25%

Fuel ‘too dirty’ for Europe sold to Africa

The Bank of England has left its 
main interest rate at 0.25% but says 
another cut is still a possibility.

The decision of the Monetary 
Policy Committee (MPC) to leave 
rates at their new, historically low, 
level was no surprise.

Last month the Bank halved its 
bank rate from 0.5% as it tried to en-
sure the stability of the UK’s banking 
system in the aftermath of the June 
Brexit referendum vote.

Swiss firms have been criticised in 
a report for their links to the African 
trade in diesel with toxin levels that 
are illegal in Europe.

Campaign group Public Eye says 
retailers are exploiting weak regula-
tory standards.

Vitol, Trafigura, Addax & Oryx 
and Lynx Energy have been named 
because they are shareholders of the 
fuel retailers.

Weak US retail sales dampens rate rise prospects
US retail sales were weaker than 

expected last month, weakening 
prospects that the Federal Reserve 
will raise interest rates next week.

The 0.3% fall in retail sales fol-
lows four consecutive months of 
gains.

US factory production also fell 
in August after expanding for the 
two previous months, the Federal 
Reserve said.

Hinkley Point: UK approves nuclear plant deal

The government has ap-
proved a new £18bn nuclear 
power station in the UK af-
ter imposing “significant new 
safeguards” to protect national 
security.

The new plant at Hinkley 
Point in Somerset is being fi-
nanced by the French and Chi-
nese governments.

However, the UK government 
says it will have control over 
foreign investment in “critical 
infrastructure”.

Briefs
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FG seeks investors for 60% equity in new...

indigenous ship owners, who 
are expected to own 60 percent 
equity in the firm.

“An independent consulting 
firm would be appointed with 
the sole responsibility of work-
ing out modalities for selecting 
deserving players through a 
transparent, very open and par-
ticipatory manner that would 
give every Nigerian ship owner 
an opportunity to be part of the 
process,” he said.

Since the demise of the  Ni-
gerian National Shipping Line 
(NNSL) in the 90s, Nigeria has 
not had any deep oceangoing 
vessel to fly the country’s flag in 
foreign nations and benefit from 
the nation’s lucrative shipping 
business.  

 Consequently, the SOAN 
boss states that opportunities 
abound for Nigeria to take its 
rightful place as maritime capital 
in the West African region. “The 
government of the day is em-
phasising on growing agriculture 
and we believe that in the future, 
Nigeria would be in position to 
be exporting agricultural com-
modities and all of these call 
for different types of vessels to 
participate in shipping. There-
fore, we see an opportunity for 
Nigeria to have several shipping 
lines, including tankers, crude or 
products, containers, dry cargo 
or bulk carriers.” 

Jean-Chiazor Anishere, presi-
dent of the Women International 
Shipping and Trading Associa-
tion (WISTA Nigeria) suggested 

that the Federal Government 
has the obligation to create an 
enabling environment for the 
new national shipping line to 
succeed, so that it would not go 
aground like the NNSL. 

“If we are able to complete 
the establishment of the national 
shipping line, Nigerian cadets, 
who are experiencing hard times 
in the area of training, would not 
find it difficult to undergo sea-
time training and would be able 
to benefit from the shipment 
of Nigerian inbound and out 
bound cargo,” she said.   

Henry Ajetunmobi, execu-
tive director, SIFAX Haulage, 
who blamed mismanagement 
and poor administration for the 
demise of the NNSL, advised 
the government to ensure that 
right and knowledgeable per-
sonalities are appointed to direct 
affairs of shipping business.Continues on page 39

Continues on page 39

Continues on page 39 L-R: Amina Mohammed, minister of environment; Babatunde Fashola, minister of power, housing and works; Isaac Oyewole, 
minister of health, and Audu Ogbe, minister of agriculture, at the 2016 cabinet retreat on Nigeria’s economy in Abuja, yesterday.
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t o n n e s,  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e 
Nigeria Liquefied Petroleum 
Gas Association. This is fuel-
ling calls for wider adoption 
of  the Nigeria Gas Master-
plan to deepen LPG usage in 
West Africa’s economic super 
power.

“ N i g e r i a  i s  o n e  o f  t h e 
l a r g e s t  p ro d u c e r s  o f  L P G 
in Africa, yet its per-capita 
consumption is one of the 
l o w e s t  o n  t h e  c o n t i n e n t . 
W h i l e  a n n u a l  p ro d u c t i o n 
stands at four million tonnes, 
t h e  c ou nt r y ’s  t o t a l  ye a r l y 
consumption is just 350,000 
tonnes. More should be done 
to encourage industrial LPG 
use,”  said Dayo Adeshina, 
president of the Nigeria Liq-
uefied Petroleum Gas Asso-
ciation (NLPGA).

Oil and gas energy consult-
ant and managing partner of 
SterlingPartners, Isreal Aye 
said the Nigerian Gas Mas-
terplan which is premised on 
the assumption of a vibrant 
and viable gas producing sec-
tor is not being implemented. 

FG unveils plans to unlock 
N1trn retail mortgage market  

was already at an advanced 
stage of the development of 
a housing finance initiative 
that  w il l  aim at  providing 
approximately  300,000 af-
fordable homes supported 
by mortgages, and that this, 
in turn, would create an es-
t imate d 700,000 new j ob s 
across a range of disciplines 
and professions.

Adeosun said the property 
development plans will en-
courage a culture where first 
time buyers will develop an 
appetite for saving to own 

their homes through mort-
gages.

“Retail mortgages will pro-
vide a long term source of 
revenue to our pension funds 
and other investors, and will 
at  the same t ime increase 
land values and create a new 
generation of home owners. 
It is potentially a N1 trillion 
market that will drive value in 
our economy,” she said. 

Sp e a k i n g  t h ro u g h  S e y e 
Senfuye, her representative at 
the event, Adeosun expressed 
confidence that the initiative 

would succeed because the 
yearnings of Nigerians to be-
come home owners of quality 
properties would drive the 
much needed change agenda 
of the Muhammadu Buhari 
administration.

“We have carefully ana-
lysed factors that make cost 
of living high for people and 
are designing specific strate-
gies to address them.

“Our solutions will encour-
age home ownership through 
a f f o r d a b l e  m o r t g a g e s  f o r 
quality homes, a mortgage 
system that will catalyze de-

continue momentum to attract 
foreign inflows.

Analysts are however of 
the view that tightening mon-
etary policy would undermine 
growth in the economy which 
is already in recession.

 Some other said last night 
that the policy making body 
might on the other hand decide 
to vote to reduce the monetary 
Policy Rate (MPR) as the need 
to reflate the economy height-
ens, given the fact that the 
economy is in recession. 

“There is the temptation not 
to further increase rates due to 
the economic recession Nigeria 
is currently experiencing and 
I expect the MPC to tow this 
line. Raising rates at this point 
will be seen as a negative for 
an economy struggling with 

…Targets  300,000 affordable homes    

The Federal Govern-
m e n t  o n  T h u r s d ay 
unveiled plans which 
it said would unlock 

investment and development 
opportunities in the Nigerian 
retail mortgage market with 
an estimated potential value 
of N1 trillion.

Kemi Adeosun,  minister 
of finance, who spoke at the 
ongoing African Union for 
Ho u s i n g  Fi n a n c e  ( AU H F ) 
c o n f e re n c e  i n  A b u j a ,  e x-
plained that the government 

YANGE IKYAA, Abuja



L-R: Godfrey Efeurhobo, 
managing director, Smile 
Communications  Nigeria 
Limited; Agunobi Nim 
and Ololade Shonubi, 
head, marketing, 
Smile Communications 
Nigeria Limited, during 
the presentation of 
the best premium quality 
superfast 4G  LTE/ Mobile 
2016 African Quality 
Achievement brand of 
the year award  to Smile 
Communications Limited 
Nigeria, held in Lagos.

Nigerian aviation space to get two UN security training institutes

United Nations has 
disclosed plans 
to establish two 
Aviation Security 

Training Schools in Nigeria, 
keeping faith with the Fed-
eral Government’s vision to 
make aviation sector meet 
global standards in infra-
structure and safety.

The main objective of 
the project is to support the 
nation’s overall counter-
terrorism strategy by pro-
viding a key element of a 
robust national aviation 
security policy that miti-
gates effectively the threat 

posed to civil aviation by 
terrorist organisations and 
their operatives.

Briefing Hadi Sirika, 
minister of state for avia-
tion, in his office, Douglas 
Melvin, the UN-appointed 
project manager for the 
schools, says the initiative 
will also enhance the capac-
ity within the UN system 
to help interested mem-
ber states to implement 
the United Nations Global 
Counter-Terrorism Strategy 
in an integrated manner.

This involves assisting 
partnering member states 
with their implementation 
of the strategy across all four 

topical pillars, which ad-
dress the multiple dimen-
sions of countering terror-
ism and utilising assistance 
capacities and efforts from 
across the UN system.

According to Melvin, the 
choice of Nigeria, out of 25 
nations considered, is in 
appreciation of its clear and 
well-documented roadmap 
on developing the avia-
tion sector, with particular 
emphasis on safety and 
security.

Such other benefits, he 
says, include the provision 
of, and exposure to hi-tech 
aviation security equip-
ment and the generation 

of revenue from training of 
aviation security personnel 
from other countries.

According to James 
Odaudu, deputy director, 
press and public affairs in 
the Nigeria aviation minis-
try, Melvin also informs the 
minister that the upcoming 
United Nations General 
Assembly is billed to make 
a proclamation on Aviation 
Security with specific refer-
ence to Nigeria.

This underscores the 
importance attached to the 
project as a flagship and 
high profile one, which the 
country is privileged to be a 
beneficiary, he says.

Nigerian newspapers rake in N143bn 
advert revenue in 10 years

went down by N2.1 billion in 
2015, when the newspapers 
received N23.7 billion.

MediaReach OMD ex-
plains that the newspapers 
tend to mostly attract their 
highest advert patronage 
in the second and third 
quarters, with exception of 
2013 and 2014, which had 
their highest spending in the 
fourth quarters of the year.

In terms of regional 
spending in the last 10 years, 
the split is between Lagos 
and the North, with Lagos 
constantly attracting the 
dominant share of advert 
spending year after year. 
The product analysis how-
ever shows that Glo has 
consistently dominated the 
list of press advertising, ris-
ing steadily in the last three 
years to tie with Guaranty 
Trust Bank ahead of others, 
while MTN currently occu-
pies the third position.

In terms of advertising 
expenditure across board, 
the TV medium consistently 
enjoyed the lion share of 
advert budget over the years. 
It is followed by the Out-of-
Home (OOH) medium, ex-

cept for 2014 and 2015, when 
the print medium followed 
the leading TV medium. 
The newspapers had how-
ever experienced the highest 
growth rate in terms of advert 
spends, especially in the last 
three years, the report notes.

For total advertising ex-
penditure, the year 2013 
enjoyed the highest spend-
ing with N103.8 billion, 
representing a marginal 
increase over 2011 spend-
ing of N102.8 billion. There 
was a decline in 2014, as 
compared with the high 
spending in 2013.

The general economic 
outlook during the period 
under review showed a Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) 
estimated at 6.1 percent in 
2014, owing to continued 
strong performance mainly 
in services, but also in in-
dustry. The oil sector was in 
decline, albeit at a slower rate 
than in the previous year.

Also in 2014, oil and gas 
GDP was estimated to have 
declined by 1.3 percent, 
relative to a decline of 13.1 
percent in 2013.

Tolu Ogunkoya, man-

A
dvertising in-
comes for Nige-
rian newspapers 
hit N143.1 billion 
between 2006 and 

December 2015, revealing a 
wavy pattern that reached its 
peak in 2014 with N25 billion, 
and declined to N23.7 billion 
at the end of 2015.

According to a special 
edition of Mediafacts by 
MediaReach OMD entitled: 
Mediafacts Nigeria 10-Year 
Trend Review (2006 to 2016), 
the N4.4 billion advert in-
come in 2006 moved up 
to N4.8 billion and N4.9 
billion in 2007 and 2008, 
respectively.

The newspapers, accord-
ing to a statement based on the 
report, got N15.8 billion in 2009 
and N16.5 billion in 2010. The 
figure declined to N15.4 billion 
in 2011 and slipped further to 
N9 billion in 2012.

The downward slope 
however changed in 2013 
with an advert income of 
N18.5 billion and rose to 
its peak in 2014, hitting 
N25.8 billion. The figure 

aging director/CEO, Me-
diaReach OMD, said in the 
statement: “Nigeria’s media 
is one of the most dynamic 
in Africa. Each of the 36 
states has at least a TV sta-
tion and one radio. There are 
hundreds of radio stations 
and terrestrial TV stations, 
as well as cable and direct-
to-home satellite offerings.”

Not a few analysts how-
ever agree that the news-
paper industry in Nigeria is 
caught in the web of great 
depression and recession. It 
has fallen victim to a combi-
nation of intertwined factors. 
The first is the tough eco-
nomic environment, which 
has reduced advertising 
revenue as well as the pur-
chasing power of the read-
ing public, and driven up 
the cost of production to an 
almost unmanageable level.

With a foreign exchange 
regime that is unstable, 
and virtually every input 
required for production 
imported from abroad, or 
sourced locally at cutthroat 
prices, an average newspa-
per, which cost is marginal in 
the 70s, is now priced high.

Management of 
FirstNations Air-
line yesterday 
was unable to 

commence flight operations 
as promised, citing customs 
clearing process as a major 
challenge for its delay.

BusinessDay’s checks 
show that none of the 
flights of the airline left the 
airport yesterday.

Passengers who booked 
the airline ahead are be-
coming more curious and 
anxious even as the airline 
promised to resume opera-
tions as soon as the main-
tenance on the aircraft was 
carried out.

According to a source 
close to the airline, the 
Nigeria Customs Service 
(NCS) released the equip-
ment needed to fix the 
airplanes belonging to the 
airline on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 14, whereas, the 
airline had anticipated that 
all Customs formalities 
would have been done last 
week Friday before the Sal-
lah holidays.

The source also said the 
management of the airline 
was optimistic that the 
team of engineers would 
finish work on the engines 
before Friday, September 
16, as the airline planned 
to resume operations im-
mediately after.

However, some do-

FirstNation unable to 
commence flight as promised

Ex-militant, other remanded in 
prison over possession of firearms

In his reaction, counsel 
to the accused, Olayiwola 
Afolabi, argued that his 
client, Pere Ejune, was be-
ing prosecuted for politi-
cal reasons following his 
defection from the All Pro-
gressives Congress (APC) 
to the People’s Democratic 
Party (PDP).

“They were charged to 
court for unlawful pos-
session of firearms under 
the Robbery and Firearms 
(Special Provisions). You 
can only charge a person 
to cut for unlawful pos-
session of firearms when 
a case of robbery has been 
established. In this case, 
there was no case of rob-
bery.

“My client, General 
Pere, was not even found 
with any weapon. We are 
shocked he was charged to 
court for possession of fire-
arms. He said he left APC 
and he is now in the PDP.

“We are happy that the 
Magistrate has said that 
the case file be duplicated 
to the DPP. It happened 
before in Ovia 13. They 
hauled them to prison. I 
think the charge was pre-
pared so that they can haul 
them to prison before elec-
tion. We, however, know 
what to do,” he said.

IDRIS UMAR MOMOH, Benin

DANIEL OBI

IFEOMA OKEKE

An  Ev b u o r i a r i a 
Magistrate Court 
in Benin City, the 
Edo State capital, 

yesterday remanded an 
ex-militant, Pere Ejune, 
and one Trim Adel, in Oko 
Prisons over alleged pos-
session of firearms.

BusinessDay reports 
that the duo and others 
at large were dragged to 
court by the Edo State 
Police Command. The ac-
cused were alleged to be 
in possession of a double-
barrel gun, a cut-to-size 
gun and 18 live cartridges.

The police said the 
crime was committed 
on September 8, 2016, at 
about 2am at Upper Sok-
ponba Road, Benin City. 
The accused were among 
the 32 suspects paraded by 
the police on Wednesday.

Magistrate C.E. Oghu-
ma remanded the duo, 
who are brothers, and ad-
journed the case to Octo-
ber 20, 2016, for further 
hearing, and also ordering 
that the original case file be 
duplicated and sent to the 
office of the Department of 
Public Prosecutions (DPP) 
for advisement.

mestic airlines operating 
in Nigeria have disclosed 
to BusinessDay that the 
Federal Government’s an-
nouncement of zero duty 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) 
payment on the importa-
tion of commercial air-
planes and spare parts are 
not yet feasible.

Obi Mbanuzuo, account-
able manager, Dana Air, said 
despite the Federal Govern-
ment’s promise to make the 
importation of spare parts 
into the country easy and 
without delay, “it still takes 
a lot of days to get the spare 
parts out of the warehouse.”

Mbanuzuo said Dana 
Air had purchased some 
spare parts that arrived 
few days back, but it took 
a number of days for the 
spare parts to be cleared 
out from the Customs’ 
warehouse.

In other countries, 
it takes just few hours to 
get spare parts of aircraft 
cleared and delivered to the 
operators, but in Nigeria, 
it could take weeks before 
operators get access to their 
spare parts, which could be 
discouraging, he said.

“If I have to pay 20 per-
cent to 30 percent duty on 
spare parts, it means the 
policies are not just there. 
The best things could be to 
create export processing 
zones, so that everything 
that goes in and out hap-
pens seamlessly,” he said.
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… cites customs clearing process as challenge
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Airtel Nigeria has 
launched season 
three of its Touch-
ing Lives Corpo-

rate Social Responsibility 
initiative. The initiative in-
troduced three years ago 
is about empowering and 
creating life-changing op-
portunities for less privi-
leged in the society.

Speaking at the unveil-
ing of the third edition in 
Lagos, yesterday, Segun 
Ogunsanya, CEO, Airtel Ni-
geria, explained, “Touch-
ing Lives is about creating 
inclusive prosperity that 
brings the rich and strong, 
poor and weak together in 
a virile society.”

According to Ogunsan-
ya, the launch is a call to 
action, urging other corpo-
rate bodies in the country 
to key into the scheme and 
widen the act of giving by 
touching lives. Touching 
lives does not depend on 
the economy, and “to be a 

President Muham-
madu Buhari has 
asked his cabinet 
to think outside 

the box in finding solu-
tions that will get Nigeria 
out of economic recession.

On the other hand, ex-
perts who made presen-
tations at the technical 
session of the ongoing 
one-day retreat on the 

Ambode approves N740m to 
compensate LFTZ landowners  

UK says Ibori’s conviction stands despite bribery evidence

A
s part of efforts 
to douse ten-
sion and create a 
conducive atmo-
sphere for busi-

nesses in areas bordering 
the Lekki Free Trade Zone 
(LFTZ), the Lagos State gov-
ernor, Akinwunmi Ambode, 
has approved the release of 
N740,461,432.00, as com-
pensation to the landowners.

Majorly affected this time 
are the host communities 
of the parcel B of the land 
acquired by the government, 
comprising Yegunda and 
Abomiti zones of the LFTZ 
and the Lekki-Epe Interna-
tional Airport site.

Rotimi Ogunleye, the state 
commissioner for commerce, 
industry and cooperatives, 

Jailed former Nigerian 
state governor James 
Ibori’s convictions re-
main valid despite evi-

dence a British police officer 
took bribes during the inves-
tigation of his case, Britain’s 
state prosecution agency 
said on Thursday.

Ibori, who as governor 
of oil-producing Delta State 
from 1999 to 2007 was one 
of Nigeria’s most powerful 
men, is serving a 13-year 
sentence in a British prison 
after pleading guilty in 2012 
to 10 counts of fraud and 
money laundering.

He is the most senior 
Nigerian politician to have 
been held to account for the 
corruption that has blighted 
Africa’s most populous na-
tion for decades, and his 
jailing was hailed as a high 

who disclosed this at a news 
conference on Thursday, said 
by the continuing payment of 
compensations to the com-
munities, the government was 
assuring investors currently 
doing business within the zone 
and would-be investors of their 
safety and security.

Among the major in-
vestors in the LFTZ is the 
Dangote Fertilizer Plant and 
650,000 barrel per day refinery 
expected to come on stream 
on by first quarter of 2018. 
Over 70 local and foreign 
companies across various 
sectors of the economy are 
said to be showing interest in 
the free trade zone, which was 
licensed in 2004 by the Nigeria 
Export Processing Zones Au-
thority (NEPZA).

“Before these parcels of 
land were acquired, they were 

point in the international 
fight against graft.

But the case has become 
an embarrassment for Brit-
ain since one of Ibori’s as-
sociates, convicted money-
launderer Bhadresh Gohil, 
alleged that the judicial pro-
cess was tainted because 
prosecutors had covered up 
evidence of police corrup-
tion, Reuters reports.

Authorities initially de-
nied everything and charged 
Gohil with perverting the 
course of justice, but that 
prosecution was abruptly 
dropped in January.

In May, the Crown Pros-
ecution Service (CPS) said it 
had found “material to sup-
port the assertion that a po-
lice officer received payment 
in return for information”.

After an internal review of 

being used for farming mostly 
by various families within 
those project sites. Therefore, 
there is bound to be com-
pensation to the landowning 
families. The focal point of 
the current administration in 
the state is to engender a sus-
tainable cordial relationship 
between the host communi-
ties and investors in the zone.

“As I address this gather-
ing, modalities are being put 
in place to ensure a hitch-
free payment of another 
tranche of N740,461,432.00 
compensation exercise, 
which is to be effected im-
mediately,” Ogunleye said.

Meanwhile, Governor 
Ambode has donated N5 
million to two students of 
Lagos State College of Health 
Technology who designed a 
new technology of generat-

the case lasting months, the 
CPS said on Thursday that 
while the material “should have 
been disclosed to the defence”, 
that did not call into question 
the validity of the convictions of 
Ibori, Gohil and others.

Ibori’s lawyer did not im-
mediately respond to a re-
quest for comment. Gohil’s 
lawyer said he could not 
comment for legal reasons.

Court proceedings on the 
confiscation of Ibori’s assets 
are still dragging through the 
courts, and lawyers for Ibori 
and Gohil could use the next 
court hearing to challenge the 
findings of the CPS review.

Ibori first came to the 
attention of British police 
in 1991, when he was work-
ing as a cashier at Wickes, a 
home improvements chain-
store in London, and was 

ing biogas through the treat-
ment of animal waste.

The students - Sarunmi 
Oluwafemi and Dada Samuel, 
were among the 422 success-
ful graduates of the Ready, Set, 
Work (RSW) programme of 
the state government targeted 
to equip graduates of tertiary 
institutions in the state with 
necessary entrepreneurial 
skills and make them emerge 
as ready products for the in-
creasingly competitive labour 
market, as well as job creators.

Oluwafemi and Samuel, 
who emerged as first place 
winners of the pitch com-
petition of the programme, 
were equally given N1 mil-
lion seed funding and placed 
on N100,000 monthly work-
ing capital for six months, all 
geared towards encouraging 
their business idea to grow.

caught stealing from the till.
After returning to Nigeria, 

he became involved in poli-
tics. As governor of Delta, he 
amassed a huge fortune and 
became a power-broker in 
the PDP party then ruling 
the country.

The charges to which 
Ibori pleaded guilty amount-
ed to the theft of about $80 
million. Prosecutors said 
that was only part of his 
total booty, which was kept 
hidden via a complex web 
of shell companies, offshore 
accounts and front men.

During his sentencing in 
2012, the court heard that he 
had enjoyed a lavish lifestyle 
involving foreign properties 
and a fleet of luxury cars. At 
the time of his arrest, he had 
been trying to buy a $20 mil-
lion private jet.

L-R: Sumeet Kumar Pandey, general manager, Venus Processing and Packaging Limited; Waheed Olagunju, acting 
managing director, Bank of Industry (BoI); Anil Hemnani, group managing director, Primlaks Nigeria Limited; Obaro Marvel 
Osah, regional head, Lagos, BoI, and Hadiza Shuaib, group head, agro processing, BoI, during the BoI management visit 
to Primlaks Nigeria Limited in Lagos, yesterday.

Airtel unveils season 3 of 
Touching Lives initiative

great person, you need to 
be good; you can’t sepa-
rate greatness from being 
good.”

Speaking further on 
the scheme, Ogunsanya 
said touching lives was not 
only about giving to the 
physically challenged, as 
the scheme also involved 
adopting school initiative, 
saying the company had 
been able to adopt schools 
across Nigeria.

Airtel plans to spend 
four years in the adopted 
schools, he said, noting, 
“Airtel equally has an em-
ployee volunteers’ scheme 
that helps to pull resources 
together to support causes 
without forcing the em-
ployees to give towards 
such initiative.”

In his comment, Frank 
Aigbogun, publisher, Busi-
nessDay newspapers, said, 
“looking across the world, 
a lot of what companies 
do, as CSR investment has 
become a stamp of what 
those companies stand for.”

Nigerian Commu-
nication Commis-
sion (NCC), yes-
terday, said it had 

conducted a compliance 
monitoring exercise on Au-
tomated Vehicular Tracking 
Service (AVTS) Licensees in 
the second quarter of 2016.

The Commission made 
this known in its 2016 sec-
ond quarter Compliance 
Monitoring and Enforce-
ment Reports.

“Given the peculiar se-
curity issues associated 
with the provision of vehicle 
tracking services and given 
concerns of increasing ac-
tivities of illegal operators in 
this market segment. It be-
came most imperative that a 
comprehensive compliance 
monitoring checks is done,’’ 
the NCC said.

According to the report, 
the monitoring checks cen-
tred on the Registration of 
SIM Cards used for the Au-
tomatic Vehicle Tracking 
Services (AVTS), is consistent 
with the provisions of the 
NCC Telephone Subscribers 

Recession: Think out of the 
box, Buhari tells cabinet

NCC conducts compliance exercise on 
Automated Vehicular tracking services

economy also tasked the 
Buhari-led government 
to be bold about its deci-
sions.

Birsmark Rewane, CEO, 
Financial  Derivatives 
Company, who spoke on 
the Fiscal and Trade Policy 
options to get the economy 
out of recession, said there 
were no quick fixes to the 
country’s economic situa-
tion as the recession start-
ed about four years ago.

Registration Regulation 2011.
“The prevalence of unau-

thorised/illegal operations 
in the AVTS segment of the 
market. Appropriate pricing 
or tariff for AVT Services in 
Nigerian market to ensure 
that service providers get 
adequate returns for their in-
vestment and guarantee the 
sustainability of this market.

“Delays in obtaining se-
curity clearance from the 
Directorate of State Security 
Services (SSS) as a prerequi-
site for licensing of AVTS op-
erators. Competition within 
the AVT Services, especially 
given the activities of Mo-
bile Networks Operators 
(MNO) who appear inter-
ested in both the upstream 
and downstream segment 
of the market.

“Emerging services from 
technological advancement 
in mechatronics engineer-
ing, among others,’’ it said.

The report said the Com-
mission intended to com-
mence enforcement action 
against all defaulters to re-
cover the debt.

JOSHUA BASSEYSEYI JOHN SALAU

ELIZABETH ARCHIBONG

… gives N5m to 2 students with new biogas technology                  
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Passengers travelling 
by road to various 
cities in Nigeria have 
been told to brace 

up for an increase in fares, 
effective September 19, 2016. 
The transporters under the 
aegis of Association of Private 
Transport Company Owners 
of Nigeria (APTCON) made 
the announcement in a re-
cent notice to its members.

The group said it was 
constrained to mark up 
transport fares by 40 percent 
because of the prevailing 
harsh operating business 
environment, which has 
seen cost of operations rise 
by more than 80 percent. 
The association’s secretariat 
noted that it was compelled 
to implement the increase, 
as the local economy was 
showing no signs of stability 
while international transac-
tions were becoming in-
creasingly difficult to close.

“As we are all aware, the 
global economy is currently 
facing a downturn that has 
greatly affected most coun-
tries in the world. As an 

Road transporters to effect 40% fare increase
industry, we are not exempt 
from the crisis as in recent 
months, our operating costs 
have risen significantly,” the 
group stated.

It would be recalled that 
luxury bus owners (Asso-
ciation Luxurious Buses 
owners of Nigeria, LUBAN) 
had earlier announced an 
increase in bus fares by 35 
percent for all their routes 
effective June 10, 2016.

APTCON lamented that 
the biggest challenges facing 
its members were the price 
of fuelling, cost of spare parts 
for vehicle maintenance, unit 
cost of buses, diesel costs for 
powering terminals, Value 
Added Taxes (VAT) as well 
as increase in bank interest 
rates. “These identified incre-
ments, to name but a few, 
have taken a significant toll on 
the revenue of private trans-
port company owners across 
Nigeria”, the statement noted.

The group also noted that 
many of its members have 
expressed their inability to 
pay salaries much less run 
profitably, while some oth-
ers have had to shut down 
operations completely

Nigerian National 
Petroleum Cor-
poration (NNPC) 
will support the 

Nigerian Gas Association 
(NGA) to achieve its objec-
tives of ensuring that the 
country derives maximum 
benefit from its huge gas 
resource base.

Maikanti Baru, group 
managing director, NNPC, 
speaking on Thursday in 
Abuja, while receiving the 
NGA delegation led by its 
president, Bolaji Osunsanya, 
at the NNPC, noted that as 
the midwife of the nation’s 
premier gas association in 
1999, the NNPC had a moral 
and strategic interest in en-
suring the continuous exis-
tence and sustained growth 
of the association.

According to a statement 
from Garba Deen Moham-

NNPC to support NGA to 
deliver on gas resource

med, NNPC’s group general 
manager, group public af-
fairs, the GMD described 
the NGA as a reflection of 
the development of the gas 
industry in Nigeria.

He said the corporation 
would continue to provide 
the association with hu-
man and material resources. 
While thanking the mem-
bers of the NGA for their ad-
vocacy in ensuring a review 
of the Production Sharing 
Contracts (PSC), gas terms, 
Baru noted that the NNPC 
is working round the clock to 
ensure maximisation of the 
nation’s vast gas resources 
by incentivizing all parts of 
the gas value chain.

On his part the NGA Pres-
ident thanked the NNPC and 
the GMD for the unflinching 
support for the association 
and pledged the readiness 
of members to work with the 
NNPC in this regard.

Consumers’ confidence remains 
downbeat on deteriorating economy

Tourists steer clear of Brazil, Russia, India, Nigeria

T
he deteriorating 
economic condi-
tion is having a toll 
on Nigerian con-
sumers as overall 

confidence outlook in third 
quarter 2016 remained down-
beat, as it has been since Q3, 
2011, according to the Central 
Bank of Nigeria (CBN).

 The CBN’s Consumer Ex-
pectation Survey report re-
leased yesterday shows that 
at 28.2 index points, con-
sumers’ confidence dipped 
further by 26.3 points below 
the level achieved in the cor-
responding quarter of 2015.

The bleak outlook of con-
sumers in the quarter under 
review could be attributed to 
the deteriorating economic 

Brazil, Russia, India 
and Nigeria are 
among the emerg-
ing market coun-

tries that are failing to capi-
talise on their tourism po-
tential, according to analysis 
by Renaissance Capital, an 
emerging market-focused 
investment bank.

Nigeria generated tour-
ism revenues equivalent to 
just 0.1 per cent of its gross 
domestic product in 2015, 
according to data from the 
IMF, compared with 2.3 per 
cent in nearby Ghana, 3.8 
per cent in Rwanda and 6.2 
per cent in Madagascar. Out 
of 43 African countries for 
which there is comparable 
data, only the Democratic 
Republic of Congo benefits 
less from tourism.

India, Russia and Brazil 
- each of which have obvi-
ous tourist attractions - are 
also labelled as serial un-
derperformers by Charles 

condition and decline in net 
household income, leading 
to draw-down on household 
savings or getting into debt.

The consumer outlook 
for the next quarter and next 
12 months is however posi-
tive, at 17.8 and 32.1 points, 
respectively. The positive 
outlook in the next quarter 
and the next 12 months 
could be attributed largely 
to the anticipated improve-
ment in Nigeria’s economic 
conditions, expected in-
crease in net household 
income and expectations to 
save a bit and/or have plenty 
over savings.

The report further re-
vealed that at 17.8 and 32.1 
index points, the overall 
consumers’ confidence in-
dex in the next quarter and 

Robertson, chief economist 
at Renaissance.

The trio generate tourist 
receipts equivalent to 1 per 
cent, 0.6 per cent and 0.3 
per cent of GDP respectively, 
as the first chart shows, less 
than war-torn Iraq achieved 
as recently as 2010.

“The climate in Nigeria 
is not that different from 
that in Indonesia, the 
Philippines, Malaysia or 
Thailand. Lagos has a long 
beach sitting alongside it, 
just like Rio [de Janeiro]. 
Ghana doesn’t have any-
thing more to offer to tour-
ists than Nigeria,” says the 
much-travelled Robertson, 
when asked why tourists 
might make a beeline for 
Nigeria, while the insurrec-
tion by jihadi group Boko 
Haram is confined to the 
country’s north.

He estimates the country 
could generate $8bn a year 
from tourism, rather than 
$500m, if it reached the stan-
dards of Ghana.

Equally, Russia would 

the next 12 months, respec-
tively, were expected to be 
better than the outlook in the 
current quarter. In the next 
quarter and the next twelve 
months, consumers expect 
the general economic condi-
tions in the country and the 
net household income to be 
much better. Consequently, 
households expect to save a 
bit and/or have plenty over 
savings.

On average, more house-
holds nationwide expect 
some increase in their ex-
penditure on basic com-
modities and services in the 
next 12 months. With an 
average index of 13.7 points, 
the index dropped by 4.5 
points from the 18.2 points 
recorded in the correspond-
ing quarter of 2015.

generate an extra $6bn a year 
if it matched the tourism 
share of equally northerly 
Canada (1 per cent of GDP), 
or $18bn if it matched the 
1.9 per cent of France, which 
Robertson believes its attrac-
tions are comparable to.

Brazil’s poor showing in 
the tourism stakes is “hard 
to explain”, Robertson says, 
although its distance from 
the main population cen-
tres is likely to be a factor. 
And while India has been 
more successful, given its 
“intense beauty” in parts, he 
believes “it could be doing a 
lot better”.

Robertson’s thesis is that 
all of these serial under-
achievers suffer from oner-
ous visa regimes that deter 
many potential visitors.

Russia, for instance, re-
quires an interview in per-
son, fingerprints and a list 
of every county visited in 
the past five years. Pakistan, 
another country that gener-
ates tourism revenues equal 
to just 0.1 per cent of GDP, 

The report said majority 
of consumers nationwide 
expect to spend substantial 
amount of their income on 
food and other household 
needs, education, savings, 
medical expenses, purchase 
of consumer durables and 
investments in the next 12 
months. On the other hand, 
they do not plan to spend 
substantial amount of their 
income on large ticket items 
such as purchases of house 
and car/motor vehicle. 
These results conform with 
the National Household 
Expenditure Survey which 
showed that majority of 
households spend substan-
tial amount of their income 
to meet basic needs and 
have little left for long term 
investment.

requires details of every 
country visited in the past 
two years, an invitation letter 
and proof of accommoda-
tion and finances.

Too often these convo-
luted visa requirements are 
the result of misplaced pride,  
Robertson argues.

“Friends have described 
the humiliation of applying 
for visas in western embas-
sies, such as where a British 
official peers at you as if 
assuming you’ll overstay 
your visit and end up in the 
informal economy,” he says.

“Russian, Indian and Ni-
geria officials have often 
stated that if the west makes 
it hard for their citizens to 
visit the west, then western 
visitors should expect the 
same treatment in return.”

However, Robertson ar-
gues that the main econom-
ic loser here is the poorer 
country, which, more often 
than not, has more to gain 
from facilitating inbound 
tourism by people from a 
wealthier nation.

L-R: Kayode Omotoso, executive secretary, Mortage Banking Association of Nigeria; Babajide Odusolu, managing director, 
Ogun State Property Investment Corporation; Niyi Akinlusi, chief executive, Trustband Mortgage Bank plc, and other 
participants, at the 2016 African Union for Housing Finance and Nigeria Mortgage Refinancing Company’s conference and 
the 32nd annual general meeting of the institution in Abuja, yesterday.               NAN
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Environment: Saraki calls for 
implementation of UN resolutions

to absence of appropriate 
political will by the leaders.

“By the time we leave all 
those conferences as politi-
cians, we shake hands with 
ourselves, we take pictures, 
the real issues are these com-
mitments. Are they being met?

“I think these are the ar-
eas we truly want to say that 
what you are doing will play 
a key role to ensure that 
some of these environmen-
tal policies and solutions 
that we put aside are ad-
dressed,” he said.

According to the Senate 
president, “In Nigeria, we 
talk about deforestation, 
we talk about oil spillage 
and it is clear that it is af-
fecting the lives of our peo-
ple all over. This shows us 
the point we are and what 
we need to do.

OWEDE AGBAJILEKE, Abuja

Senate president, Bu-
kola Saraki, has ad-
vocated political will 
on the part of world 

leaders towards the imple-
mentation of resolutions on 
environmental issues.

The Senate president 
spoke when a delegation of 
the working group on Envi-
ronmental Audit of African 
Organisation of the Supreme 
Audit Institutions (AFROSAI 
WGEA) paid him a courtesy 
call on Thursday in Abuja.

Saraki, who was respond-
ing to the address by the 
leader of the delegation, ac-
knowledged that some of the 
issues already highlighted 
remained to be implement-
ed for development due 

KENNETH AZAHAN, Abuja

MIKE OCHONMA



After series of clashes 
between subsis-
tence farmers and 
cattle rustlers that 

have taken many lives, the 
Federal Government is set 
to launch an attack against 
them, after keeping mum 
on the matter for a long time.

The “operation Accord” 
through which it intends to 
move against the herdsmen 
will cover the whole country, 
but more emphasis will be 
on states that have been un-
der attack by the herdsmen.

Abubakar Rabe, direc-
tor, Defence Information, 
in an exclusive interview 
with BusinessDay in Abuja, 
said the military planned to 
launch an offensive against 
the herdsmen through “op-
eration Accord.”

The constant clashes be-
tween the herdsmen and 
farmers in most parts of 
Nigeria have not only re-
mained a major issue in 
Nigeria, but has taken a 
dangerous dimension that 
threatens not just security 
but even the economy.

Apart from the thousands 
that have been killed and 
many more dislodged from 
their homes, the activities of 
the herdsmen are now feared 

Aviation passenger symposium to address rising payments, baggage handling issues, others

Nigerian airlines 
and their coun-
terparts across 
the globe will 

converge on Dubai, United 
Arab Emirate, for the sixth 
edition of the World Pas-
senger Symposium (WPS) 
to address the rising issues 
of transfers and payment, 
airport processes and bag-
gage handling.

The event, scheduled for 
October 18 to 20, is com-
ing at a time the tightening 
economic policies of the 
Central Bank of Nigeria has 
impacted airline operators 
in Nigeria negatively, as 
many airlines in Nigeria 
were unable to repatriate 
$700 million.

The development result-

ed to the exit of Iberia Airline 
and United Airlines from the 
country, creating loss of avia-
tion jobs as many airlines 
were faced with the option 
of laying off staff since they 
were unable to pay overhead 
costs.

Also, experts say the inac-
tivity in Nigeria’s hardware 
manufacturing industry is 
causing internationals and 
local airlines operating in 
Nigeria a huge sum of $46 
million annually for compen-
sations paid on baggage loss.

They say airlines could 
otherwise have saved mil-
lions of naira being spent 
on compensating passen-
gers for lost luggage with 
the introduction of Radio 
Frequency Identification 
(RFID) baggage tracking 
technology.

Femi Longe, director at 

Co-Creation Hub, told Busi-
nessDay that “most of the 
technology geeks and gurus 
that we have in Nigeria are 
focused on software devel-
opment and not hardware, 
and so Nigeria may have to 
import RFID hardware tech-
nology for its local airlines 
to reduce the amount of 
missing luggage and airline 
expenditure on passenger 
compensation for lost lug-
gage.

“Most of the geeks and 
inventors in the technology 
hub and in Nigeria at large 
are software experts and 
even the ones that do hard-
ware are more into electrical 
and not electronics.”

Alexandre de Juniac, the 
director-general, Interna-
tional Air Transport Associa-
tion (IATA), said in a state-
ment yesterday that meeting 

or even better exceeding 
customer expectations was 
the key to any successful 
business.

According to Juniac, “Ex-
pectations continuously 
evolve to become ever more 
demanding in detail and 
personalisation.

“We also know that trav-
ellers want a simpler, more 
transparent shopping expe-
rience, faster and more ef-
ficient airport processes and 
reliable connectivity during 
all stages of their journey.

“Speed is of the essence. 
And many of the enablers lie 
in making even better use of 
data and technology.” The 
conference will be hosted 
by Emirates Airline, while 
more than 700 high-level 
delegates from across the 
travel value chain are ex-
pected to attend.

L-R: Nino Ozara, executive director, manufacturing, Honeywell Flour Mills plc; Boniface Okezie, national chairman, 
Progressive Shareholders Association of Nigeria; Sunny Nwosu, president, Independent Shareholders Association of 
Nigeria (ISAN), and Rotimi Fadipe, executive director, supply chain, Honeywell Flour Mills plc, at the shareholders facility 
tour of the Honeywell Flour Mills new multi-billion naira factory in Shagamu, Ogun State, yesterday. Pic by Olawale Amoo

Attacks by Islamic 
terrorist  group 
Boko Haram could 
actually rise in Ni-

geria despite continued 
counter terrorism opera-
tions and claims by the gov-
ernment to have decimated 
them, says an international 
report released yesterday.

According to the report 
by IHS Markit (Nasdaq: 
INFO), a world leader in 
critical information, ana-
lytics and solutions, Boko 
Haram’s attacks could actu-
ally rise in Nigeria due to a 
current leadership dispute 
between Boko Haram’s two 
main factions, just as it also 
hinted that Niger is the next 
hotspot for the terrorist 
group.

“Shekau’s faction is more 
likely to continue indis-
criminate violence against 
civilians and Barnawi’s 
more likely to focus on tar-
geting the security forces 
and potentially the Chris-
tian population,” stated 
Matthew Henman, head of 
IHS Jane’s Terrorism and 
Insurgency Centre London 
(JTIC), in the report.

“Despite counter-ter-
rorism operations, Boko 
Haram’s emphasis on 
cross-border attacks is not 
going away. While Boko 
Haram’s operations were 
predominantly concen-
trated in northeast Nigeria, 
it also conducted multiple 
cross-border operations 
into neighbouring Niger, 

Finally, FG set to launch an 
offensive against herdsmen soon

Boko Haram attacks could rise 
in Nigeria, report warns

could lead to significant re-
duction in agricultural output 
and threaten government’s 
plan to attain food sufficiency.

The government till re-
cently did not appear willing 
to initiate any forceful action 
against them, rather request-
ing for pieces of land from 
states in order to provide the 
rampaging herdsmen with 
permanent grazing ground.

But Rabe said, “Operation 
Accord is coming up very 
soon and is an operation that 
has to do with herdsmen 
and farmers clash. Once it 
becomes operational, hon-
estly speaking the issue of 
herdsmen and farmers clash 
will be a thing of the past.

“The Operation will be 
all over the country, but 
with emphasis on the prone 
states where these clashes 
frequently happen. All these 
operations are simultane-
ously aimed at building con-
fidence in citizens and ensur-
ing they remain free from any 
threat posed by kidnappers, 
militants and what not.”

He also said for the 
military operations in the 
Nigeria Delta, the Armed 
Forces were waiting for the 
outcome of the ongoing 
negotiations between the 
Federal Government and 
the militants so as to know 
the next line of action.

Chad, and Cameroon,” the 
report stated.

According to open-
source data collected by the 
Centre in 2014, Boko Haram 
carried out 22 cross-border 
attacks into neighbouring 
Niger, Chad and Cameroon. 
In 2015, the year the group 
pledged allegiance to the Is-
lamic State, 62 cross-border 
attacks took place. By the 
end of August 2016, JTIC 
recorded 41 cross-border 
attacks.

It further revealed that 
before Boko Haram allied 
with the Islamic State, it 
did carry out cross-border 
attacks outside their core 
territory of north eastern 
Nigeria. But since 2015, the 
number of cross-border 
operations rose dramati-
cally as the group retaliated 
against the West African 
coalition fighting to defeat 
them.

The IHS report further 
countered the false sense 
of security in Nigeria hinged 
on the lull of attacks in Nige-
ria of which its statistics says 
the country’s 2016 attack 
figures are below the 2015 
peak adding that analysis 
suggests that the lull can 
be attributed to an organi-
zational re-branding and 
evolution, driven by the 
Islamic State leadership in 
Syria and Iraq.

“For starters, the drop 
in fatalities was at least in 
part a consequence of a 
noticeable decrease in the 
incidence of indiscriminate 
suicide attacks.”

NCC moves to streamline tax as inactive 
phone numbers rise to 76m in July

I
n response to demands 
to urgently address the 
issue of multiple taxation 
confronting stakeholders 
in the telecoms industry, 

the Nigerian Communications 
Commission (NCC) said yes-
terday that an Industry Work-
ing Group (IWG) on multiple 
taxation and regulations had 
been established.

The announcement 
comes on the heels of the 
Monthly Subscriber Data 
report released by the Com-
mission, which showed that 
the number of registered 
telephone lines not in use 
have risen from 67,331,498 
in June to 76,164,149 in July. 
The increase means there 
were 8,832,651 unused 
numbers during the period.

Furthermore, the report 

stated that of the 226,426,215 
lines that were connected, 
only 150,262,066 were active.

The Global System for 
Mobile Communications 
(GSM) lines accounted for 
72,732,130 of the 76,164,149 
inactive numbers, while the 
Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (CDMA mobile) opera-
tors had a share of 3,240.313 
and the Fixed Wired Wire-
less networks rounded off 
with 184.819 unused lines.

Addressing multiple 
taxation, the NCC said in a 
statement, was key to easier 
and quick deployment of 
telecoms infrastructure “re-
quired for good quality ser-
vice in the country.”

The decision to establish 
the working group on taxation 
was reached after a meeting 
the NCC held recently.

“A key highlight of the 
meeting was the presentation 

of the proposed Alterna-
tive Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) for the 
Nigerian Telecommunica-
tions Industry presented by 
Emerging Markets Telecom-
munication Service (EMTS),” 
the NCC statement read.

NCC also stated that an 
agreement was reached by 
the end of the meeting that 
all other operators should 
review the proposal and 
forward their comments to 
the Commission. It said the 
Commission had also set 
up a regulatory intervention 
team that would at very short 
notice, intervene and engage 
other government agencies.

The team has the man-
date to resolve urgent cases 
and threats to critical tele-
coms infrastructure across 
the country.

The NCC, according to 
the statement, was constant-

ly monitoring the porting 
process with a view to ensur-
ing strict adherence to the 
Mobile Number Portability 
(MNP) Regulation 2014, in 
addition to the business 
rules. MNP is a service that 
allows a cell phone or Smart-
phone customer to change 
telecom carrier and keep the 
same phone number.

The commission ex-
plained that the monitoring 
was necessary in order to 
achieve its goal of sustain-
ing the integrity of the MNP 
scheme in the country.

“In quarter 2, 2016, this 
exercise focused attention 
on reviewing all rejected 
port requests by the donor 
within the period to en-
sure that these rejections 
were made for valid reasons 
consistent with the MNP 
business rules,” the NCC 
statement read.
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Edo CP dismisses alleged 
invasion of state by militants 

Gombe: Board warns of water 
scarcity over paucity of funds

The police command in Edo has dis-
missed the allegation of the invasion of the 
state by militants from neighbouring states.

Fimihan Adeoye, the state commis-
sioner of police (CP) declared at a press 
briefing in Benin, the state capital, that there 
was no iota truth in the allegation.

There was widespread rumour that mili-
tants from the neighbouring states of Delta, 
Kogi and Rivers had invaded Edo ahead of 
the September 10 gubernatorial election, 
to cause violence.  The election had to be 
shifted from September 10 to September 28 
on the strength of the allegation which was 
amplified by Governor Adams Oshiohmole.

Adeoye debunked the claim that over 
8,000 militants and thugs had been de-
ployed to the state from other states for the 
election purpose.

“We can say categorically that Edo State 
is safe for the election. We are also commit-
ted to ensuring that the state is safe at all 
times. All allegations are mere rumours, as 
we have not made any such arrest. No arrest 
of militants in any hotels in the state. We are 
investigating and have not made any arrest 
in any hotel and farmland. We are not aware 
of any militant in police custody over the 
forthcoming Edo election.

“Police would not be dissuaded from 
performing its lawful duties. We will resist 
any attempt that will dissuade us from our 
constitutional duties of enforcing law and 
order. There is also no iota of true that over 
8,000 militants and thugs from other states 
had been deployed to the state”, he said.

The police commissioner, however, 
paraded 32 suspects over alleged burglary, 
cultism, armed robbery and illegal posses-
sion of firearms.

He listed the command’s achievements 
to include the arrest of one, Tirim Ade, who 
was alleged to be in possession of fire arms. 
Adeoye said his arrest led to the arrest of 
a “repentant ex-militant” by name Pere 
Ejune , a brother to the latter and noted 
that the arrest of the duo was undergoing 
investigation.

The general manager of the Gombe 
State Water Corporation, Isah Moham-
mad, has blamed paucity of funds for the 
water scarcity in Gombe and its environs.

Mohammad said that the maintenance 
of  the multi-billion naira  Gombe regional 
water supply scheme at  the Dadin-Kowa 
Dam was posing a huge challenge owing 
to lack of funds and this must be ad-
dressed.

 “If not, a time will come when people 
will be forced to get water through more 
expensive sources,” he said, adding that 
plans were underway to embark on debt 
recovery with the help of a task force.

The manager noted that throughout 
last year, only N600,000 was realised from 
the payment of water rates in the state. 
He said that the task force would identify 
defaulters and register illegal consumers 
of water.

Mohammed said that the provision of 
water needed to be efficiently done and 
devoid of political sentiment in view   of 
the current realities facing the board.

“The water project was designed to 
provide water for about 300,000 resi-
dents of the state capital and its environs 
more than 10 years ago but it has been 
overstretched to provide water for nearly 
700,000 residents.” NAN
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Ijora bound lane of Wharf Road, Apapa, sink deeper as the downpour continues in Lagos

JOSHUA BASSEY

L
agos State and the Nigerian 
Ports Authority (NPA) have 
opened discussions on how to 
further decongest the Apapa 
environment and ensure better 

flow of vehicular traffic within the area.  
The move is at the time some roads 

within Apapa have collapsed, bring-
ing untold hardship to business own-
ers, residents, motorists and visitors to 
the area. For example, the Wharf road, 
stretching from the foot of Ijora-Apapa 
bridge towards Airways bust stop (Ijora 
bound lane) has completely failed, forcing 
motorists now to seek alternative routes 
through the Apapa GRA to connect their 
destinations.

A motorist who spoke with Business-
Day described the present condition of 
the Wharf road as the worst in decades. 
“I have not seen it this bad since I have 
been doing business here in Apapa,” said 

the motorist, adding that an immediate 
intervention was needed to rescue the 
situation.  

Meanwhile, the Lagos State governor, 
Akinwunmi Ambode, and Hadiza Bala 
Usman, managing director of NPA, met 
at the Lagos House on Wednesday, where 
they agreed to support each other in ad-
dressing the perennial gridlock within the 
ports environment.

Ambode told Usman that the state gov-
ernment was concerned about Apapa and 
was making plans to transform the axis. 
He said his administration would be will-
ing to partner the NPA in whatever form 
needed to deal with the Apapa situation.

“We have had issues about movement 
of cargo and every other vehicular move-
ment that relates to traffic congestion in 
Apapa and I think with the new manage-
ment in charge of NPA, a whole lot of 
things will be resolved. I am glad that this 
is the way we have decided to go and we 
will support everything to make Apapa a 
place that we will all be delighted to speak 

KEHINDE AKINTOLA, Abuja

FCTA to create database for beggars, destitute

Muhammadu Bello, minister 
of Federal Capital Terri-
tory (FCT) has unveiled 
plans to create a database 

for arrested beggars and destitute 
taken to the Vocational and Rehabili-
tation Centre, Kuchiko, in Bwari Area 
Council, Abuja.

Bello stated this during a visit to the 
vocational and rehabilitation centre, 
saying that the establishment of the 
database will provide timely infor-
mation about those arrested and put 
the government in a position to make 
adequate arrangements for their re-

patriation.
Bello directed that FCT social de-

velopment secretariat to ensure that 
all those arrested be captured in the 
database for easy reference.

He also directed the Abuja Environ-
mental Protection Board (AEPB) and 
the FCT task team on environment, to 
ensure that all beggars and destitute 
arrested are assembled and registered 
before they are taken to the rehabilita-
tion centre where the social develop-
ment staff will officially receive and 
hand them over to the management 
of the centre.

The minister advised the rehabilita-
tion centre to commence the process 

of repatriating the destitute in earnest 
in line with the extant rules to their 
various states of origin where the social 
welfare officials in such states are to 
receive them officially.

Bello also inspected the new bore-
hole dug for the centre by the FCT 
administration and directed that 
overhead tanks be installed for the 
use of the inmates. He asked the social 
development secretariat to ensure that 
the water is well reticulated.   

 Bala Tsoho, the principal of the 
vocational centre, however, disclosed 
that the 145 new beggars and destitute 
were recently arrested and taken to 
the centre.

Lagos, NPA agree to address Apapa 
gridlock as road condition worsens

about,”Ambode said.
Speaking to newsmen after the meet-

ing, Usman said that major areas of 
partnership will decongestion of Apapa 
gridlock and the success of the Lekki deep 
sea port project, among others.

 discussed various areas of cooperation 
and one of the priorities is the deconges-
tion of the Apapa area. We have looked 
at the priority activities that we need to 
do to decongest the area and we would 
proceed with that in the next few weeks.

“There are several partnerships that 
exist and we intend to forge ahead with 
them. We have the Lekki Deep Sea Port 
development which both Lagos State   
and the Federal Government of Nigeria 
through the NPA have shareholdings. 
We believe that it is a project which we 
need to take forward within the shortest 
period. We have reaffirmed our partner-
ship and commitment to drive the project 
and we want to do that within the shortest 
period,” Usman said.

IDRIS UMAR MOMOH, Benin



rich and fruitful continent into a beggar 
entity. A trick was played on the minds 
of Africans, persuading them to accept 
the superiority of everything foreign, 
especially religion. Once we fell for this 
trick, the manipulation was easy. They 
stole our unity of purpose, our strength 
and valour and our belief in our selves. 
They stole our minds and made us be-
lieve we were inferior. We started looking 
up to them for everything. Formerly, we 
faced the ground and got our daily bread 
and much more by working the soil. We 
were proud of our accomplishments and 
strove to do more. The moment they got 
us to look up to them for something to 
believe in, for healthcare, for education, 
for food and water and for the good life, 
we removed our eyes from the ground 
and our woes multiplied. They promised 
us heaven and we swallowed the bait. The 
discerning ones among us realized that 
the essence of this heavenly paradise 
promised was to make it easier for us to 
let go of our wealth for them to harness. 
Until today, Africans have held strongly 
unto this paradise and are content to go 
through life in misery and deprivation, 
building upon the hopeless hope of go-
ing to heaven. They see their preachers 
and teachers gathering the same earthly 
things they urge them to drop into their 
own barns and they still happily pursue 
the elusive paradise that was only used 
as bait. Mind Burglary! 

 A major weapon used to destroy our 
psyche as Africans is the demonization 
of everything African. They made us 
hate ourselves, our names, our village 
names, our festivals and even our foods. 
This self hate is the main reason why we 
would rather buy second or third hand 
materials at cut-throat prices than buy a 
new product made in our land. This self 
hate is why we will abandon our healthy, 
God-given palm wine for something 

For all her faith-
fulness to these 
masters over the 
years, Africa has 

been rewarded with 
unimaginable evil. 

More and more 
schemes are daily 
perfected to keep 

the continent at the 
mercy of these her 
merciless masters 

for all eternity
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A
frica is the richest continent 
on earth. That is the main 
reason for all the conspira-
cies against her. All kinds of 
mineral deposits are in our 

land in large quantities. We have rich veg-
etation and very fertile lands all over Af-
rica.  We have rainfall, sunshine and very 
good weather conditions all year round. 
We are blessed with human resources. 
Africans have very well developed brains 
that compete favourably with those of 
human beings from every other part of 
the world. We have people whose limbs 
are strong and trained to be productive 
from very early in life. We have medici-
nal leaves, roots and stems for all kinds 
of ailments in large quantities. We also 
have a knowledge system that shows 
how these remedies should be applied 
for good results. We are rich in grains, 
fruits, vegetables, wines and tonics.  We 
have rivers, lakes, oceans, streams and 
seas. We have a rich cultural heritage 
that cannot be compared with that of 
any other people on earth. It is a near 

packaged in a flashy bottle and imported, 
even if it kills us.

Is it not baffling that the people most 
affected by this self-hate bug are those 
who were highly educated in the white 
man’s system. Well, it is understand-
able because they received a greater 
dose of the poison since the self hate 
is generously mixed into the education 
they came with. A good example is the 
fallacy still taught in our schools that it 
was Mungo Park who discovered River 
Niger. Only self hate will make an African 
teacher repeat this lie to his students.

 The imperialists committed an atroc-
ity against African languages when they 
plotted to flog them out of the children’s 
mouths. Again, only self hate will make 
an African teacher flog a student for 
speaking his language. Only self hate well 
imbibed will make an African adult who 
went to school to describe his mother 
tongue as vernacular. Only self hate will 
make an African man or woman to deni-
grate his people’s festival while jumping 
up and down to celebrate Christmas, 
an essentially non-Christian festival or 
Easter (Ishita), another heathen ceremo-
ny repackaged for greater acceptability. 
Africa can only find freedom when her 
people begin to return home in the way 
they reason. We have all it takes to feed 
the whole world because even after 
all the pillage we suffered, we are still 
blessed with overflowing riches on land 
and sea. All we need is the sprouting of 
a sound mind in the children of Africa. 
Let us begin to think well by removing 
all the chains around our minds. Think 
Africa, eat Africa, dress Africa. Recover 
the minds that have been stolen and 
Africa will be great again.

Shake off these chains!

and more schemes are daily perfected to 
keep the continent at the mercy of these 
her merciless masters for all eternity. We 
have heard of plans made at various times, 
to diminish the African continent by insti-
gating war between one indigenous group 
and another, inventing deadly diseases and 
injecting Africans with them and other 
such evil plans. One lesson Africa should 
learn from all these is that it is actually 
futile looking up to these so called masters 
for help. Any man who is heartless enough 
to enslave a fellow human being, deny him 
every right due to the human family and 
treat him like trash will never be human 
enough to grant that fellow his freedom 
willingly.

 For Africa to be free, she must under-
stand where the rain started beating her. 
She must also be willing and ready to take 
her fate in her own hands. Mind burglary 
is what I call the process that turned the 
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Impact of computing on routine office works
this routine more accurate by 
allowing managers to commu-
nicate rapidly. Emailing is quick 
and effective, but the managers 
can use information systems even 
more efficiently by storing docu-
ments in folders that they share 
with the employees who need 
the information. Such activity 
can be aided with adequate use 
of networking system.

      Furthermore, how you 
manage your firm’s operations 
depends on the information you 
have. Information systems can 
offer more complete and recent 
info, allowing you to operate your 
firm/office more efficiently. You 
can use IT to gain a cost advan-
tage over competitors, or to dif-
ferentiate your firm’s content by 
offering better customer service. 
For instance, sales’ data give you 
insights about what customers 
are purchasing and let you stock 
or produce items that are selling 
well. Hence, with guidance from 
the IT, you can streamline your 
operations. Additionally, apt use 
of IT would enable the firm to 
easily reach out to the public via 
advertisement, thereby boost-
ing sales or services, as the case 
may be.

      Computing can equally help 
you make excellent decisions 
by delivering all the required 

information. Decision-making 
involves choosing a course of 
action from several alternatives 
and carrying out the corre-
sponding tasks. If you can boast 
of accurate and up-to-date info, 
you can make the choice with 
confidence. If more than one 
choice seems appealing, you can 
use the available information 
system to x-ray different sce-
narios. For each possibility, the 
system can calculate key indica-
tors such as costs, sales/services, 
and profits, toward helping you 
determine which channel gives 
the most beneficial result.

      Record purposes are not 
left out. Your establishment 
needs records of its daily activi-
ties for financial and regulatory 
purposes, and for ascertaining 
the causes of problems towards 
taking corrective measure. Com-
puting enables the firm to store 
the needed documents as well as 
revisit histories, communication 
records, and operational data. 
The trick to exploiting this re-
cording capability is organizing 
the data and using the system to 
process and present it as useful 
historical information. You can 
use such information to prepare 
cost estimates and forecasts, and 
to analyze how your actions af-
fected the key indicators of the 

firm.
      In spite of the overwhelm-

ing positive impact of computing 
on routine office works, mainly 
in the areas stipulated above, 
it’s quite appalling that several 
establishments or parastatals 
across the country are yet to 
embrace the routine. To this 
end, governments at all levels 
and other relevant stakeholders 
are expected to make investors 
and public servants see the 
routine as priority with a view to 
embracing a society where every 
activity would be done at ease, 
and in an orderly manner.

     Though the roles of com-
puting in office works can’t be 
overemphasized, it’s worth not-
ing that a wrong use or applica-
tion of it can cost the user an un-
told loss. Thus, every establish-
ment enjoying the services must 
endeavour to regularly consult 
professionals as well as train 
its staff on various computer 
skills. The impact of computing 
in the present society remains 
inevitable, but it’s wrong use 
ought to be avoided at all cost. 
Think about it!  

impossible task to list all the festivals, 
masquerades, dances, plays and events 
that African people are known for. So, 
why should a continent with such an 
array of bounties bear the hallmark of 
hunger and poverty all the time?

  Africa always comes up in dis-
cussions that have to do with hunger 
and starvation, wanton destruction of 
lives and property, extreme depriva-
tion, ignorance, disease and general 
backwardness. Whenever people are 
talking about bad housing conditions, 
suffering, low life expectancy and low 
value for human life, the examples are 
usually drawn from Africa. 

We have been labelled third world, 
under developed, undeveloped among 
many other derogatory names and we 
gladly answer. Like a faithful dog, Africa 
answers whatever name her masters 
deem fit to call her. She also accepts 
whatever conditions they dictate in 
various situations.

 They have served as sacrificial 
lambs, guinea pigs, laboratory rab-
bits for decades. Africa has served as 
dumping ground for loads and loads of 
toxic waste and other dangerous stuff 
generated in other lands. Any wrongly 
formulated beverage, food or wine will 
find its way into African markets where 
people will use their hard-earned 
money to buy sickness and death. Dead 
and dying electronic gadgets from all 
over the world will find their way into 
the dark continent before their final 
requiem is sung. Africa and her children 
will have to see to the eventual disposal 
of this massive quantity of gadgets, most 
of them emitting a fearful amount of 
Chlorofluorocarbons and other harmful 
chemicals into the atmosphere.

 For all her faithfulness to these 
masters over the years, Africa has been 
rewarded with unimaginable evil. More 
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Information Technology (IT), 
or computing generally, has 
become a veritable and inte-

gral part of every business plan 
coupled with day-to-day office 
works. From multi-national 
firms who maintain mainframe 
systems and databases, to small 
establishments that own a single 
computer, IT obviously plays a 
key role.

      The impact of comput-
ing on everyday activity in the 
office is so vast. Adequate use 
of computing can enable any 
firm, regardless of size or status, 
to handle its human resources 
effectively. A sound computing 
would enable the firm to boast 
of viable and reliable database 
of the overall staff alongside 
their designations. It would also 
help the company to update the 
database in terms of death rate, 
employment, transfer, maternity 
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leave, or what have you. By so 
doing, the establishment would 
invariably realize the worth of 
its workforce towards boosting 
efficiency and job control. The 
Nigeria’s human resources, 
for example, can only be aptly 
handled via computing. 

      Similarly, with a proper 
use of computing, employ-
ment process would be carried 
out expressly by the human 
resources department. With 
IT, also known as information 
systems, job seekers can apply 
without getting to the firm/
office involved, thereby avoid-
ing foreseen congestion that 
could compound office stress 
or workload. And, having ap-
plied, the various applicants 
can be easily and properly as-
sessed via the use of comput-
ing. We must acknowledge that 
manual system of interview is 
no longer in vogue if we intend 
to get it right, especially in the 
area of Aptitude Test.

      Management coupled 
with communication among 
the staff or between the existing 
branches of an establishment 
cannot be overlooked while 
discussing the essence of com-
puting. Part of management is 
gathering and disseminating 
information, and IT can make 



Agency (FERMA) had yet to report the 
state of the road to him. When he was 
satisfied with details of the failed por-
tions, he promised to immediately get in 
touch with the contractor to assess the 
rehabilitation and revert to him. Talk of 
responsive leadership. Talk of working 
with passion and commitment.

 One thing about Fashola is that he 
executes every assignment as though 
his life depended on it. He is, to a con-
siderable extent, the face of what the 
Catholic Church has in recent decades 
popularized as the common good. He 
is also a considerable representation 
of the concept of servant leadership. 
A few weeks ago when it was brought 
to his knowledge that the Asaba end of 
the Lagos-Onitsha Expressway had col-
lapsed, he immediately directed Julius 
Berger which was working on another 
project in the neighbourhood to move 
to the site of the failed part. Work is go-
ing on there right now. The rainy season 
has always been cited by various state 
governments and the Federal Ministry 
of Works as the main justification for 
suspending road construction or reha-
bilitation by this time of the year, but 
this explanation cuts no ice with Fashola 
who, as we have seen right from his days 
as the Lagos State governor, works all 
year round.

 One has not in the last few months 
been travelling to other parts of the 
country, but one understands that road 
reconstruction is taking place all over 
the federation everywhere there is a 
provision in the budget for it. Even the 
most awfully failed part of the Okija-
Ihiala-Uli-Egbu-Oguta-Ahoada linking 
Anambra, Imo and Rivers states which is 
not in the captured in this year’s budget 

One thing about Fashola 
is that he executes every 
assignment as though 

his life depended on it. 
He is, to a considerable 
extent, the face of what 
the Catholic Church has 

in recent decades popu-
larized as the common 
good. He is also a con-
siderable representation 
of the concept of servant 

leadership
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is being rehabilitated because it is con-
sidered a national emergency. 

 It has to be noted that RCC, Julius 
Berger and Integrated Services Ltd 
are among several companies which 
moved to sites before the release of the 
first quarter of this year’s budget. They 
went to work without the payment of 
mobilization fees in these economically 
hard times because of their trust in the 
integrity of the minister. As manage-
ment experts have long noted, integrity 
or character is a most invaluable asset 
in business transactions whether in the 
private or public sector. In other words, 
as more releases are made, both the 
scope and intensity of road work by the 
Federal Government will escalate.

 Fashola assumed duties as the Min-
ister of Power, Works and Housing only 
last November, that is, less than a year 
now. Before he could settle in office, take 
stock of things, make his own projections 
and then mobilise funds, critics had gone 
to town, with some wondering if he could 
run this enlarged ministry successfully. 
If Fashola could excel as the Lagos State 
governor in a way which earned him 
great praise and awards from the greatest 
global media and think tanks, he should 
be expected to continue on the trajectory 
of high service delivery. Now that work 
is going on even in the rainy season on 
federal roads, why have even the media 
been shy to report it?  Well, if the media 
fail to report these developments, fre-
quent road users like us who feel and 
experience the massive work daily can-
not deny the evidence of our eyes.

 God bless Nigeria.

Fashola at work: Why is no one talking?

and took away a young boy with him and 
on another occasion took away nuns of 
the St Louis Congregation in Ondo State 
who were travelling on a bus and hid 
them in a thick forest for a whole 10 days. 
Today all this criminal nonsense on the 
Lagos-Onitsha Highway is history.

 Lest I forget, while driving through 
Benin, we noticed there were two aw-
fully failed sections of this extraordinarily 
busy highway. One is directly opposite 
the NIPCO filling station on the Benin-
Agbor section of the road while the other 
on the Benin Bypass. Mr Fashola was 
contacted on his personal phone, and he 
quickly began to ask questions about the 
exact locations, extent of failures and the 
impact on traffic. It was evident that the 
officials of the Federal Ministry of Works 
and the Federal Roads Maintenance 
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The imperative of the War against Poverty (WaP)

The dark days are here for real. 
The screaming newspaper 
headlines attest to this: 79.9 

million Nigerians are jobless.272 
manufacturing companies close 
shop. Industrial production dips 
by 9.53%. Banks and insurance 
companies cut workers’ salaries. 
Inflation hits an all-time high of 
17.1%; the worst in three decades! 
1,200 workers lose jobs as Aero 
Contractors halt operations. 600 
pilots roam our streets. Many 
Nigerians are relocating to their 
villages… One is not a doomsday 
prophet, or scare-monger. But the 
dire economic situation could get 
even worse.

That is, if the slide goes down 
by 2% over another Quarter and 
urgent, drastic steps are not taken 
by the current APC-led administra-
tion to bail the ship of state from the 
eye of the economic storm, instead 
of indulging in self-decimating 
blame-game. Currently, 22 states 
are yet to pay pensioners their 
entitlements and 27 states cannot 
pay staff salaries, as at when due. 
That is curious, even as some of 
the state governors concerned fly 
over the long-suffering masses in 
private jets, while others riddle our 
days with convoys of siren-blaring, 

one of the issues reflected in the 
speech made by Major Nzeogwu 
Kaduna (late) on January, 15 1966 
during the infamous Nigeria’s first 
coup d’état when he referred to the 
corrupt “ten per centers” that gave 
the loophole for the coup plotters 
to strike.

Yet, subsequent years of the 
restless run of ravenous locusts, 
via unbroken one-and-half decade 
of military dictatorship as well as 
the weaverbirds; the class of self-
seeking politicians who pillaged and 
plundered our national till, literally 
brought us to our begging knees.

What matters most now, howev-
er, is how to find lasting solutions to 
the current economic woes. Pover-
ty is no picnic. Solutions should be 
a holistic; involving governments at 
all levels, the private sector and rich 
individuals. Government needs to 
increase on spending.  It should 
fast track budgetary process and 
more so, its implementation. Stable 
electric power generation and dis-
tribution, in addition to bank loans 
at single-digit interest rates, made 
available to small and medium 
scale enterprises would increase 
the commercial sub-sector and 
eventually boost the real sector.

 Indeed, one of the root causes of 
it all, is the dysfunctional political 
system we run that concentrates 
the lion share of state resources in 
the hands of a few, to the detriment 
of millions of citizens. The bloated 
pay package of politicians is far at 
variance with the harsh realities 
on ground. We seem to be running 
the anthill structure whereby the 
worker and soldier ants are con-

stantly at the whims and caprices 
of the king and queen termites. 
This should not be.

Political restructuring that 
would devolve enormous political 
and economic powers from the 
bloated centre to the federating 
states or geo-political zones has 
become an imperative. The cur-
rent unitary system that bestows 
emperor-like status on the federal 
centre will never get us out of the 
economic wood. Ordinarily, the 
federal government should have 
no business with power gen-
eration, agriculture, education, 
healthcare delivery and much of 
the infrastructural development 
in the states. It should rather, 
concern itself with security insti-
tutions such as the armed forces, 
perhaps the police, as well as 
international relations and su-
pervisory role of some national 
institutions.

If the Western Region (now de-
funct) could fund the free educa-
tion policy, build the cocoa house, 
provide good access roads and 
the first television station in Sub-
Saharan Africa during the tenure 
of Chief Obafemi Awolowo (of 
blessed memory), with revenue 
from unprocessed cocoa beans, 
why can’t our present states be 
allowed to develop at their own 
pace and with their God-given 
natural resources? They could be 
asked to pay a certain percentage 
of between 25 to 30 per cent to 
the centre? Also, laws should be 
enacted and enforced to give the 
needed autonomy to the local 
government administration. It 

would bring governance closer to 
the people.

With that in place, poverty-
alleviation programmes would 
impact more positively on the 
Human Development Index (HDI) 
of the people at the grassroots. For 
instance, fanciful sounding ini-
tiatives such as DFRRI, the Family 
Support Programme (FSP) during 
the military era and others  such as 
NAPEP, the Youth Empowerment 
Scheme(YES),the Rural Infrastruc-
tural Development Scheme(RIDS) 
and NEEDS under our democratic 
dispensation all failed. But why? 
They collapsed because they were 
far removed from the intended 
beneficiaries. And some were 
used as mere conduit pipe for self-
enrichment.

Another means of alleviating 
poverty is for the richest Nigerians 
to borrow a fresh leaf from the 
laudable Giving Pledge initiative 
of 38 American billionaires. In-
spired by Warren Buffet, back in 
August 2010 they decided, on their 
volition to channel at least 50 per 
cent of their enormous wealth to 
charitable causes in less devel-
oped countries. Our billionaire, 
prosperity-preaching pastors and 
prophets should also join the fray.

Above all, our political helms-
men should realize that true lead-
ership entails finding solutions 
to existing problems, against all 
odds; not giving flimsy excuses for 
successive failures of programmes 
and policies. The time to act is now!

exotic wonders on wheels. Still, 
nobody is asking questions on 
how the so called bail-out funds 
have been expended. But that is 
not all.

Without sounding immodest, 
yours sincerely was one of the 
first writers to predict it; precisely 
on October 15,2015. I had warned 
back then, with my opinion essay 
titled: “Nigerians are you pre-
pared for the looming economic 
recession?” that we should brace 
up for the hard times. It was first 
posted on my Facebook page 
before The Punch published the 
edited version on November 9 
and 10, 2015. Unfortunately, few, 
if any of the policy makers took 
my opinion seriously then. Now, 
it is a clear and present danger 
within our shores.  

As also presaged, is the in-
crease of terminal diseases such 
as High Blood Pressure (HBP), 
stroke, malnutrition and diabe-
tes.. So are untimely deaths and 
the rate of suicide. A month ago, 
another of my essays asked the 
querulous question: “Do they 
know we are suffering?”

Good enough, Mr. President 
responded by admitting that he 
knows Nigerians are groaning 
in the mire of mindless misery. 
But what rankles, is the repeated, 
yet tepid excuse that former 
Jonathan caused all our woes! 
Really?!You may tell that to the 
marines. If memory serves, the 
controversial issue of corruption, 
and worse still, the crass culture 
of impunity did not start with 
the past administration. It was 

I 
have in the last few months been 
travelling to my hometown of 
Achina in Aguata Local Govern-
ment Area of Anambra State at a 
high frequency for reasons which 

need not be stated here. I have been 
going by road because the road is today 
much better and safer than, say, this 
time last year. Another reason I travel 
by road is to have a firsthand experience 
with a view to reporting to the Minister 
of Power, Works and Housing, Baba-
tunde Fashola, who always solicits for 
such frank reports with a view to taking 
appropriate action.

 Whereas the Onitsha-Asaba-Benin-
Ore sections of the Lagos to Onitsha 
Highway have in the last few years been 
generally good, the Lagos-Shagamu-
Ore sections are in a mess. One is glad 
to report that tremendous reconstruc-
tion work is currently taking place 
in the worst of all the failed sections. 
Reynold Construction Company (RCC) 
has divided the Lagos-Sagamu-Ore 
sections into four parts and is working 
on them simultaneously in a rather 
frenetic manner, even in the rains. In a 
fashion reminiscent of the mass attack 
principle, RCC is reconstructing what 
remains of the Ondo State section of 
the highway, the Ijebu Ode part, the 
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Shagamu end as well as the Lagos-
Ibadan expressway. When I was driving 
from Anambra State to Lagos two days 
ago, I had to stop briefly at the Ijebu 
Ode site because what is going on there 
looks more like new construction rather 
than rehabilitation. Rev Sister Christy 
Okonkwo, an impressed Catholic nun 
who is from Nnewi in Anambra State 
and works with the Eucharistic Heart 
of Jesus Congregation at Epe in Lagos 
State, remarked after watching the 
massive deployment of equipment, 
machines and human resources: “There 
is still hope for Nigeria”.

 In the past, such massive recon-
struction which always resulted in 
the closure of at least one side of the 
highway had invariably led to traffic 
gridlock. Reverend Sister Christy nar-
rated how she and her colleagues spent 
three hours on one spot while going 
for the funeral of a colleague’s relative. 
Like the rest of her colleagues, she 
consequently developed a phobia for 
travelling by road to the Southeast and 
South-south from Lagos. But this time 
traffic is directed professionally not just 
by the RCC workers and Federal Road 
Safety Corps officials but also by teams 
of police and army personnel whose 
presence injects discipline and order 
in the heads of commercial motorists, 
especially those of minibuses whose 
irresponsible driving exacerbates traffic 
gridlock. What is more, the conspicuous 
presence of soldiers in particular has 
driven away armed robbers and kid-
nappers from the highway. Capitalizing 
on the failed portions which naturally 
forced motorists to stop, kidnappers on 
one occasion shot an Igbo priest with 
the Warri Catholic Diocese in the hand 

MODESTUS UMENZEKWE
Umenzekwe is immediate past President 

of the Odunade Building Materials 
Dealers Association, Lagos
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Baje, a public affairs analyst 

writes from Lagos
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T
he refugee crisis in Europe 
was already pushing the 
European Union toward 
disintegration when, on 
June 23, it helped drive 

the British to vote to Brexit the EU. The 
refugee crisis and the Brexit calam-
ity that it spawned have reinforced 
xenophobic, nationalist movements 
that will seek to win a series of up-
coming votes– including national 
elections in France, the Netherlands, 
and Germany in 2017, a referendum in 
Hungary on the EU refugee policy on 
October 2, and a rerun of the Austrian 
presidential election on December 4.

Rather than uniting to resist this 
threat, EU member states have become 
increasingly unwilling to cooper-
ate with one another. They pursue 
self-serving, beggar-thy-neighbor 
migration policies – such as building 
border fences – that further fragment 
the Union, seriously damage member 
states, and subvert global human-
rights standards.

The current piecemeal response to 
the refugee crisis, culminating in the 
agreement reached earlier this year 
between the EU and Turkey to stem 
the flow of refugees from the Eastern 
Mediterranean, suffers from four funda-
mental flaws. First, it is not truly Euro-
pean; the agreement with Turkey was 
negotiated and imposed on Europe by 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel. Sec-
ond, it is severely underfunded. Third, it 
has transformed Greece into a de facto 
holding pen with inadequate facilities.

Most important, the response 
is not voluntary. The EU is trying to 

impose quotas that many member 
states strenuously oppose, forcing 
refugees to take up residence in coun-
tries where they are not welcome and 
do not want to go, and returning to 
Turkey others who reached Europe by 
irregular means.

This is unfortunate, because the EU 
cannot survive without a comprehen-
sive asylum and migration policy. The 
current crisis is not a one-off event; it 
augurs a period of higher migration 
pressures for the foreseeable future, 
due to a variety of causes. These in-
clude demographic shortfalls in Europe 
and a population explosion in Africa; 
seemingly eternal political and military 
conflicts in the broader region; and 
climate change.

The agreement with Turkey was 
problematic from its inception. The 
very premise of the deal – that asylum-
seekers can legally be returned to Tur-
key – is fundamentally flawed. Turkey 
is not a “safe third country” for most 
Syrian asylum-seekers, especially since 
the failed coup in July.

What would a comprehensive ap-
proach look like? Whatever its final 
form, it would be built on seven pillars.

First, the EU must take in a sub-
stantial number of refugees directly 
from front-line countries in a secure 
and orderly manner. This would be 
far more acceptable to the public 
than the current disorder. If the EU 
made a commitment to admit even a 
mere 300,000 refugees annually, most 
genuine asylum-seekers would view 
their odds of reaching their destination 
as good enough to deter them from 

seeking to reach Europe illegally – an 
effort that would disqualify them from 
legal admission.

Second, the EU must regain control 
of its borders. There is little that alien-
ates and scares publics more than 
scenes of chaos.

Third, the EU needs to find sufficient 
funds to finance a comprehensive 
migration policy. It is estimated that at 
least €30 billion per year will be needed 
for a number of years, and the benefits 
of “surge funding” (spending a large 
amount of money up front, rather than 
the same amount over several years) 
are enormous.

Fourth, the EU must build common 
mechanisms for protecting borders, de-
termining asylum claims, and relocat-
ing refugees. A single European asylum 
process would remove the incentives 
for asylum shopping and rebuild trust 
among member states.

Fifth, a voluntary matching mecha-
nism for relocating refugees is needed. 
The EU cannot coerce member states 
to accept refugees they do not want, 
or refugees to go where they are not 
wanted. A scheme like the one used by 
Canada could elicit and match the pref-
erences of both refugees and receiving 
communities.

Sixth, the EU must offer far greater 
support to countries that host refu-
gees, and it must be more generous in 
its approach to Africa. Instead of using 
development funds to serve its own 
needs, the EU should offer a genuine 
grand bargain focused on the needs of 
recipient countries. This means creat-
ing jobs in refugees’ home countries, 

which would reduce the pressure to 
migrate to Europe.

The final pillar is the eventual cre-
ation of a welcoming environment for 
economic migrants. Given Europe’s ag-
ing population, the benefits migration 
brings far outweigh the costs of inte-
grating immigrants. All the evidence 
supports the conclusion that migrants 
can contribute significantly to innova-
tion and development if they are given 
a chance to do so.

Pursuing these seven principles, 
described in greater deal elsewhere, is 
essential in order to calm public fears, 
reduce chaotic flows of asylum-seekers, 
ensure that newcomers are fully inte-
grated, establish mutually beneficial 
relations with countries in the Middle 
East and Africa, and meet Europe’s 
international humanitarian obligations.

The refugee crisis is not the only cri-
sis Europe has to face, but it is the most 
pressing. And if significant progress 
could be made on the refugee issue, 
it would make the other issues – from 
the continuing Greek debt crisis to the 
fallout from Brexit to the challenge 
posed by Russia – easier to tackle. All 
the pieces need to fit together, and the 
chances of success remain slim. But as 
long as there is a strategy that might 
succeed, everyone who wants the EU 
to survive should rally behind it.

Saving refugees to save Euro
GEORGE SOROS

Soros is Chairman of Soros Fund Man-
agement and Chairman of the Open 

Society Foundations.
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NCC to take enforcement action on 
Globacom over interconnect traffic

N
igerian Commu-
nications Com-
mission (NCC) 
has commenced 
enforcement ac-

tion on Globacom for not 
adhering to the 10 percent 
threshold for interconnect 
traffic by telecom companies.

 This is contained in the or-
ganisation’s 2016 Q1 Compli-
ance Monitoring and Enforce-
ment Report made available 
to the News Agency of Nigeria 
(NAN).

 It said that the NCC moni-
tored compliance of the tele-
communication company 
with regards to the commis-
sion’s directive on routing of 
a minimum of 10 percent of 
interconnect traffic through 
interconnect exchange li-
censees.

  The report said that pur-
suant to Section 53 (1) of the 
Nigerian Communications 
Act 2003, NCC issued a direc-
tion in April 2009.

  According to the report, 
the directive mandated all 
operators to route a minimum 
of 10 percent of their inter-op-
erator traffic through licensed 
Interconnect Exchange Op-
erators in locations where they 
have point of presence (POP) 
across the country.

“This direction is aimed 
at providing interconnection 
of traffic across the networks.

“It will encourage routing 
of traffic through interconnect 

NPA assures investors a level 
playing field for business 
growthcustomers’ needs
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Nigeria will 
overcome recession 
if ICT firms deploy 
solutions to 
agriculture, 
mining -Ngige

exchange operators, which is 
necessary to reduce network 
congestion and mitigate the 
quality of service challenges,’’ 
it said.

The report further said the 
directive was consistent with 
the mandate of the commis-
sion to monitor and ensure 
that operators complied with 
extant rules, regulations, di-
rections and guidelines.

It said that the Compliance 
Monitoring and Enforcement 
department carried out a 

compliance monitoring check 
to confirm the level of compli-
ance to the directive.

“Our monitoring process 
involved collecting traffic data 
for the period of December 
2015 and January 2016 (in-
bound and outbound) from 
the network operators, as well 
as from the major intercon-
nects exchange houses.

“Having reviewed the data, 
it was revealed that all the mo-
bile network operators, except 
Globacom complied with the 

10 percent minimum thresh-
old of interconnect traffic to be 
routed through the intercon-
nect exchange operators.

“Consequently, the com-
mission has commenced the 
necessary enforcement action 
for this breach,’’ the report 
said.

It said that the telecommu-
nications umpire’s activities 
were consistent with Section 
89 of the Nigerian Communi-
cations Act 2003.

The report added that the 

Chris Ngige, the Minister 
of Labour and Employ-
ment, says that the en-

hancement of the agricultural 
and mining sectors in Nigeria 
can only be achieved if Infor-
mation and Communications 
Technology (ICT) companies 
support the economic diver-
sification efforts of the Federal 
Government by deploying 
technology solutions which 
will foster growth.

 Ngige made the call at a re-
cent meeting with employees 
and stakeholders of Huawei 
Technologies, led by Tank 
Liteng, the Abuja managing 
director of the company.

 He said, “we urge you to 
support the diversification 
efforts of the Federal Gov-
ernment by deploying ICT 
into agriculture and mining. 
These areas are largely un-
tapped and we have a com-
parative economic advantage 
therein. Your assistance in 
these two sectors can help 
Nigeria generate additional 
revenue needed to re-inflate 
the economy.”

  The minister expressed 
hope that international or-
ganisations doing business 
in the country will take a cue 
from Huawei.

  According to him, Ni-
geria is currently facing an 
economic downturn, “which 
even the developed coun-
tries of the world would have 
witnessed at one time or the 
other.”

 Speaking to Liteng, Ngige 
added, “Your country China 
has passed through it but 
emerged for reasons of hard 
work and resilience. Nigeria 
shall certainly weather this 
storm and emerge a stronger 
and more prosperous nation.”

  Ngige also commended 
Huawei for its set of Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) 
activities in Nigeria, which 
include the initiative to train 
2000 youths in ICT.

2015, down from $ 2.0 trillion 
in 2014.

The global energy think 
tank report shows that the 
energy system is undergoing 
a broad reorientation toward 
low-carbon energy and ef-
ficiency but investment in 
key clean energy technologies 
needs to be further ramped up 
to put the world economy on 
track for climate stabilisation.

“We see a broad shift of 
spending toward cleaner en-
ergy, often as a result of gov-
ernment policies,” said IEA 
executive director Fatih Birol. 

A new report published by 
the International Energy 
Agency has stated that 

global energy investment fell 
by 8% in 2015, signalling a 
move towards cleaner energy 
but warned that more com-
mitments could be directed 
towards meeting climate tar-
gets while addressing energy 
security concerns.

The report “World Energy 
Investment 2016 noted that 
total investment in the energy 
sector reached $1.8 trillion in 

“Our report clearly shows that 
such government measures 
can work, and are key to a suc-
cessful energy transition. But 
while some progress has been 
achieved, investors need clarity 
and certainty from policy mak-
ers. Governments must not only 
maintain but heighten their 
commitment to achieve energy 
security and climate goals.”

With energy supply spend-
ing of USD 315 billion, China 
was once again the world’s 
largest energy investor last 
year, thanks to robust efforts in 
building up low-carbon gener-

R-L: Olajobi Makinwa, United Nations Global Compact, New York; Laoye Jaiyeola, CEO, Nigerian Economic Summit Group (NESG), and 
Funmi Akande, chief financial officer, Siemens Limited, at the local network’s anti-corruption collective action kick-off workshop organized by 
NESG/UNGC in Lagos.

section mandated NCC to 
”monitor all significant mat-
ters relating to the perfor-
mance of all licensed telecom 
service providers and publish 
annual reports at the end of 
each financial year.’’

It also said that NCC had 
developed Compliance Moni-
toring and Enforcement strat-
egies to ensure fair competi-
tion, ethical market conduct 
and optimal quality service 
in the telecommunications 
industry. (NAN)

Global energy investments fell 8% in 2015 as clean alternatives see growth
ation and electricity networks, 
as well as implementing energy 
efficiency policies.

Investment in the United 
States’ energy supply declined 
to about $280 billion in 2015, 
falling nearly $75billion, due 
to low oil prices and cost defla-
tion, representing half of the 
total decline in global energy 
spending. The Middle East and 
Russia emerged as the most 
resilient regions to spending 
cuts, thanks respectively to 
lower production costs and 
currency movements. As a 
result, national oil companies 

accounted for 44 percent of 
overall upstream investments, 
an all-time high.

Renewable energy invest-
ments of $313 billion account-
ed for nearly a fifth of total 
energy spending last year, es-
tablishing renewables as the 
largest source of power in-
vestment. While spending on 
renewable power capacity was 
flat between 2011 and 2015, 
electricity generation from 
the new capacity rose by one 
third, reflecting the steep cost 
declines in wind turbines and 
solar PV.
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In a bid to promote en-
trepreneurship among 
Nigerians and develop 

a solution to Nigeria’s low 
power generation, Inlaks 
Computers, an information 
technology (IT) company 
has organised a free training 
for youths on how to build 
and install alternative power 
sources such as solar power 
panels and inverters.

  According to Sola Fa-
sogbon, the Technical Op-
erations Manager of Inlaks 
Training Academy, “the long-
term goal of the workshop 
is to help provide Nigerians 
alternatives to government 
power supply.”

 Fasogbon said, “It is part 
of our organisation’s corpo-
rate social responsibility. We 
are giving back to the society. 
We want to empower people 
and let them know that they 
don’t need to depend on the 
government before they can 

T
he Governor of 
Oyo State, Sena-
tor Abiola Ajimobi 
has commended 
Sterling Bank Plc 

for partnering with the state 
government to make the 
state one of the most envi-
ronmental friendly states in 
the country.

 The Governor, who made 
the commendation while 
receiving reflective cover-
alls donated by the Bank 
for use by members of the 
Oyo State Waste Manage-
ment Authority in Ibadan, at 
the weekend noted that the 
uniforms would protect the 
highway managers against 
occupational hazards which 
they face in the discharge of 
their responsibilities on a 
daily basis.

With the donation of the 
uniforms, the Governor who 
was represented by his Dep-
uty, Chief Moses Alake Adey-
emo, also noted that Sterling 
Bank had demonstrated its 
commitment to environmen-

generate their power supply.
 “As everyone knows, the 

Federal Government has 
been unable to attain the 
megawatts of electricity they 
promised us. And in every 
problem, there is always a 
blessing. We are using this 
opportunity to train entrepre-
neurs and the youths to see 
the blessing in this situation.

  “We want to let them 
know that they can feed 
themselves without waiting 
on their family and friends 
or the government. We also 
want to make Inlaks Comput-
ers the employers of choice.”

 He further said the train-
ing, which was organised for 
the company’s clients free of 
charge, would be extended 
to other Nigerians, including 
students of tertiary institu-
tions in order to empower 
them before they graduate 
from school.

  He said, “Presently, we 
are partnering with the Uni-
versity of Lagos to train 200 

tal sustainability.
His words: “These cover-

alls without any doubt will 
make the Highway Managers 
visible from afar and prevent 
the incidents of motorists 
running into them. It will 
provide safety against occu-
pational hazards, give them 
a sense of dignity and elevate 
their status as they see them-
selves as very relevant to the 
society through the service 
they provide”.

While reaffirming his 
administration’s commit-
ment to maintaining good 
environmental sanitation, 
the Governor stated that his 
administration would con-
tinue to take proactive steps 
towards waste management 
and sanitation in the state.

The Managing Director, 
Sterling Bank Plc, Yemi Ade-
ola, said the presentation of 
coveralls was in line with the 
bank’s strategic focus on the 
environment as one of its 
corporate’s social responsi-
bility priorities. He added 

students on building and 
installing solar panels and 
inverters for free. The one 
we are doing now is the first 
phase, whereby we are train-
ing our top clients. They are 
our customers in the banking 
industry.

  “We have sun in abun-
dance. We should be able to 
generate our own power. We 
have competent engineers 
who are going to facilitate 
the trainings. Some people 
say solar panels or inverters 
get spoiled easily, but this is 
mainly due to incompetence 
on the part of the engineers 
who build or install them.”

  A participant, Ayodeji 
Oyede, said the workshop 
would enable him to build 
and install solar panel in his 
home.

“I have gained a lot on de-
signing a solar panel and I am 
satisfied with the workshop. 
Very soon, I will start imple-
menting what I learned,” he 
said.

that the Bank was already in 
partnership with other states 
to ensure environmental 
cleanliness nationwide.

The Sterling Bank boss 
w h o  w a s  r e p r e s e n t e d 
by   Temiwunmi Banjoko, 
the Business Executive of 
the Bank in the South West 
also said: “At Sterling Bank, 
environmental cleanliness is 
one of the cardinal points of 
our Corporate Social Respon-
sibility and that informs the 
Bank’s continued commit-
ment of enormous resources 
towards ensuring that the 
environment where we live 
is habitable. As the Bank 
embark on this mission, we 
consider it of utmost impor-
tance to protect those whose 
job it is to manage and clean 
the environment. That  is why 
we came up with the idea of 
producing coveralls for high-
way managers to ensure their 
safety, make them more rel-
evant in the society and dig-
nify them while discharging 
their duties”, he reiterated.

Oyo governor commends Sterling Bank’s 
partnership on environmental sustainability

L-R: Sar Doudou; Funmilayo Akande, Country CFO, Onyeche Tifase, MD/CEO, Daniel Taylor, Business 
Unit Head, Phillip Kurney, Vice President, Region South & West Europe, Africa, all of Siemens, 
during the commissioning of the Siemens workshop at Port Harcourt

Inlaks to train youths on building 
alternatives to electric power supply
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L-R: Babatunde Faleke, South West Regional Coordinator; Nigerian Export Promotion Council; Mercy Aigbe-
Gentry, Nollywood actress; Obaro Osah , regional head, Bank of Industry, and Nduka Udeh , CEO/MD,  Simplified Corporate 
Logistics, at the unveiling of Simplified Corporate Logistics’ affordable one click import/export solutions for Nigerian in Lagos.

L-R: John Coumantaros, chairman; Joseph Umolu, company secretary, and Paul Gbededo, group managing  director, 
all of Flour Mill Nigeria plc, during the 56th annual general meeting of the company in Lagos.         Pic by Pius Okeosisi.

L-R: Bekeme Masade, executive director, CSR-in-Action and convener, Sustainability in the Extractive 
Industries (SITEI); Kayode Fayemi, Minister for Mines and Steel Development, and Ogbonaya Orji, director 
of communications, Nigerian Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI), during the pre-conference 
meeting tagged “Road to SITEI 2016” in Abuja.
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Total Announces appointment 
of DMD, Port Harcourt District

Total E&P Nigeria Lim-
ited announced the ap-
pointment of Francois 

Le-Cocq as Deputy Manag-
ing Director, Port Harcourt 
District, with effect from Sep-
tember 6, 2016. He succeeds 
Nicolas Brunet who has been 
assigned to other functions 
within the Total Group.

 As Deputy Managing Di-
rector, Port Harcourt District, 
Le-Cocq will oversee the com-
pany’s Joint Venture activities, 
onshore and offshore.

Le-Cocq is a 1987 engi-
neering graduate of École 

Centrale de Lyon in France 
and he also has a Post Gradu-
ate degree in Petroleum Engi-
neering from École Nationale 
Supérieure du Pétrole et des 
Moteurs (1988).

He began his career in 
Total in 1990 in the Scientific 
& Technical Research Center 
in Pau, France.   He has held 
key technical and manage-
ment positions in various 
Total subsidiaries around the 
world. He was Head of the 
Planning Department, Total 
E&P Thailand; Manager, Busi-
ness Development, Total E&P 

Qatar; Project Director, New 
Ventures & Assets Manage-
ment Division, Total Head Of-
fice, Paris; Executive General 
Manager, Eastern Deepwater 
Assets, Total E&P Nigeria; and 
Vice President Nigeria, Total 
Head Office, Paris.

Le-Cocq returns to Nigeria 
with a wealth of experience 
spanning over 26 years in the 
oil and gas industry. Before his 
present appointment, he was 
Managing Director of Total 
E&P Yemen, where he was also 
the Group Representative in 
that country.
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NPA assures investors a level 
playing field for business growth 

NCMDB, Anabel Group  strategic partners 
in local content development

Lights, Camera Africa 2016 film 
festival to unite all art forms

L-R: Caterina Bortolussi, creative director, Kinabuti Fashion Label; Ladi Balogun, GMD/CEO, First City Monument Bank (FCMB) Limited; 
Chisom Dunu, winner of this year’s FCMB sponsored Dare2Dream empowerment contest for youths, and Felicia Obozuwa, bank’s divisional 
head, human resources & strategy, during the grand finale ceremony of the contest in Lagos.

COMPANIES & MARKETS

AMAKA ANAGOR-EWUZIE

D
e t e r m i n e d  t o 
put an end to the 
lingering issue 
of monopoly in 
handling oil and 

gas cargo in the nation’s port 
industry, the Nigerian Ports 
Authority (NPA) has reassured 
private investors of its resolve 
to ensure that they have a 
level playing field to grow their 
business.

 Hadiza Bala-Usman, man-
aging director of NPA, gave the 
assurance during a facility tour 
of the Lagos Deep Offshore 
Logistics (LADOL) base in 
Apapa pilotage district. She 
said that this would allow for 
more meaningful competition 
among operators for the best 
of the economy especially in 
the area of revenue generation.

She said that government 
was interested in making sure 
that local content was strictly 

The Nigeria Local Content 
Development Monitor-
ing Board (NCMDB) has 

described the Nigeria Con-
tent Financial Strategy Retreat 
which was held recently is a 
signature annual event con-
vened and organized by the 
Anabel Group with NCMDB 
support and other oil and gas 
corporate stakeholders as ac-
tive participation.

Patrick Daziba Obah, Ex-
ecutive Secretary of the Nigeria 
Content Development and 
Monitoring Board  who was 
represented by Tunde Adelana, 
the Director for Monitoring and 
Evaluation stated that Ana-
bel’s Local Content Financial 
Strategy Retreat is an annual 
event designed to support the 
building of capacity of Nigeria 
Content Companies operating 
in the various segments of the 
Oil and Gas value chain.

  The NCMDB boss who 
stated this at   the recently or-
ganised ’The Nigeria Content 
Master Class and Financial 
Strategy Retreat’ for stakehold-
ers in Oil and Gas industry   
said that Anabel Group is in 
partnership with the Nigeria 
Content Development and 
Monitoring Board to identify 
Champions in Local Content 
service delivery as well as to 
create the structures to pro-
vide consistent support for 
the building up of Nigerian 
Companies in the areas of ac-
cess to Long term capital, stra-
tegic skills, entrepreneurship 
development and community 
content development.

 The event provided indus-

The 2016 edition of the 
Lights, Camera Africa 
(LCA) Film festival is 

set to bring together the best 
in the Nigeria music, film and 
other art forms.

According to the organis-
ers, this year’s festival themed 
‘Music Makes the People’ 
is an unabashed display of 
works of film that speak to 
the power of music and in-
deed other art forms to create 
love, express sorrow, to build 
bridges, and end wars.

In statement sent to Busi-
nessDay, LCA said that “Mu-
sic represents all that makes 
us human. Music has created 
and upheld civilisations. For 
as long as mankind has been 
in existence, music as an art 
form has spoken, entertained 
and bound communities to-
gether. Throughout the ages 
music is celebrated as the 
world’s universally spoken 
language, spoken by lovers 
and warriors in equal mea-
sure and has brought nations 
together.”

The theme for the film fes-
tival which is in its sixth edi-
tion was, LCA noted, in line 
with the city of Lagos which 

adhered by businesses oper-
ating within the country in 
order to create employment 
for Nigerians and boost their 
standards of living.

“We will look at all issues 
as it relates to making Ni-
geria a hub. We will ensure 
that there is transparency 
and accountability in port 
operations so that all port 
related businesses will thrive. 
I am impressed at the level of 
investments here, and your 
drive to boost local content,” 
the NPA boss said.

Earlier in her welcome 
speech, Amy Jadesimi, man-
aging director of LADOL, who 
took the visiting team on a 
tour of the fabrication yard of 
$3.8 billion Floating, Produc-
tion, Storage and Offloading 
vessel (FPSO), known as Egina 
project, said that the project 
is first of its kind in Africa, and 
its completion and operation 
would help the nation take its 

pride of place as the regional 
hub in West Africa.

According to her, the FPSO 
vessel with a length of 340 
meters and 70 meters wide, 
has reached an advanced stage 
of completion and the entire 
project had already gulped 
no less than $4 billion dollars 
in which LADOL had put in 
$500 million in local content. 
“Our mission and vision has 
been to see a situation where 
Nigeria will join its foreign 
counterparts such as Korea, 
China in creating industrial 
zones because private indig-
enous investment is critical to 
economic growth.”

Jadesimi therefore ap-
pealed to NPA management 
to not only ensure a level play-
ing field for all operators, but 
also ensure local collaboration 
between private players and 
between the private and public 
sector.

“What we are seeing in 

Ikeja Electric wants customers to settle bills, 
commences mass disconnection of debtors

Ikeja Electric Plc (IE), Ni-
geria’s largest power dis-
tribution company, has 

called on customers within 
her network to settle out-
standing bills as it embarks 
on a network-wide exercise 
to disconnect delinquent 
customers who are owing.

This is coming on the 
heels of an improved power 
supply, better service deliv-
ery and increased payment 
options across the network 
in recent months.

Speaking on the develop-
ment, IE’s head of Corporate 
Communications, Felix Ofu-
lue, urged customers to take 
advantage of the various 
payment platforms available 

to settle their bills.
 He said, “Ikeja Electric has 

invested in multiple robust 
platforms that will make bill 
settlement easier and more 
convenient. As we deploy 
more resources to improve 
the stability of power supply 
across our network, we will 
also appreciate a situation 
where customers promptly 
pay for energy consumed. It is 
this healthy partnership that 
guarantees sustenance and 
development in the power 
sector.”

 Ikeja Electric provides an 
array of payment alternatives 
for her customers including 
tokens; scratch card vouch-
ers, which are sold by ven-
dors and agents across its 
network; quick teller, which 

can be accessed on mobile 
devices and Internet bank-
ing. Other platforms include 
Pawakad, a mobile app pay-
ment system managed by 
strategically located agents; 
Baxibox, commonly known 
as ‘Baba-Ijebu’; Point-of-
Sales terminals; WebPay and 
Interswitch among others.

  Commenting further on 
the settlement of bills, Ofu-
lue reminded customers of 
the Debt Discount Exercise, 
which provides discount op-
tions to enable customers 
pay-off their outstanding 
bills. He therefore called on 
all interested customers to 
visit the company’s website; 
www.ikejaelectric.com or 
walk into any undertaking 
office for details on how to 

the private sector for now is 
the ‘zero sum game’ mainly 
because historically we have 
had a situation whereby there 
is a very small market and 
everybody is fighting to have 
a 100 percent control of it. Lo-
cal collaboration is what you 
see in South Korea whereby 
one company is supporting 
100 other companies because 
they all know that to be able 
to attract the level of business 
that will develop the country, 
they all need to work together.”

She noted that LADOL has 
since keyed into this model 
hence it embarked on local 
fabrication as a way of creat-
ing jobs, and adding value to 
the economy. “LADOL is de-
termined to do what has been 
successfully done in China 
and to prove to the world that 
we can economically sup-
port the largest project in the 
world such as this Egina FPSO 
project.

try insiders an opportunity 
to take a deep look into the 
methods and systems that are 
being used in the sector and 
international experts shared 
strategic solutions for a long 
term sustainable growth path 
for all Nigeria Content service 
providers in various areas.

 The areas include manu-
facturing, tendering, down-
stream value chains, pipe line 
maintenance etc. The Retreat 
also scrutinized innovative 
business systems and unique 
business development strat-
egies that have been devel-
oped by the Anabel Group 
exclusively for Nigeria’s Local 
Content Companies.

  A strategic long term fi-
nancial strategy was advo-
cated for all Nigeria Content 
Companies and a unique 
m o d e l i n g  t e m p l a t e  w a s 
shared as solution to the over 
bearing need for new capital 
in the oil and gas industry.

 Nicholas Okoye, the CEO 
of the Anabel Group who led 
the intervention lecture on 
a new strategic path for the 
development of sustainable 
business development strat-
egy in the oil and gas industry,  
said: “We are excited that the 
oil and gas industry is taking 
their capacity building seri-
ously, and our intervention 
will identify the true champi-
ons of the industry going for-
ward, it is our hope that these 
local content champions will 
lead the industry well into the 
future as the oil price rebounds 
and the Nigerian economy 
improves”.

possesses a rich and varying 
soundscape that embraces 
diverse art forms and divers 
music.

“Music Makes the Peo-
ple’ will be a feast of vibrant 
sounds, fresh, independent 
African cinema and in par-
ticular celebrating the musical 
voice of film as an art form.

“The Lights, Camera Africa 
Film Festival brings to audi-
ences a strong programme for 
its 2016 edition and is proud 
to continue what has become 
an enduring partnership with 
the Africa Film Festival New 
York. This partnership has 
its core a mission to expose 
African and global audiences 
to good quality independent 
Africa cinema with a view to 
stimulating discourse on is-
sues and experiences rooted 
in the Africa experience,” the 
statement from LCA read.

Strategic financial partners 
for the festival include the 
Ford Foundation, Union Bank, 
Federal Palace Hotel, The 
Wheatbaker, Zircon Marine, 
Alliance Francaise, Goethe 
Institut, Africa Movie Acad-
emy Awards (AMAA), British 
Council, Film House, VAN 
Lagos and the New Black Film 
Collective. 

qualify for the discount.
  He, however, cautioned 

against making payments 
to illegal and unauthorised 
agents who claim to be acting 
on behalf of Ikeja Electric, 
noting that many unsuspect-
ing members of the public 
had been defrauded under 
this circumstance. According 
to him, all bonafide IE staff 
can be identified by their 
identity cards and customers 
should also ensure that they 
obtain receipts as proof of 
payment.

  He further advised cus-
tomers to report any sus-
pected case of imperson-
ation or extortion through 
the company helplines: 01-
7000250, 01-4483900 and 
0700-0-2255-453.

FRANK ELEANYA

OLUSOLA BELLO
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ually make a huge differ-
ence.

Second, get a good ad-
vice before you invest. Ed-
ucation, according to an 
expert, might be the most 
important factor in early 
investing success. Like 
most beginning investors, 
you may not know where 
to look for quality, unbi-
ased investing guidance. 
You can start your inves-
tigation online; a platform 
called online brokerage 
provides quality free edu-
cation to beginners. Talk 
to a good stock broker 
from a reputable broker-
age.

Finally, do not just in-
vest for the sake of it, have 
a plan. Having an invest-
ing plan will help you de-
termine your investing 
goal. For instance, are you 
investing for retirement, 
buy a house, pay for your 
children’s college or pay 
for a property? Make your 
plan personal and tailor it 
to the amount of time you 
need to reach your goals 
and your risk tolerance.

Y
ou have heard 
and read so 
much about 
investing your 
income and 

just when you feel you are 
ready, that nagging con-
cern crops up “How much 
do I need to start invest-
ing?”

According to Aleks 
Todorova, a personal fi-
nance expert, “Nowhere 
is cash more controversial 
than in investing, where 
having “too much” of it 
is considered a risk.” The 
bottom line, you don’t 
need a huge amount of 
money to start making in-
vestments.

Good thing is, we live 
in a country where there 
are thousands of busi-
nesses looking for funds 
from individuals, groups 
and organizations. As an 
individual hoping to in-
crease your income in the 
long term, what should be 
at the back of your mind 

is there are no set guide-
lines around exactly the 
amount you need to start.

For instance, to buy 
shares in any of the com-
panies listed on the Nige-
rian Stock Exchange, you 
might find different price 
ranges. There are some 
you may need to put in 

as little as N1, 000 mini-
mum. Nancy Gondo a 
stock expert says “What’s 
more important than how 
much you have to invest is 
learning how to pick the 
best stocks. Stocks have 
the potential for big gains 
if you know which ones 
to pick at the right time. 

There are two compo-
nents to the right time: the 
stock itself and the overall 
market.”

Similarly, you may 
want to partner with 
someone to start a side 
business that will supple-
ment your income. The 
amount you may need to 

invest will vary according 
to the type of business.

The most important 
thing is to make up your 
mind you have to invest. 
What are the signs that 
you are ready to invest? 
I) Earning more money 
than you are spending 2) 
Spare cash that you do not 
need for a while 3) You 
have a budget that shows 
how much you could reg-
ularly contribute 4) You 
are aware of the risk in-
volved in investment and 
5) you have minimal debt.

We usually recommend 
that a small beginning is 
better than a big bang an-
nouncement– particularly 
if you are within the low 
income bracket, that way 
if anything happens you 
are able to take it. Wheth-
er you are buying shares, 
investing in a managed 
fund like a thrift collec-
tion, putting extra into 
your retirement fund or 
opening a savings ac-
count or a term deposit, 
regularly contributing 
small amount will grad-

How much do you need to 
start making investment?
FRANK ELEANYA

Four tips to become a savvy online shopper 
in time for Father’s Day

Father’s Day is 
around the corner 
and finding the 
perfect gift for the 

special man in your life 
need not be a stressful ex-
ercise. Where do you even 
begin? Going to a shop-
ping mall and hunting for 
a present is not always an 
option because of time 
constraints, why not try to 
find the perfect gift online 
this year?

Gone are the days 
of buying dad the bor-
ing socks and tie combo 
– expand your options 
to find a present that is 
sure to surprise him. On-
line shopping has made 
it convenient and easier 
to delight our loved ones 
with experiences such as 
tickets to a concert, dinner 
or an adrenaline packed 
adventure for more ad-
venturous fathers.

Tip 4: Stay secure 
without compromising 
on convenience

Online retailers that 
offer MasterCard Secure-
Code ™ are serious about 
protecting you. This one-
time-pin offers you se-
curity when shopping; it 
authenticates your iden-
tity at the time of pur-
chase and is quick and 
easy to use. The best way 
to pay is online and with 
more than 575, 000 on-
line retailers supporting 
transactions made with 
SecureCode™, the digital 
ecosystem is more secure. 
You also have peace of 
mind knowing that your 
transactions get indepen-
dent approval every time. 
Working with your exist-
ing MasterCard account, 
it is easy to activate and 
does not require down-
loading.

offering this Click-and-
Collect service. If your 
dad is in another city or 
even in another country, 
delivering the gift directly 
is also an option.

Don’t forget, most 
stores now offer options 
to personalize your gift. 
They will wrap it and in-
clude a special note from 
you to make him feel ex-
tra special.

Tip 3: Save by going 
cashless

MasterCard prepaid, 
debit or credit cards are 
accepted by millions of 
online stores across the 
world. If you have a pro-
file already set-up with 
a retailer and have your 
card-on-file, be sure to 
keep track of your spend-
ing to ensure you don’t 
blow your budget. These 
digital payment solutions 
give you full control.

If you are new to online 
shopping, MasterCard 
has a few tried and tested 
tips to help you become a 
smart and savvy shopper.

Tip 1: Get to know the 
e-tailer

Review previous cus-
tomer ratings and reviews 
as this often provides 

good insight about over-
all customer service and 
the quality of the items 
sold. Also check out their 
return and refund policy 
before placing your order. 
MasterCard recommends 
that if you are buying from 
an online store outside of 
your country, that you fa-
miliarize yourself with the 
current exchange rates. 
To ensure that dad gets 
his gift in time, find out 
how long it will take to ar-
rive.

Tip 2: Delivering 
smart solutions

Most online stores 
offer free delivery for 
purchases over a cer-
tain amount. If the store 
doesn’t deliver free of 
charge, find out if they 
will deliver to one of the 
physical stores near you 
for collection. More and 
more stores nowadays are 
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CWG platform empowering financial 
access, transaction  across channels 

across the country, whilst 
enabling financial institu-
tions attain their corporate 
goals and objectives. 

Recall, that CWG has 
worked in partnerships 
with other banks in the 
past, deploying innova-
tive technology based 
products that enable cus-
tomers’ access financial 
and other value added 
services through their mo-
bile phones. CWG Plc has 
also deployed the Finacle 
Banking Application to 
60% of the Financial In-
stitutions, enhancing their 
operations and currently 
deploys about a third of 
the aggregate ATMs pres-
ently in the country. Upon 
which it has just launch 
its new innovation called 
‘ATM As A Service’ to fur-
ther support the cause.

and agent banking, while 
also serving as an effective 
means of deepening finan-
cial literacy nationally.

Similarly, chief exec-
utive officer, Diamond 
Bank Plc, Uzoma Dozie 
observed that “the Inno-
vation Grant, EFInA aims 
to promote financial in-
clusion through market 
development by enabling 
provision of appropriate 
financial products and ser-
vices at an affordable price 
to those who are currently 
financially excluded’’. 

This development but-
tresses more the fact that 
CWG Plc’s mission to en-
able growth through tech-
nology in varying sectors 
of the economy, has just 
marked a great score in 
the strive towards ensur-
ing financial inclusion 

to meet consumers’ needs, 
at an affordable cost. These 
include bills payment, 
savings, retail collections, 
microcredit and insurance 
transactions

Speaking on the devel-
opment,  James Agada, 
the chief executive officer, 
CWG Plc observed that the 
DYA has demonstrated sig-
nificant prospects, hence 
no surprise on the invest-
ment by EFInA. According 
to him, “within a period of 
a little over 12 months, the 
Diamond Yello Account 
has enabled over 6 million 
subscriber’s access bank-
ing services with ease. 
The EFInA grant shows 
that these giant strides are 
being recognized and this 
will challenge us at CWG 
to do more in deploying 
technology solutions that 

E
nhancing Fi-
nancial Innova-
tion & Access 
(EFInA) has an-
nounced the re-

lease of $1, 500, 000 (N421, 
500, 00) from her Innova-
tion Grant to support the 
Diamond Y’ello Account 
(DYA), a mobilcie banking 
platform which swas built 
on a CWG plc powered 
MTN Xaasplatform.  

The DYA was designed 
to enable MTN subscrib-
ers; which include the 
largely unbanked and 
under-banked populace 
in Nigeria, enjoy banking 
services from Diamond 
Bank using their mobile 
phones within the con-
venience of their varying 
locations. It provides easy 
access to a broad range of 
financial products tailored 

enable growth’’.
The Innovation Grant, 

as released by EFInA to 
support the DYA; ‘Win-
ning the North’ project, 
is intended to enhance 
financial inclusion to the 
unbanked in the North 
East and North West geo-
political zones, who have 
more financially excluded 
citizens than other parts of 
the Nation, as referenced 
in the EFInA Access Fi-
nancial services in Nigeria 
2014 survey. Furthermore, 
it is anticipated that  this 
project will aid tilt the 
variances in the Financial 
sector; enabling the op-
erators an opportunity to 
upgrade the features of the 
DYA in order to allow cus-
tomers do more and cover 
a broader geographical 
base. 

On her part, the chief 
executive officer of EFInA, 
Chidinma Lawanson, said 

that “The EFInA Access 
to Financial Services in Ni-
geria 2014 survey revealed 
that 57.1 million adults 
have never had a deposit 
money bank account, 16.3 
percent indicated that they 
did not operate an ac-
count because commer-
cial banks were far away 
from them. The study also 
found out that 42.7 percent 
of women are financially 
excluded as compared to 
35.8 percent of the men. 
We believe this project 
will go a long way to cor-
rect these anomalies, she 
said.” Driving financial 
inclusion by addressing 
the barrier of proximity to 
financial services through 
digital financial services 
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Those who are in the know say that 
Bola Ahmed Tinubu, a former governor 
of Lagos State and the conscience of 
the All Progressives Congress (APC), is 
not a happy man at the moment. The 
goings-on in the country, particularly 
the disappointing outing of his party on 
virtually all fronts, are seriously affecting 
his businesses.

Is the ‘Lion of Bourdillon’ losing his 
grip on power?

Untold story of the East-West Road

Most Nigerians may have heard 
about East-West Road for a long 
time, yet not many know its 
exact location, length, objec-
tives, beneficiaries. Not many 
know the progress made, the 
challenges and the politics sur-
rounding the project. Watch out 
for the details that will shock 
you.

In times of extreme want and hun-
ger, many people are known to take 
dangerous decisions. Stories abound 
of Nigerians taking a huge risk trying 
to flee the country to Europe. Many 
have died in the process, while some 
who made it to such places are not 
singing a better tune today. What 
then must Christians do to survive 
recession? Find out!

Message to Nigerian Christians in a time of recession

Could it be that the Nigerian 
musical industry has found a 
goldmine in fielding naked 
women in the business of sing-
ing and dancing? There is hardly 
any musical video being played 
nowadays without a heavy dose 
of parade of scantly-dressed 
ladies strutting back and forth. 
Read the full gist.

Indecency rules Nigeria’s 
entertainment industry

It is a big shame that after 
nearly six decades of oil 
exploration and exploita-
tion in Nigeria, the coun-
try is still exporting crude 
petroleum and importing 
refined petroleum prod-
ucts for local consump-
tion as the local refineries 
remain dead. But how 
did we come to this sorry 
pass? Who killed Nigeria’s 
refineries?

Who killed Nigeria’s refineries?



I
t  i s  n o r m a l 
f o r  c h i l d r e n 
t o  f ig ht .  It  i s 
even expected 
that  chi ldren 

between the ages of 
two and four would 
f i g h t  b e c au s e  t h e y 
do not have the abil-
ity to communicate 
with enough words; 
they could choose to 
scratch,  kick or  hit 
each other. Though 
these actions may be 
harmful, it does not 
mean that such chil-
dren would grow up 
to become bullies.

Psychologists even 
believe that a child 
who beats up other 
children in the play-
ground may be seek-
ing attention. How-
ever, it should draw 
the parents’ attention 
because there may be 
a bigger problem. It 
is important to know 
why a child wants to 
be recognised by be-
having in a negative 
way and put a stop to 
it at the early stage.

From available in-
formation, one of the 
most prevalent mis-
c o n c e p t i o n s  a b o u t 
bullying is that it is 
a normal part of life 
that  chi ldren must 
u n d e rg o.  How e ve r, 
nothing about being 
bul l ied is  ‘nor mal’, 
nor is it socially ac-
ceptable.

Children fight, but 
i t  i s  e x p e c t e d  t hat 
at age three, a child 
has become able to 
say what he wants or 
express his feelings 
generally instead of 
resorting to using his 
fists to get across his 
needs. It is therefore 
a matter of concern 
if  an eight-year-old 
still takes delight in 
hitting and pushing 
other children.

But how best can 
the incidence of child 
bullying in schools be 
drastically reduced? 
A number of parents 
bare their minds on 
this.

Onyeka Akachi, a 
mother, suggests that 
parents should take 
ever y step possible 
to change their chil-
dren’s behaviour be-
cause if such behav-

iour is not addressed 
while the child is still 
at the formative stage, 
such a child may grow 
up to become a vio-
lent youth, in other 
words,  a bully.  She 
buttresses her point 
with the story of an 
i n c i d e n t  t h a t  h a p -
pened in  her  s on’s 
school sometime ago. 
“Last session, my son 
c a m e  b a c k  h o m e 
with a cardigan that 
didn’t belong to him, 
telling me that they 
took his and gave it to 
another boy in their 
class. I was really fu-
rious. When I got to 
the school the next 
day, I saw the teacher 
a n d  a s ke d  w hy  my 
s on’s  cardigan was 
exchanged. She tried 
to calm me down and 
explained what hap-
pened, promising to 
s o r t  t h e  i s s u e  o u t . 
When she suggested 
I should go with the 
cardigan that wasn’t 
my son’s, I told her it 
was impossible, that 
I’d rather buy my son 
a new cardigan.  As 
soon as I got a new 
one, I had to inscribe 
my son’s name on it 
to avoid a reoccur-
rence. So, what I am 

saying is that parents 
s h o u l d  m a k e  s u r e 
they take necessary 
steps to change every 
bad character found 
in their children as 
early as possible.”

A n o t h e r  m o t h e r, 
Tope Olalekan, a sec-
ondary school teach-
er, believes a bully is 
one who wants to hurt 
others not because he 
thinks that he is pow-
erful or courageous, 
but feels and thinks 
t h a t  n o b o d y  l o v e s 
him. So,  instead of 
giving love, he thinks 
that he would be re-
jected anyway, so he 
behaves in a hostile 
manner.

O n  w h y  a  c h i l d 
could become a bully, 
she lists such reasons 
as sibling rivalry, abu-
sive housemaids, and 
so on. For instance, 
when a younger child 
appears on the scene 
and dominates  the 
mother ’s  attention, 
the older sibling usu-
ally feels abandoned 
and seeks ways not to 
be forgotten.

O n  t h e  i s s u e  o f 
abusive housemaids, 
O l a l e k a n  s ay s  t hat 
mothers  who leave 
their children in the 

care of maids do not 
know what goes on 
while they are at work 
or wherever. “I have 
seen a case where im-
mediately the parents 
left for work, the maid 
would beat the little 
children left in her care. 
O n e  o f  t h e  ch i l d re n 
would always fight back 
but he was no match 
for the house girl, so he 

cried all the time. But I 
kept wondering what 
would happen when 
the boy starts school 
and realises that he has 
a physical advantage 
over other children.”

S h e  f u r t h e r  s a y s 
that while some chil-
dren tell their parents 
everything, some are 
s e c re t i ve  by  natu re. 
She therefore advises 

parents to try to know 
t h e i r  c h i l d r e n  v e r y 
well, know when they 
a re  b e hav i n g  o u t  o f 
c h a ra c t e r  a n d  s h o w 
concern. “Watch out 
f o r  s ig n s  o f  d e p re s -
sion, such as locking 
themselves away for 
hours and refusing to 
say why. And be alert 
to other small signs,” 
she admonishes.
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Who breeds bullying children?
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Train up a child 4

Something interesting 
happened at church 
a while ago. As usual, 
I had various meet-

ings after church and my 
kids seemed to enjoy staying 
after service. They had the 
opportunity to run around 
the auditorium, climb on 
stage and play with other 
kids.

Nemi, my son decided to 
follow me into the church 
o f f i c e  t o  s o r t  ou t  a  f e w 
things. As we walked by the 
offices, he said something 
that made me stop: “Don’t 
touch the walls.” Now, you 
might wonder what the big 
deal is. First of all, my son at 
that time was two years and 
nine months. He repeated 
exactly what I had told him 
at home over and over again. 
You know what I realized; 
they are never too young to 
begin to teach them values. 
They are never too young for 
you to begin to train. 

Your son is not too young 

more than manners or godli-
ness. The way I see it is this: 
Train up a child in the way 
that he was created for.

I have a concept I want 
to share. God has a purpose 
for every person. He has a 
definite plan. My concept 
is this: Find out what God’s 
plan for your child’s life is 
and train them to fulfil that 
plan. You might ask, how 
do I find what that plan 
is? Pray, be attentive, be 
sensitive and observe your 
children. What are their 

strengths and weaknesses? 
What does God lay in your 
heart when you pray? 

This concept is a long 
term plan. It won’t happen 
overnight but as you pray, 
seek, pay attention and 
observe your children; it 
will be clear in what path 
you should train them. 
That’s what will guide you 
when choosing a school or 
extracurricular activities 
or when making important 
decisions. The question 
you should ask is “Does 

this decision help my child 
in the way he’s supposed 
to go.” Parenting is hard 
work but you know what 
makes it worth it ; when 
you see the results of your 
hard work which is a well-
trained child.

My friend told me of 
a story of his sister that 
inspired me. She was the 
only girl among boys and 
naturally she was turning 
out to be a tomboy. But 
when she was about eight, 
her father realized what 
was going on and decided 
to put a stop to it, so he 
began to teach his daugh-
ter to be a lady. He bought 
her shoes with heels, made 
her wear dresses and just 
taught her to act like a 
lady. Now this tomboy is 
an etiquette and image 
consultant  who always 
looks like she just stepped 
out of a fashion magazine 
all the time.

What  does this  teach 
us? Anyone can be trained 
to be great. So what’s stop-
ping you from training your 
child?

to be a gentleman, to treat 
others right, to speak prop-
erly. Your daughter is not too 
young to learn how to speak, 
or be a lady or help around 
the house. It starts with the 
little things. Let them pick 
up their toys, learn to use the 
words “please” and ‘thank 
you’, apologize, accept no as 
no. Teach those values you 
want to see from now. You 
might not see immediate 
results, but one day like me, 
you’ll hear that child say: 
“Don’t touch the walls.”

When I was younger, if 
you went out with your mum 
and you were being silly, all 
she had to do was give you a 
look and you put yourself in 
order. Now, children don’t 
know the difference. Why? 
They haven’t been trained. 
When you say no, let it be 
no. You know, children are 
smart. They know they can 
wear you out if they insist. 
Let them know you mean 
business.  If you say you’ll 

punish them if they mis-
behave, make sure you do 
or they will never take you 
serious. Let them know that 
they can’t have everything 
they want. Crying does not 
mean the world has come 
to an end.

Is it going to be easy? No. 
Will you always like it? No. 
But when you remember 
that it’s for their good. You’ll 
muster the strength to go on.

When we say train up a 
child in the way he should 
go. It is multifaceted. It’s 
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Oyibookaa

A
lthough an Igbo 
name, Oyiboo-
kaa is also used 
as a slang to de-
scribe someone 

who speaks much accented 
English. The literal transla-
tion is ‘English is supreme.’ 
The accented English re-
ferred to - is the type with a 
British or American intona-
tion/interference - the very 
one reminiscent of return-
ees. By returnees one refers 
to the group of people who 
stirred the work scenes in the 
late 90s to mid 2000s, rattling 
the market with unbeliev-
able salaries and service 
fees they commanded. These 
returnees, some argue, were 
responsible for the sudden 
boom in the foreign educa-
tion sector in Nigeria. Others 
argue, one was paying for the 
boldness to challenge status 
quo alongside the presenta-
tion skills on offer.

I found a recent experi-
ence quite intriguing hence 
I’m stopping to share. It was 
a reaction from an older 
friend who is a senior ex-
ecutive in a multinational. 
While chatting with another 
friend and I a few weeks 
back, he mentioned that 
he was looking to fill a role 
within his team. This other 

how lucky we were to be able 
to do this freely. Marcoms 
is that small corner of the 
world, where there was no 
boss in the brain-storming 
sessions, where only the su-
perior argument won. Where 
you were almost killed for 
not having a view (you must 
have a view, you just must!); 
cleaners passing by, drivers, 
everyone had to have a view 
as the best ideas came from 
the most unlikely, was the 
mantra. That’s what fascinat-
ed me when I went a second 
round of school - ex-Nigeria, 
the ability to have a view on 
about everything - my young 
classmates, queried every-
thing - before I could distil 
my thoughts and phrase it 

in a presentable way, my 
colleagues had blotted it 
out! They even explained it 
away, saying ‘I’m thinking as 
I’m talking here so bear with 
me’ - I thought the rule was 
talk after you have thought, I 
sat there wondering? Lectur-
ers were watching out for team 
interaction and so, I eventu-
ally jumped on the bus.

A Niger ian UK-based 
friend recounted how she was 
mocked during her undergrad 
days at her university based in 
the South. She was studying 
law and had been given an 
assignment, and in her assign-
ment - a notable SAN had won 
a case against another person 
and she gave her views saying 
she believed the judgement in 

his favour was wrong - and she 
gave reasons. On a visit to the 
staff room - she saw a lecturer 
pointing at her and saying to 
the other ‘imagine?’ - that’s 
the young girl that said the 
SAN’s judgement was wrong. 
Both lecturers giggled at the 
audacity of an undergradu-
ate to say the judgement was 
incorrect.

Her experiences in her 
post-grad school delighted 
her much. She was in her ele-
ments with the debates and 
arguments. She’s reported that 
it has made her bolder and 
able to face anyone. I do think 
starters need a good portion 
of Oyibookaa to be honest, 
you just need to, then walk 
the talk.

friend whom I’d call Ms. X is 
often eager to help, having 
a dossier of friends and be-
ing a returnee herself. She 
quickly offered that she had 
two resumes of returnees. 
Our senior exec friend gave 
a vehement shake of his 
head, muttering, “no, no, no, 
please, no returnee for me, 
I’m done.”

When we pushed for rea-
sons, he said to us “look 
I’m looking for someone to 
bend down and work, not 
produce power point and 
talk me to death.” Ms X, a 
holder of a bachelor of sci-
ence degree, in argument 
engaged this senior exec 
friend in a big argument, 
accusing him of having a 
mindset about returnees. 
Our friend Mr. John stood 
his ground, putting forward 
examples of three returnees 
he had employed - one he 
said he recruited from a job 
fair in the US. He said he was 
mortified at the dissonance 
between the person’s output 
and promise made at the 
interview. I chipped in to ask 
if the person was provided 
with the right support and 
a full understanding of his/
her work scope. He reported 
that having managed teams 
in a multinational for over 30 

years, surely he must have a 
strong sense of what is re-
quired to do deliver on a role.

He narrated that what 
worried him most was that 
this person consistently gave 
the best presentation with 
the best use of words and 
anything thereafter was a 
struggle. He was confident 
execution was missing in 
their studies - he said to us, 
that with the first recruit 
he blamed himself for over 
expecting, cut his expecta-
tions, resized the role and 
still more ‘jumping power 
points’ was all he got. Then 
he hired another one for 
sales and he kept dealing 
with bad attitude and cul-
tural issues. Despite this, 
he tried the third one and 
it was at that point that he 
said he had had it with them. 
He wasn’t sure if it was him, 
but if he had run through all 
three then something was 
wrong.

I left him wondering if 
perhaps he was just unlucky 
with recruitment as he was 
the first person I had ever 
heard such views from. I do 
know though that that bold-
ness to speak up at any level; 
question and challenge is 
one thing that returnees 
easily possess - I mean in 
that way that challenges 
the status quo. While in a 
marketing communication 
agency, we used to discuss 
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Hotels
Why you need to save 
on hotel accommodation 
OBINNA EMELIKE

you bought from nearby 
shopping mall. But it is 
risky as most hotels do 
not allow guests to bring 
food and drinks to the 
hotel, apart from the ones 
they serve. There could be 
food poisoning, and they 
would claim it was from 
the food or drinks you 
brought from outside.

If you are traveling out-
side the country, choos-
ing apartments over ho-
tels will save you money 
because apartments are 
cheaper abroad and of-
fers you opportunity to 
buy food condiments and 
cook the way you want it; 
if you can cook.  If you are 
loyal to a brand, some-
times you have to try 
something new to enable 
you review services and 
also take better decisions. 
It is not always a five-star 
fiesta; you can go for mid-
dle level offerings in your 
cherished hotel brand 
chain, after all, nobody 
knows where you sleep 
on your trip except you 
tell them.

If you try some of these 
tips, you will definitely 
make the most of your 
stay, and most impor-
tantly save money with 
the impending economic 
crunch.
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centage of hotel expenses 
during travel, there are 
other charges. Cutting 
down on your expenses at 
the restaurants, spa, busi-
ness centre, and especial-
ly bars, helps in keeping 
you on budget while on 
trips.

In the face of the down-
turn, especially if you do 
not have the means, there 
is no need for expensive 
champagnes, staying lon-
ger in luxury spa, order-
ing room services, mak-
ing international calls 
with the hotel phone, 
or watch x-rated movies 
without incurring addi-
tional bills.

If the restaurant is very 
expensive, ask the lo-
cals working in the hotel 
where they eat when not 
at work. You will be sur-
prise to explore a good 
place with good price, 
and same for bars.

It is normal for hotels 
to fill the room bar and 
mini refrigerator with 
drinks, leaving the price 
list on the table. Though 
the prices are very expen-
sive, you should either 
avoid the temptation of 
taking drinks from the 
fridge if you do not budget 
for it, or drinking and re-
placing with cheap ones 

asking whether that really 
is their best offer. In other 
words, you should bar-
gain. In doing so, you will 
save some money at least 
for chocolate or souvenir.

But the ultimate way to 
save money on hotel ac-
commodation is to book 
far ahead of your travel. 
Then, the hotel may not 
have many guests engag-
ing its booking machines. 
“You are sure of good 
rates when you are book-
ing months ahead to your 

trip”, Ubong Nseobot, 
PR/marketing manager, 
Southern Sun Ikoyi Hotel, 
says.

Planning one’s trip 
during the low seasons 
also saves money. “Most 
hotels in Nigeria hardly 
sustain good occupancy 
during low seasons usu-
ally from middle of De-
cember to early February. 
At this period, guests can 
get the best price for the 
room. That is when most 
hotel executives prefer to 

take their annual leave 
due to low activities in the 
hotel”, Salami Omobolan-
le,  general manager, Pri-
mal Hotel Ikoyi, explains.

By becoming a mem-
ber of a hotel reward 
club, you can save lots 
of money on accom-
modation. For instance, 
by becoming a member 
of Starwood Preferred 
Guest (SPG), Hilton Hon-
ours among others one 
is constantly reminded 
of the hotel’s deals and 
best prices at all times. At 
every stay in hotels you 
are a member of their 
reward system, you gain 
points that translate into 
cheaper accommodation 
or even discounted flight 
tickets.

By joining the Pool 
Club or playing casino at 
Federal Palace Hotel in 
Lagos, you earn credits 
that save money on ac-
commodation in the ho-
tel.

But if you are not a 
member of a hotel reward 
system, always look out 
for special promotions 
and take advantage of 
them. Most hotels sell the 
rooms half the price dur-
ing promotions.

While room charges 
represent substantial per-

A
s the Nigerian 
economy of-
ficially enters 
r e c e s s i o n , 
Naira is ex-

pected to continue its 
free-fall against major 
currencies, especially the 
United States of America 
Dollar.  As well, hotel rates 
are bound to increase in 
response to market forces 
and economic realities. 
But that does not put a 
stop to business travels, 
and holiday plans. This 
equally makes savings 
on hotel accommodation 
while on trips impera-
tive, and allows people to 
travel when it is very nec-
essary.

However, you can seek 
solace amid the financial 
gloom, by prioritising 
your travel plans accord-
ing to your budget, in a 
way that the weak Naira 
will work in your favour. 
It is no longer five-star 
hotels, world-class res-
taurants and spa as usual, 
except if you have the 
means.

Of course, you can 
travel on purpose and 
have a comfortable stay 
without breaking the 
bank, even with the weak 
naira. How? You may ask.

Globally, hotel rates 
are notoriously blurry. 
The rack rate quoted on 
a website is not neces-
sarily the lowest rate 
available, so it is always 
worth contacting a hotel 
directly to ask what their 
best price is, and then 
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Entertainment
93 Days premieres in Lagos with a teaser

I
t is often said that 
‘Heroes’  are not 
made out of wish-
ful thinking but by 
innate compulsion. 

Dr. Ameyo Adadevoh, the 
heroine of First Consultant 
Hospital, Lagos, out of 
genuine passion for career 
excellence became a world 
‘Hero’ when she intuitively 
embarked on a personal 
decision to prevent an 
ugly situation knowing 
full well the devastating 
consequence a contagious 
Ebola Virus could cause 
Lagos with over 20 million 
people or perhaps, the en-
tire nation.

Call it a huge success 
ever recorded by any Nige-
rian or a selfless sacrifice 
and feat embarked by a 
passionate career person, 
the fact remains that Dr. 
Adadevoh went out of the 
ordinary to save Nigeri-
ans and mankind globally 
from the speed of light-
like contagious scourge 
called Ebola Virus. It is a 
landmark achievement 
in the history of medical 
intervention in Nigeria.

Hence, WAPIC Insur-
ance Plc is celebrating Dr. 
Adadevoh who sacrificed 
her life to save millions of 
people through the pre-
miere of ‘93 Days, a movie 
that captures how medical 
personnel at First Consul-
tant Hospital including 
Dr. Adadevoh and other 
organisations collaborated 
in contending and con-
taining the virus within 
93 days of its outbreak in 
Lagos. 

Auspice of this premise, 
an epic film reverberates 
with a poser;‘Each new 
day could be the beginning 
of mankind’s worst night-
mare’, which surmises that 
endemic situation such 
as Ebola Virus scourge is 
an inadvertent phenom-
enon.  Based on a true life 
story, the movie, ’93 Days’, 
a Steve Gukas film, pro-
duced by Bolanle Austen-
Peters Production (BOP), 
featuring both local and 
international acts such as 
Danny Glover, Tim Reed, 
Alastair Mackenzie, Keppy 
Ekpenyong, Bimbo Akin-
tola, Francis Onwochie, 
Bimbo Manuel, Gideon 
Okeke among others pre-
miered at Deluxe Cinema, 
Victoria Island, Lagos last 
Friday and will be hitting 
box office nationwide from 
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September 16, 2926.

The movie
When Patrick Sawyer, 

Liberian American Diplo-
mat collapses upon arrival 
at the Murtala Mohammed 
International Airport, La-
gos Nigeria, he was taken 
to First Consultant Hos-
pital (FCH), where he was 
admitted with fever like 
symptoms. Against his 
denials of contact with 
any Ebola victims in Libe-
ria, the team at FCH led 
by Dr. Adadevoh quickly 
deduced there is more 
to his case than malaria. 
Their vigilance leads to 
early detection that Mr. 
Sawyer indeed had the Eb-
ola Virus. It automatically 
becomes a race against 
time to contain the deadly 
disease from breaking out 
and infecting an entire city 
population. An emergency 
boardroom consultation 
ensued with all the medi-
cal team combats ready. 
However, before the full 
knowledge of the conta-
gious nature and speed of 
transfer if the virus could 
be ascertained, some 
medical personnel have 
fallen victim with team 
leader, Dr Adadevoh in the 
list of index patients. The 
93 days of effort to con-
tain the scourge and scare 
becomes unimaginable 
across the country. The 
society in general rose to 
quick measures with hand 
washing and public saniti-
zation, both internal and 
at points of entry and exit.

Reasons
C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  t h e 

scourge brought emer-
gency public health aware-
ness across the country to 
alleviate the stigma associ-
ated with the virus, but the 
irony which the film tends 
to resonate is the quick to 
forget attitude of Nigeri-
ans even in critical health 
related issues.

A woman who watched 
the premier, (name with-
held) sobbed profusely till 
the end saying; “Honestly 
I was emotionally dazed 
and could not control my-
self. The movie is a total 
replica of the true situation 
then. However, it brings to 

our subconscious mind, 
health issues we tend to 
discard quickly in this 
country knowing well that 
they might happen again.”

In a chat after the movie 
premiere, Bode Ojeniyi , 
executive director, WAPIC 
Insurance Plc, said; “You 
may have observed that 
Nigerians have relaxed 
on the hand washing cul-
ture and other health con-
scious tips made obvious 
by the outbreak of Ebola 
Virus in the country. It 
is very sad and danger-
ous.  Take a country like 
Ghana for example, the 
citizens still practice the 
hand washing culture and 

are very much focused at 
making sure that Ebola or 
any other virus does not 
have its way into the coun-
try or take them unaware. 
Ghanaian Immigration 
and other health agen-
cies are still much alert 
checking on such cases at 
their airport entry points. 
Sadly, in Nigeria, such 
measures have been re-
laxed which is very bad. 
Nigerians should avoid 
the attitude of forget-
ting things very early and 
quickly. We should try 
to be health and safety 
conscious while keeping 
good hygiene always. We 
should also try to main-

tain the same spirit we 
had during the Ebola Vi-
rus scourge and be safety 
conscious all the time.”

Speaking on the ra-
tionale behind WAPIC’s 
involvement in the mov-
ie premiere Ojeniyi ex-
plained that : “WAPIC 
Insurance Plc has always 
been interested in being 
in forefront of everything 
that is worthy of support 
in Nigeria. Apart from our 
corporate social responsi-
bilities, we support every 
worthy cause including 
health. That is why we 
are associated with this 
film, ’93 Days’ as we also 
deal on things that are 
very critical in the life and 
health of Nigeria citizens.”

Francis Onwochei, 
one of the actors in the 
movie, said the movie 
was very timely to recall a 
somewhat relaxed culture, 
which could turn deadly 
if unchecked. “Talking 
about Nigerians been re-
laxed over Ebola Virus, it 
is natural and perhaps, 
an easier way of getting 
out of the feelings, the 
stigma and psychological 
trauma associated with 
the scourge. Ebola hap-
pens to be a disease that 
has the capacity to deci-
mate the entire nation. 
However, if such or similar 
case comes back or takes 
the nation by surprise, you 
will find out that people 
will be awaken into such 
consciousness to contain 
it as we did the last time. 
But we must take health 
consciousness into con-
sideration all time.” He 
said.

 …each new day could spark mankind’s worst nightmare
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with Janet Adetu
Business Etiquette

Don’t just stand, 
stand out!

buying the right size
•Go for formal corporate 

colours like Black, Navy Blue, 
Charcoal Grey

•Buy fabric like wool or 
blended material, try to avoid 
cotton only fabrics that may 
wrinkle

•Two piece suits are the flow 
of fashion today though three 
piece suits are good too

•Single breasted are more 
in vogue try to avoid double 
breasted jackets

•When closing your jacket 
just button the top most button

•Unbutton your jacket when 
you sit

•The length of your trousers 
should sit and touch just above 
the back heel of your shoe

•Dawn your jacket with a 
pocket square or rose pin

•Avoid placing a pen at the 
front of your jacket

•If your jacket squeezes your 
back line it is too tight

Your official shirt
•Depending on your height 

watch out for short, regular or 
long sleeved shirts measure ac-
cording to your arm length

•Official shirts are always 
worn long

•For business plain shirts go 

or iron free shirts

Your business tie
•The size of the tie depends 

on your body size
•Thin ties are usually for 

social events while wider ties are 
more formal

•Plain ties work well on all 
attires while striped ties are to 
be worn selectively

•A darker tie sits well on a 
lighter shirt

•Your tie should reach the 
top of the belt

•Avoid wearing a striped tie, 
with a striped shirt and striped 
suit

•Avoid floral or busy pat-
terned ties they are quite distrac-
tive in business

Yourextended wardrobe 
–Shoes

•Formal shoes should have 
laces

•Black is the most formal 
colour to have in your wardrobe

•Your shoes should be well 
taken care of – polished

•Your shoes should match 
your belt

•Laceless shoes are worn 
with business casual

•Watch out for worn out 
heels

Belt
•Keep your belt in good con-

dition
•Discard all worn out belts
•Watch your belt buckle to 

avoid distraction 
•A simple belt buckle works 

better in business
•Black belts work well with 

black shoes

Socks
•Plain coloured socks work 

best in business
•The colour of your socks 

should match the colour of your 
trousers

•Multi-coloured socks are 
in fashion but avoid when at-
tending an important meeting 
to avoid distraction

•Socks can make you appear 
like fashion is more important 
than business

Accessories
•CUFFLINKS: Ensure the 

cufflinks match the colour of 
your watch-gold for gold and 
silver for silver

•Bracelets, earings and neck-
laces re a NO NO in business

•Your ring, lapel pin and tie 
tack are acceptable business 
attire

•Anything above 3 pieces 
of jewellery is considered too 
much

Now you are equipped to 
STEP OUT & STAND OUT like 
a Charming Gentleman! 

•Wishing you the best of luck! 

Are you dressed to meet 
expectations?

Whenever you are 
dressed for busi-
ness there is a cer-
tain expectation 

that comes with your appear-
ance. If you ask yourself too you 
also want to look somewhat 
serious, authoritative and re-
spectful. You do need to be taken 
seriously if anything good is go-
ing to come out of your meeting 
or gathering. As it is a common 
human trait to judge people on 
first site it goes without saying 
that the better you look the more 
positive the impression that you 
are likely to leave behind. This is 
a very important call for paying 
attention to detail where it mat-
ters most.

Having met and trained nu-
merous people I have found that 
dressing for many depends on 
their mood and the occasion. 
Well for me this would work dur-
ing social occasions but business 
can become quite unpredict-
able. Opportunities may arise 
unannounced so it is important 
to be alert and ready for when 
those opportunities do come 
your way. If indeed you carry any 
title in business whether it is the 
CEO in person or the Business 
Development Manager or even 
the Sales Executive of your or-
ganization it is now paramount 
to meet expectations in your 
appearance. 

Since looking good is good 
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Sammy is back on the hustle

S
ammy Yakubu; 
X 3 M  Mu s i c ’s 
best  kept  se-
cret,  is finally 
poised to enter 

the mainstream with his 
brand new single Hustle, 
a positive call to action 
and nod to an industry 
that speaks to the present 
time.

Hustle as written and 
performed by Sammy 
is an encouraging, up-
tempo manifesto that 
promotes the ideals of 
hard work and persever-
ance, especially among 
the youth. It opens with a 
picture perfect scenario 
where Sammy sings of a 
certain level of achieve-
ment; Small money inu-
apo/driving round town 
in my moto/come back 
home to my ile. But Hustle 
is interested in loftier ide-
als than the glorification 
of cheap materialism.

In the succeeding vers-
es, Sammy employs his 
sweetened vocal ability 
to narrate the importance 
of working hard and the 
lengths he has gone to 
achieve that aspirational 
picture he paints on the 
refrain. 

There is an acknowl-
edgement of favours from 
the ‘Man Above’ but the 
major take away from 
Hustle is that the future 
is mostly determined by 
how hard one is willing to 
work. Sammy gives advice 
that has been tried, tested 
and held up as universal 

truth in the lines, Man 
wey no work no go chop/
Lazy woman no go make 
money.

Produced by fast rising 
Echo, the song’s structure 
is simple enough to fol-
low. Arranged in refrain-
chorus-verse style, the 
most appealing bits are 
strategically played multi-
ple times to guarantee the 
instant radio-friendliness 
of the material. 

Mixed and mastered by 
the prolific Suka Sounds, 
Hustle starts out easy on 
the ear, almost as a tease, 
then builds to an engaging 
mid-section before cli-
maxing in the final minute 
with a dazzling array of 
joyous trumpets, drums 
and cymbals.

Sammy’s semi nasal 
vocal inflection is right at 
home with the up tem-
po beat of Hustle and he 
shows steady confidence 
tackling a change of pace 
style that ventures outside 
the silky smooth ballads 

hard core fans associate 
him with.

Hustle with its fast pace 
and urgent message could 
not have been performed 
better than on this win-
ning effort from the young 
singer, songwriter, dancer 
and guitarist who joined 
the formidable X3M roster 
in 2014.

Born in Kaduna 28 
years ago, Sammy Yakubu 
was a member of an award 
winning dance troupe and 
taught himself to play the 
guitar via various online 
sessions. His debut mix-
tape, 2011’s A Mix Tape & 
Some comprised of cov-
ers of popular music by 
foreign artistes. He has 
performed at influential 
platforms like MTN Cor-
porate Elite, Felabration 
and Music Unplugged. 
Sammy was also the 
headliner for the Charity 
Acoustic Night hosted by 
X3M Music in collabora-
tion with the Kanu Heart 
Foundation.

with everything, invest in white, 
blue, pink, cream pastel colours

•Black or dark coloured 
shirts are for evening events

•When choosing striped or 
checked shirts ensure it has a 
white background

•The collar makes all the dif-
ference not too small, too short 
or too pointed

•When wearing an under-
shirt avoid wearing a V-neck it 
should not show

•Try to invest in 100% cotton 

business, and it takes just sec-
onds to make a good first im-
pression not to mention you 
will never get a second chance 
to make a good first impres-
sion, I would implore you to 
add a little more effort, don’t just 
stand, stand out when dressing 
for business. 

Let us take a closer look at 
some steps you can take:

Your formal suit
•Check your body propor-

tions and ensure it fits well by 

Recently, the Yoruba 
Lakotun, the quar-
terly cultural flag-
ship programme, 

took place at Ethnic Heri-
tage Centre, Ikoyi amid 
pomp and pageantry. How-
ever, the event, which is the 
first anniversary celebra-
tion of the oral narration 
was heavily decorated with 
the talking drum and the 
beaded gourd (sekere) be-
cause of their significance 
as royal musical instru-
ments that elicit excitement 
at all celebrations.

Pa Lasunkanmi Tela, 
author of EgunOriIkunlehe 
and special guest at the 
programme, frowned at 
the way Yoruba Oral Narra-
tions have been distorted 
by many people for their 
selfish gains. He noted that 
some of the distorted narra-
tions caused by colonialism 
and other selfish reasons 
are Yoruba history, tradi-
tions and even the culture.

According to him, “The 

Yoruba nation should be 
united since we are all pro-
genitors of Oduduwa. It is 
unnecessary for people to 
tweak histories of their com-
munities in order to pur-
sue their selfish ambition 
because it would mislead 
a lot of generations after 
them and engrain hatred. 
The damage done by the 
colonialists still abound in 
the ways in which names of 
communities and families 
have been changed to suit 
their understanding”.

Tela called for the pres-
ervation of various Yoruba 
traditions, which are grad-
ually fading away. These 
traditions include building 
reputable family names 
cum legacies; respect for 
elders; background check 
of the families before mar-
riage; the dignity of hard 
work and contentment.

Another great feature of 
the evening was the Bata 
dance class led by Khalid 
Ayanshina, the renowned 

EesaEgungun chanter and 
dancer, from Oyo town. 
Ayanshina disclosed that 
Yoruba oral chant is a spe-
cialist art that has different 
forms. Some of the special-
ist chants are ekunIyawo; 
Rara; Ijala among others. 

The host of the event, 
Olutayo Irantiola, dedi-
cated the anniversary edi-
tion to the media houses 
that educate and inform 
Nigerians about the differ-
ent cultures in the country. 
He encouraged the media 
to carry out investigative re-
search to produce ingenious 
documentaries that would 
enhance the knowledge of 
Nigerians about their im-
mediate environment.

Cultural enthusiasts at 
the event were drawn from 
corporate and social Ni-
geria. As well, Edaoto Ag-
beniyi, a renowned guitarist 
and folklorist, generously 
rendered melodious folk 
songs to the delight of the 
audience.

Royal music instruments decorate Yoruba 
oral narrations celebration



MIKE OCHONMA
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B
a r e l y  o n e 
w e e k  t o  t h e 
formal open-
ing of the first 
edition of the 

just-ended South Afri-
can Festival of Motoring 
(SAFM),  authorit ies  of 
Fo r d  M o t o r  C o m p a n y 
t o o k  a  v e r y  b o l d  s t e p 
when it announced the 
arrival of the revamped 
F o r d  R a n g e r  i n t o  t h e 
SOuth African and sub-
Saharan African market.

The product exposure 
became the the centre 
of  attraction following 
the formal launch of the 

2.2-litre version before 
scores  of motoring jour-
nalists from South Africa 
and the sub-Sahara Afri-
ca (SAA) regions includ-
ing BusinesssDay NIgeria 
in George, South Africa. 
The media test drive of 
the vehicle was preceded 
by tour of the Ford as-
sembly plant in Silverton, 
Pretoria on Monday be-
fore the group flew into 
George on Tuesday.

The official media pre-
sentation  of the work-
horse version and test-
drive of the Pick-up by 
an estimated 25 motoring 
journalists from different 
c o u n t r i e s  i n  t h e  s u b -

Sahara Africa where Ford 
has strong presence rep-
resents a renewed market 
onslaught by the Ameri-
can-headquartered au-
tomaker to grab a bigger 
slice of the utility vehicle 
segment. 

Far from just a minor 
nip-and-tuck at the front, 
this strong rival among 
its peers have  been to-
tally redesigned so it now 
s p o r t s  t h e  f a m i l y  f a c e 
shared with the rest of 
Ford’s range.

With this new offering, 
g o n e  a re  t h e  s t ra ig ht-
edged grille and curved 
headlamps which now 
has in its place a trap-

Wheels

...Including active safety technology, increased efficiency 

Face-lifted Ford Ranger 
flaunts design changes

ezoidal grille. In the past, 
the Ford Ranger was sole-
ly focused on practical-
ity and usability, but the 
latest face-lifted version 
has  g one s ome way to 
ditching this perception 
and there is now a sense 
of  style  to  go with the 
workhorse image. 

It ’s  st i l l  not  the last 
word on mechanical so-
phistication, but it’s built 
to last, has excellent off-
road ability and can tow 
3,500kg in some guises. 
and sharper-looking light 
units. The changes are far 
more subtle at the side 
and rear, where only new 
tail-lights mark out the 

facelifted versions.
Inside, most of Ford’s 

effort has gone on updat-
ing the Ranger ’s  cabin 
to create an  “even more 
comfortable, contempo-
rar y and car-like envi-
ronment” than before. 
Alongside better  qual-
i t y  mat e r i a l s,  t h e re  i s 
now technology galore 
as the firm’s latest ‘Sync 
2’ eight-inch touchscreen 
navigation and infotain-
ment system makes its 
way into the Ranger.

There’s also a smart 
new instrument design 
w ith  dual  infor mation 
s c re e n s  e i t h e r  s i d e  o f 
the dials. New safety and 

assistance systems, such 
as adaptive cruise con-
trol, lane keeping assist, 
front and rear park assist, 
for ward alert  and hill-
descent control, appear 
for the first time. It even 
g e t s  a  h a n d y  2 4 0 -v o l t 
power socket for charg-
ing laptops and the like.

Efficiency  improve-
m e n t s  c o m e  c o u r t e s y 
of a new electric power 
steering system, standard 
s t a r t / s t o p  a n d  l o n g e r 
gear ratios. Ford has also 
retuned the suspension 
for better handling and 
ride, while more sound-
deadening features are 
also dropped in.  Busi-
nessDay wil l  keep you 
p o s t e d  a b o u t  t h e  n e w 
Ford Ranger when it fi-
nally arrives the Nigerian 
market under Coscharis 
Motors franchise-ship..

Invited journalists for 
the historic event came 
f ro m  Ni g e r i a ,  A n g o l a, 
Zimbabwe, Kenya, Mau-
ritius, Uganda, Malawi, 
M o z a m b i q u e .  R e c a l l 
t hat  p r i o r  t o  t h i s  m o -
mentous occasion, this 
strong contender in its 
segment was unveiled at 
the last Frankfurt Motor 
Show ahead of its global 
re l e a s e  t h i s  y e a r.  T h e 
facelifted model gets a 
completely  new front-
end to bring it into line 
with the rest of the Ford 
range. The pick-up also 
gets a raft of new cabin 
a n d  sa f e t y  te ch n o l o g y 
while the engine range 
is updated to boost ef-
ficiency. 

In the past, the Ford 
R a n g e r  w a s  s o l e l y  f o -
cused on practicality and 
usability, but the latest 
f a c e l i f t e d  v e r s i o n  h a s 
gone some way to ditch-
ing this perception and 
there is now a sense of 
style to go with the work-
h o rs e  i mag e.  In d u st r y 
fol lowers say i t  is  st i l l 
not the last word on me-
chanical sophistication, 
but it is built to last, has 
excellent off-road ability 
and can tow 3,500kg in 
some guises. 

Boulos completes technicians training course
Bo u l o s  E n t e r -

prises Ltd., has 
announced  the 
c o m p l e t i o n  o f 

a three week intensive 
training course for their 
dedicated Suzuki Super 
Carry Technicians. The 
training took place in the 
new purpose built  and 
Suzuki dedicated training 
suite, at Boulos Enterpris-
es factory in Ogba, Ikeja. 
The content of the Suzuki 
Japanese originated train-
ing, included all electri-
cal, mechanical and diag-

nostic aspects of the new 
high lean burn 1.2 engine 
and associated ancillaries 
to the vehicle which will 
be assembled by the Nige-
rian work force at Boulos 
in Ikeja.

Henry Peters, Boulos 
Training Manager said: 
“ The team were exem-
plary students and it was 
a pleasure to be given the 
opportunity to train my 
colleagues on this won-
derful new 1-tonne truck.”

A l s o  p r e s e n t  w a s 
Olusegun Adekoya, who 

is head of the design team 
that have designed the 
rear body units which will 
be 100% manufactured at 
the factory. 

A c c o r d i n g  t o  h i m , 
“This is a motor industry 
first for Nigeria, as we will 
be producing a choice of 
23 different rear units, 
or pods as we call them, 
such as a Van version, 
refrigerated van Pick-up, 
six seater people carri-
ers, mobile shop, tipper 
unit,  hopper,  dustbin/
trash van and even an Ice 

cream shop, ambulance 
or fire engine pod/unit. 
It really will offer a com-
mercial vehicle for all us-
ers, created here in Lagos 
for  distr ibution across 
Nigeria.”

As with all Suzuki ve-
hicles, the Suzuki Super 
Ca r r y  w i l l  c o m e  c o m -
plete with a new vehicle 
warranty and extended 
service intervals. The first 
vehicles are expected to 
be available to order from 
next month.  

According to Titi Olo-

dun, Marketing Manag-
er,  Boulos  Enterpr is es 
Ltd, “The assembly line 
is  1,132 square metres 
long,  there is  an addi-
tional 1,200 square me-
tres where fabrication of 
a range of custom-made 
bodies for the Suzuki will 
be manufactured, these 
include refrigerated units, 
vans, six seater people 
carriers, tippers, hoppers, 
pick-ups, mobile shops 
a n d  m a n y  o t h e r  b o d y 
options. 

The new facilities will 

be equipped with state of 
the art modern manufac-
turing tools and equip-
ment,  w ith  ass o ciate d 
infrastr ucture  bui l t  to 
exact standards of Suzuki, 
Japan. Company sources 
say the venture not only 
protects the jobs of Ni-
gerians, but also sets in 
place a clear manufactur-
ing base here in Lagos. 
Boulos said it is excited to 
be sett ing up the first ever 
4-wheel vehicle assembly 
and production facility in 
Nigeria for Suzuki.
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T
oday the new source of 
competitive advantage is 
customer centricity: deeply 
understanding your custom-
ers’ needs and fulfilling them 

better than anyone else.
What increasingly separates the 

winners from the losers is the ability 
to transform data into insights about 
consumers’ motivations and to turn 
those insights into strategy. This alchemy 
requires innovative organizational capa-
bilities that we call the “insights engine.”

The vital role of the insights engine 
was revealed in a global market-research 
study — called Insights2020, or i2020 — 
led last year by the strategy consultancy 
Kantar Vermeer.

In this article we describe the ele-
ments of the insights engine and show 
how it works at consumer goods gi-
ant Unilever. It’s the insights engine, 
manifested in the firm’s Consumer and 
Market Insights, or CMI, group, that 
underpins Unilever’s customer-centric 
strategy. We also describe 10 characteris-
tics of superior insights engines, gleaned 
from the i2020 research and our experi-
ence at Unilever. We divide these into 
two groups: operational characteristics 
and people characteristics.

OPERATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS
Data synthesis
Today research that once took 

months and cost millions can be done 
for a fraction of that price and in mere 
days. What matters now is not so much 
the quantity of data a firm can amass 
but its ability to extract value from the 
information.

To improve, firms are creating dedi-
cated groups to manage and analyze 
data and distribute it throughout the 
organization. At Unilever, CMI has taken 
on this role.

Working closely with information 
technology, CMI implemented a system 
accessible to all marketers throughout 
the company that integrates data and 
presents it in consistent formats — what 
CMI calls “one version of the truth.” Thus 
if marketing and finance are both look-
ing at first-quarter shares of Dove soaps 
in any market segment, they’re viewing 
the same numbers and units, derived 

using the same methodology and dis-
played in the same manner.

Independence
Superior insights groups sit outside 

marketing and other functions and 
often report to someone in the C-suite. 
The i2020 research shows that insights 
leaders in overperforming organizations 
report to these senior executives more 
than twice as often as their counterparts 
in underperforming organizations do.

At Unilever, CMI head Stan Stha-
nunathan reports to a member of the 
executive board — Keith Weed, who 
leads marketing, communications and 
sustainable business functions. This 
structure makes CMI a fully indepen-
dent function with direct lines to the 
CEO.

Integrated planning
For most companies, the business- 

and brand-planning cycle is the driving 
force behind strategy development and 
execution. This is where decisions are 
made about where to play and how to 
win. If insights groups are to help drive 
strategy, their activities must be aligned 
during the planning cycle.

CMI participates in the planning 
cycle: “Where to play?” is fundamen-
tally a question of where to direct growth 
investments — in existing, adjacent or 
new markets. To help determine this, 
CMI uses a bespoke software tool called 
Growth Scout, which mines millions of 
data points on consumer demand across 
demographics, regions and countries to 
quantify the potential value of deeper 
category or brand penetration.

Collaboration
In traditional market-research func-

tions, the emphasis isn’t so much on 
collaboration as on being an effective 
service provider. Insights functions 
like CMI have a different role that em-
phasizes shared partnerships. CMI’s 
structural alignment with the rest of the 
organization and its integration into the 
planning cycle create natural channels 
for often-daily collaboration.

It’s understood across the firm that 
insights can come from anyone at any 
time. Therefore, CMI encourages every 
employee to engage with customers to 
gain insights about their needs and the 
role of Unilever products in their lives, 
and it provides tools to help.

Experimentation
Overperforming companies are 

three times as likely as underperformers 
to embrace a culture of experimenta-
tion, the i2020 research shows. Unilever 
formalized experimentation in a variety 
of ways, most visibly in its 2014 launch 
of the Foundry. Originally a market-
ing-technology startup incubator, the 
Foundry has since expanded to include 
hackathons, a platform for addressing 
sustainability issues and a mentoring 
program that connects startups with 
Unilever experts who advise on product 
and brand development and marketing 
strategy.

Forward-looking orientation
To get a handle on the future, market 

researchers traditionally focused on the 
past. Today the most sophisticated prac-
titioners — those with insights engines 
like CMI — use predictive analytics and 
other technologies to anticipate and 
influence consumer behavior.

Consider how CMI created a team 
called Human and Cultural Futures, 
dedicated to imagining the future, exam-
ining developments in key regions and 
exploring the implications for strategy. 
The team identifies certain societal, 
environmental, political and economic 
pressures, or “macro forces,” that are 
shaping the world, and prompts brand 
and category teams to discuss how these 
forces might affect both consumers and 
Unilever.

Affinity for action
I2020 found that 79% of insights func-

tions at overperforming companies par-

ticipated in strategic decision-making at 
all levels of  the organization, compared 
with just 47% at underperforming 
companies.

CMI’s action orientation manifests 
itself in two broad ways: in its specific 
recommendations to other functions 
and in the recruitment and training 
of “action-oriented” employees. CMI 
invests in development programs de-
signed to expand people’s capabilities 
beyond the expected functional skills 
(research and analysis) to “action” 
skills — communicating, persuading, 
facilitating, leading. The idea is to help 
employees become better at turning 
insights into business results.

PEOPLE CHARACTERISTICS
The operational characteristics that 

distinguish superior insights engines are 
complemented by three traits character-
izing the people who are part of them.

Whole-brain mindset
Historically, the members of insights 

organizations focused on analytics. That 
left-brain orientation served them well, 
but today’s insights teams must think 
holistically, exercising creative, right-
brain skills as well. Achieving balance 
requires a two-pronged effort: recruiting 
whole-brain talent and encouraging the 
mindset across the organization.

Business focus
I2020 found that respondents from 

high-performing firms were more likely 
than those from low-performing firms to 
believe that their insights functions were 

ManagementDigest
Harvard 
Business 
Review

business-focused.
At Unilever, CMI has implemented 

an array of programs to build business 
acumen, developing insights as a means 
to an end — customer-centric business 
growth. To reinforce the connection 
between insights and growth, staff bo-
nuses are linked to the wider business 
unit performance.

Storytelling
The i2020 research imparts a final 

lesson about what makes for a strong 
insights engine: good storytelling.

CMI has moved away from charts 
and tables and toward provocative sto-
rytelling, embracing an ethos of “Show, 
don’t tell.” Increasingly, CMI is making 
its points with TED-style talks and other 
experiential approaches.

Much of what insights engines at any 
firm do is gather and analyze data. But 
today that is the minimum needed for 
success. Being able to translate this ca-
pability into customer-centric growth is 
what distinguishes winners from losers.

(Frank van den Driest is the chief 
client officer and a founding partner at 
Kantar Vermeer, a brand and marketing-
strategy consultancy. Stan Sthanuna-
than is the executive vice president for 
consumer and market insights at Uni-
lever. Keith Weed is the chief marketing 
and communications officer at Unilever 
and chairman of Kantar Vermeer’s In-
sights2020 board.)
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N
igeria has improved 
in its child nutri-
tion indices, but 
BusinessDay find-
ings reveal a lot 

more still needs to be done par-
ticularly as it pertains to children 
under the age of five.

According to the United Na-
tions Children Fund (UNICEF), 
malnutrition is the underlying 
cause of morbidity and mortality 
of a large proportion of children 
under-5 in Nigeria. It accounts 
for more than 50 per cent of 
deaths of children in this age 
bracket.

UNICEF has also reported 
that there are over 2.5 million 
children suffering from acute 
malnutrition in Nigeria.

There however seems to be 
reduction in child malnutrition, 
a development which has been 
described as good news in the 
National nutrition and health 
survey report for 2015 which 
nonetheless remarks that the 
battle is far from won.

Oluremi Keshiro, a professor 
of Human Nutrition while attrib-
uting poor nutrition of children 
to the rising cost of food, a report 
which has been previously cov-
ered by BusinessDay, noted this 
affects what parents will be able 
to give their children to eat.

Keshiro also described the 
cooking methods adopted by 
many Nigerians as a factor which 

contributes to poor nutrition. 
According to her, “some of the 
cooking methods handed down 
to us by our parents such as par-
boiling of vegetables and even 
adding potash which destroy a 
high amount of nutrients, espe-
cially ascorbic acid which is very 
important for children.”

Keshiro condemns taboos in 
some parts of the country where 
children are discouraged from 
eating eggs, a phenomenon she 
describes as “selfish taboo”. Ac-
cording to her “as small as an egg 
is, it contains all the nutrients 
that our body needs (and can 
easily absorb).” She also con-
demned the taboo preventing 
pregnant women from eating 
snails, one predicated on the 
uninformed assumption that 
children from such women “will 
salivate excessively.”

“We have a lot of taboos that 
surround our foods, particu-
larly cooking foods that are good 
for our children. These taboos 
abound across different ethnic 
groups and place embargo on 
foods that are highly nutritious 
for children. This must stop.” 
She added.

A 2015 appraisal report by 
the Nigerian Bureau of Statis-
tics (NBS), which shows that 
although Nigeria is still one of 
the five large low-middle income 
countries where more than half 
of children under age 5 are either 
stunted or wasted, however also 
noted that the trends in meeting 
the global World Health Assem-

bly Resolution (WHAR) targets 
are positive and Nigeria is ob-
taining “some progress”.

The survey results as the NBS 
report asserts seem consistent 
with the Global Nutrition Re-
port 2015 findings, as the over-
all Global Acute Malnutrition 
(GAM), and Severe Acute Mal-
nutrition (SAM) prevalence for 
under-five children is reported at 
7.2 and 1.8 percent respectively, 
whereas the same indicators 
were reported at 8.7 and 2.2 per-
cent in 2014. In addition, none 
of the states surveyed in 2015 
reported GAM and SAM above 
critical WHO cut off points.

Stunting is still the largest bur-
den, thus indicating a long term 
nutritional problem in the coun-
try, and the indicator is quite 
stable (33 percent), confirming 
an overall prevalence positively 
below Sub-Saharan regional 
level (37 percent). In terms of 
overweight, national prevalence 
has not changed since last year 
(1.6 percent) and the prevalence 
is below the 7 percent thresh-
old in all the 37 domains. The 
prevalence of under 5 children 
who are not stunted or wasted 
is 63 percent. These results are 
particularly encouraging, also 
considering that the 2014 survey 
was conducted between Febru-
ary and May – hence before the 
expected hunger gap – while the 
2015 survey has been conducted 
during the lean season – July and 
September – which corresponds 
with the rainy season and great-

est hunger needs, especially in 
the Northern area of the country.

The findings to some extent 
corroborate the Global Hunger 
Index (GHI) earlier this year, 
which noted that despite the 
progress made in Nigeria and 
other countries, the level of hun-
ger in the world remains unac-
ceptably high, with 795 million 
people still going hungry, more 
than one in four children af-
fected by stunting, and 9 percent 
of children affected by wasting.

Data for Nigeria showed the 
highest percentage of nutrition 
concerns was stunted growth 
in children under the age of 5. 
From 1998 – 1992, there was 
prevalence of stunting in 50.5% 
of children under the age of 5, 
43.8% from 1993 – 1997, 39.7% 
from 1998 – 2002, 42.9%; 2003 
– 2007, and 36.4% from 2010 – 
2014. In addition, under-five 
mortality rate has also been on 
a decline from 21.3% in 1990 to 
11.7% in 2013.

The main challenge as ob-
served from the data published is 
stunted growth in children under 
the age of 5. New analysis on the 
part of Global Nutrition report 
shows that in Nigeria and a few 
other countries, the percentage 
of children under age 5 who are 
not stunted or wasted ranges 
between 43 and 48 percent. Chil-
dren growing up healthy are in a 
minority.

Oladejo Adepoju, a doctor of 
human nutrition at the Univer-
sity of Ibadan explains there are 

windows of opportunities to pre-
vent stunting in children, these 
according to him “start from day 
zero of life, which means it starts 
from pregnancy. The woman 
must be in good nutritional sta-
tus. She should have adequate 
diets containing all the essential 
nutrients for growth and devel-
opment in the right proportion.”

The submissions from nutri-
tionists interviewed by Business-
Day indicate healthy growth and 
development of children starts 
from maternal feeding during 
gestation, as children born un-
healthy are already at a disad-
vantage and at risk of growth 
anomalies.  As children grow, 
supplementary feeding should 
contain essential minerals and 
vitamins.
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P
fizer Inc recently  announced i t  has 
launched a new app, Moodivator, to help 
motivate and encourage the millions 
of adults who experience depression. 
Depression is one of the most common 

mental health disorders in the United States, as an 
estimated one in 15 adults (6.7%) experience at least 
one major depressive episode in any given year.

Living with depression can feel isolating, over-
whelming and impact all aspects of a person’s life. 
An increasing number of patients, especially those 
who suffer from chronic conditions like depression, 
are turning to their smartphones to supplement 
treatment they receive. The new app aims to provide 
ongoing motivation in a simple and portable way. 

Moodivator is designed to help complement the 
treatment patients receive by allowing them to track 
their mood, set goals and establish routines that can 
help support them in their daily life. The Moodivator 
app is free and available to download for iPhones.

Treatment for depression often includes a num-
ber of approaches such as talk therapy, medication, 
peer support and a personal wellness plan – how-
ever, it may be challenging for some patients to 

Pfizer launches new ‘Moodivator’ 
App to help support, encourage and 
motivate people with depression

Speaker donates consumables, furniture to Kwara cottage hospital 

In a bid to comple-
ment the state gov-
ernment efforts on 
t h e  p r o v i s i o n  o f 

q u a l i t at i ve  h ea l t h ca re 
delivery services, Ali Ah-
mad, the speaker of Kwara 
State House of Assembly 
on Tuesday inaugurated 
Isale-Asa Cottage Hospital 
with the provision of re-
quired facilities, furniture 
and consumables. 

Inaugurating the hos-
pital which falls within 
Speaker’s Constituency 
-  Ilorin South Constitu-
enc y,  Ahmad declared 
that the equipments and 
other necessary facilities 
as well as furnitures were 
undertaken to adequately 
cater for people’s health-
care and community’s 
yearning. 

Ahmad said that any 
serious government must 
at all times be determined 
to prioritise the people’s 
welfare vis-a-vis provi-
sion of sound healthcare 
services as part of mea-
sures to fight poverty and 
untimely deaths that are 
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adhere to their treatment. Fortunately, advances 
in technology like Moodivator are offering new 
ways to approach health management, encourag-
ing them to take a more active role in managing 
their condition. In fact, a 2014 survey found that 
70% of patients being treated for a mental health 
disorder say they want to use a mobile application 
to monitor their mental health on a daily basis.

“As awareness of the magnitude and severity of 
depression continues to mount, technology like 
the Moodivator app represents a new and exciting 
frontier for helping people with depression. The 
option to set, track and achieve personal goals in 
the Moodivator app ties in nicely with cognitive 
behavioral therapy techniques that I use often with 
my patients,” said Susan Kornstein, MD, professor 
of psychiatry at Virginia Commonwealth Univer-
sity School of Medicine, who helped consult on 
the app’s design. “The opportunity for patients to 
track and export their mood and goal progress in 
easy-to-read charts is also very useful, because the 
progress can then be shared with doctors to help 
inform care decisions.”

Mobile apps offer the potential to help address 
key barriers to accessing real-time support for de-
pression. Designed to fit into patients’ schedules 
and lifestyles, the Moodivator app uses a simple 
and accessible interface with customizable fea-
tures. 

The Moodivator app is not a treatment for 
depression. All patients should work with their 
doctor to determine which course of treatment 
is right for them, and even when patients start to 
feel better, they should continue their therapy and 
work closely with their doctor until they reach an 
agreement to conclude the treatment plan. This 
app includes information about a prescription 
treatment option for depression.

SIKIRAT SHEHU, Ilorin in terms of medical atten-
tion, especially as regards 
having access to quality 
healthcare services. 

Earlier in his address, 
the President of Isale Asa 
Development Association, 
Raji Tunde who appreci-
ated the donor, stressed 
that the community would 
forever cherish the good 
gesture and make good 
use of the facilities. 

Tunde however called 
on the state government 
through the Ministry of 
Health not to hesitate to 
provide adequate person-
nel to man the facility for 
the benefit of the people.

Also speaking, a po-
litical stakeholder in Ilo-
rin South, Saka Ayinde 
Kutijifu commended the 
Speaker and admonished 
other political office hold-
ers in the area to emulate 
his good gestures. 

Kuti j i fu emphasised 
that the donor had always 
priorit ise  the people’s 
well-being, stating that 
the gesture did not come 
to them as a surprise due 
to his antecedents since 
venturing into politics. 

common in the country. 
He said, “Equipping the 

hospital is an easy decision 

because it provides greater 
opportunity to further con-
tribute towards the develop-

ment of my constituency.” 
The Speaker, howev-

er expressed his belief 

that the health facilities 
would totally eradicate the 
community’s sufferings 

Ali Ahmad, speaker, Kwara State House of Assembly (middle) cutting the tape to commission Cottage Hospital, Isale-Asa, Oyo 
Malu in Ilorin recently.         Pics by Sikirat Shehu 

The opportunity for patients to track 
and export their mood and goal prog-
ress in easy-to-read charts is also very 
useful, because the progress can then 
be shared with doctors to help inform 

care decisions
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Retention of TCN’s $7.5bn after Manitoba 
rekindles hope for power contractors

T
he discloser on Monday, 
August 22 by Abubakar 
Atiku, managing direc-
tor/CEO of the Trans-
mission Company of 

Nigeria (TCN) that $7.5 billion con-
cessionary loans and grants being 
enjoyed TCN will not be with-
drawn by development partners 
because the federal government 
has terminated its management 
contract with Manitoba Hydro In-
ternational has rekindled hope for 
business procurement by contrac-
tors in the nation’s power sector.

The federal government, as part 
of the power sector reforms, had 
contracted Manitoba Hydro In-
ternational Nigeria Ltd as manage-
ment contractors to TCN, which 
is the only entity not privatized 
out the 18 successor companies of 
the Power Holding Company of 
Nigeria (PHCN).

The management contract was 
for an initial period of three years 
as from August 1, 2012, which 
upon expiration was extended by 
one year to July 31, 2016. 

An anticipated funding require-
ment from these agencies in the 
form of concessionary loans and 
grants is worth $3.4 billion.

In addition, the federal govern-
ment is expected to bring in $1.5 
billion for the five-year period, 
while the proposed investor/con-
tractor financing initiative by 
TCN is expected to contribute $2.6 
billion, resulting in a total fund-
ing capacity of $7.5 billion for the 
five-year expansion plan.

There have been fears among 
Nigerians over the cessation of 
business relations between the 
federal government and Mani-
toba, with some claiming that the 
foreign partners will also suspend 
business relations with Nigeria 
in solidarity with their Western 
counterpart, but the TCN boss 
dispelled the insinuations.

“Let me also reassure Nigerians 
and indeed international com-
munity, our stakeholders and in-
ternational funding agencies that 
all commitments with

Transmission Company of Nige-
ria under the management con-
tractors remain valid and all con-
tracts entered will be executed in 
line with contractual obligations 
agreed by all parties,” said Atiku.

“On this note, l wish to allay the 
fears expressed in some quarters 
that with termination of the man-
agement, our concessionary loans 
and grants by multinational fund-
ing agencies, such as the World 
Bank, will be withdrawn,”

Atiku told a press conference at 
the TCN headquarters in Abuja. 
Atiku also assured that TCN is 
working assiduously to meet up 
with the incremental power plan 

YANGE IKYAA, Abuja

 Tenders on federal government projectsannounced by the Baba-
tunde Fashola, the minis-
ter of power, such that by 
the end of 2016, when the 
present wheeling capac-
ity will be increased from 
5,500mw to 6,000mw.

This is expected to be 
realized from the planned 
completion of 22 critical 
projects captured in the 
2016 budget of the fed-
eral government, with the 
hope to increase the wheel-
ing capacity thereafter 
to 7500mw through the 
completion of about 31 
projects by the end of year 
2017.

In terms of steady power 
supply, TCN says it has 
mapped out strategies to 
boost its transmission or 
wheeling capability to 
8200mw by the end of 
2018, which is intended 
to be achieved with the 
completion of 8 new proj-
ects in the year 2018.

For the realization of 
10,000mw as envisaged 
in the year 2019, the five 
year expansion plan has 
56 projects to be completed, 
leading to a total wheeling 
capacity of 11,500mw.

A plan has also been de-
veloped with the aim of 
realizing uninterrupted 
power supply with the 
realization of 20,000mw 
by the year 2022 through 
equipment restoration.

As part of the govern-
ment appropriation, TCN 
is supported through fund-
ing agencies such as AfDB, 
AFD, World Bank and 
Special funds from EURO 
Bond, China Exim Bank 
and JICA.

In previous projects ex-
ecuted, the equipment 
restored to service from 
1st August, 2016 include 
75MX reactor restored 
back to service at Lokoja, 
Kogi State; installation of 
60MVA transformer at 
Okene transmission station 

after three months of outage.
Also, a second 330kV line 

from Shiroro to Katampe has 
been restored back to service; 
60MVA transformer restored 
back to service at Owerri 
transmission station after one 
month of outage; newly in-
stalled 60MVA transformer 
at Okene transmission station 
commissioned to service; and 
commissioning of additional 
2x60MVA transformers at 
Akangba transmission station.
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T
he Enugu Electricity 
Distribution Company 
(EEDC) has recorded a 
cumulative loss of N32 
billion since it bought 

over the eastern flank of the former 
Power Holding Company of Nigeria 
(PHCN).

Details of the loss were not imme-
diately made known by Steve Dike, 
the managing director of EEDC; even 
as he informed that the Disco has 
said spent not less than N20 billion 
to procure electricity prepaid meters 
for customers in its catchment areas 
of Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu 
and Imo state.

Dike speaking at an interactive 
section with the Enugu Coalition of 
Business and Professional Associa-
tions (ECOBPA), also promised that 
they would make the prepaid meters 
available to every home and organi-
zation in the zone, to solve the issues 
of outrageous electricity bills.

The EEDC boss also said they 
had to discard all the existing PHCN 
prepaid meters; as they discovered 
that all the existing meters have been 
compromised.

He said they have decided to fix 
the meters on the electric poles, to 
avoid a repeat of what happened to 
the PHCN prepaid meters. 

“This time, we are going to put 
our meters on the poles; they are 
smart meters in the sense that, if you 
tamper with it electronically we will 
know. That would also solve some of 
the problems we have,” he said.

The EEDC managing director and 
member of the board of the Disco, 
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Enugu Disco records N32 billion cumulative loss

REGIS ANUKWUOJI, ENUGU

said, the metering programme had 
started; and that they are looking at 
deploying 200,000 meters within the 
next one year.

“Every two months, we are go-
ing to have 5,000 meters on ground. 
More meters would be brought as 
we go. We do not want to have a 
lot of meters on ground, where we 
would begin to lose some of them,” 
Dike said.

He said they have to take all the 
steps to ensure that meters were 
properly secured; in informing that 
in Onitsha somebody took a meter 
to China and produced exactly the 
same meter with same serial num-
ber; but EEDC were lucky to discover 
it; adding that it was only in the South 
East that the issue of cloned meters 
was reported. “That was why we’re 
bringing the meters in batches; so 
that they would be monitored.”

He informed that they had to 
delay and start all over again when 

they discovered that 98 percent of 
meters in Awkunanaw area, where 
EEDC have the bulk, were by-passed, 
and they are prepaid meters. “So, we 
had to stop our first contract. We have 
started our metering programme; 
we have awarded all the contracts 
for metering; what we want to do 
is to start with all our commercial 
customers – the high demand cus-
tomers, who are about 4,600. But the 
shocker is that majority of the high 
customers have integrity question,” 
Dike said.

He told the business community 
that the present electricity billing sys-
tem was inherited from the PHCN, 
filled with its dubious system that 
was hurriedly implemented in 2013, 
just before EEDC took over. That part 
of it had corruption written all over it, 
because it was set up to service some 
corrupt customers; as a result, it was 
already inherent in the system; such 
that even when we came we could 

not discover it easily. So, when we 
came in, we started looking at the 
entire system, and found out that the 
integrity of the system was question-
able,” he said.

The EEDC boss informed that 
a lot of hotels in Enugu were by-
passed.  “When you are making this 
investment, it is not just something 
you wake up and do over night; you 
have to make sure you do it correctly 
because you are talking about a lot of 
money; so that is why it is taking us 
this time to meter; when we meter, 
we would make sure it is correctly 
done,” he added.

Earlier, the president of Enugu 
Chamber of Commerce, Industry, 
Mines and Agriculture (ECCIMA). 
Ugo Chime presented three issues 
that include epileptic power sup-
ply; outrageous bills and inability of 
EEDC to provide prepaid meters, as 
major challenges facing the business 
community in the state.

As part of its poverty al-
leviation and food secu-
rity policies, Lift Above 
Poverty Organization 

(LAPO) said it had empowered up 
to 70,819 farmers with over N11.7 
billion through its LAPO Agri-
cultural and Rural Development 
Initiative (LARDI).

 Sabina Idowu-Osehobo, the 
executive director of LAPO, who 
made the disclosure in an inter-
active session with newsmen in 
Benin-City, Edo State, said, the 
sum was disbursed to the benefi-
ciaries from 2007 to last July 2015.

 Osehobo informed that the 
beneficiaries cut across 81 branch-
es of LARDI; noting that invest-
ment in the agricultural sector was 
one of the sure ways of fighting 
poverty and food security in the 
country.

“LARDI was established in May 

2007, with the mandate of address-
ing the challenges that affect the 
rural economy, such as threat to 
food security in the rural areas and 
inadequate extension services that 
has further heightened poverty,” 
she said.

She said LATDI was aimed to 
improve the quality of life of rural 
dwellers through committed sup-

port for livelihood activities that 
will energize the rural economy.

 The LAPO executive director 
added that beneficiaries of the 
loan disbursement cut across all 
agricultural sector value chains 
such as livestock, cash crops, 
among others; adding that the 
farmers were provided with high-
yield inputs, extension services to 

food crop farmers, mobilization 
and sensitization, establishment 
of domestic poultry and fish pro-
duction, as well as, provision of 
financial services.

 Meanwhile, LAPO has con-
cluded plans to hold its 23rd Annu-
al Forum in Abuja, with the theme, 
“Food Security and Sustainable 
Agriculture in Nigeria,” adding that 
the occasion slated for October 18, 
2016, would be chaired by former 
president, Olusegun Obasanjo.

 She explained that the pro-
gramme was geared towards 
bringing together stakeholders in 
the agriculture sector, with a view 
to forging a policy to secure food 
in Nigeria.

 The LAPO director opined that 
the best way for Nigerian govern-
ments to diversify the economy 
was to invest in manufacturing, 
mining, agriculture and other 
non-oil sectors, as well as, review 
the existing laws to enable private 
investors to key into the policy. 

LAPO commits N11.7 billion to empower 70,819 farmers in 10 years
IDRIS UMAR MOMOH, BENIN
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The Central Bank of Nige-
ria (CBN) has reiterated 
its intention to revamp, 
reposition and re-engi-

neer vital sectors of the economy 
particularly those the country 
has comparative advantage over 
others.

Speaking to journalists at 
a three-day sensitization pro-
gramme in Enugu, Isaac Okoro-
afor, the acting director of Cor-
porate Communications at the 
CBN said the apex bank was in the 
state to create awareness, sensi-
tize and explain the policies and 
programmes of the CBN about the 
Nigerian economy.

“We are here to meet Nigerians 
to tell them about what we do and 
how they can benefit from what 
we are doing and also to ensure 
that they tell us what they want 
because they should be a feed-
back, we are here with farmers, 
artisans, welders, barbers, cot-
tage industrialists, farmers and 
industrial attachment students, 
online publishers, to interface 
with the real people. We have 
come to Enugu to meet with the 
people, talk with them. It is no 
longer making announcement 
and press releases, but we want 
them to talk to us. So that they 
will know what we do, and how 
they can key into it to better their 
lives,” Okorafor said.

According to him, the plan was 
to mobilize the low income earn-
ers, especially the women, youths, 
entrepreneurs and farmers who 
operate from the grassroots, be-
cause that is where the effect of 
recession was more felt.

 He pointed out that CBN want 
to lift those people out of poverty 
and bring financial inclusion to 
them, include them into the 
global financial services so that 
they could work their way out of 
poverty.

Okoroafor said the main ob-
jective of the fair was to create 
awareness about the CBN’s activi-
ties as they concerned economic 
development initiatives, with a 
view to emphasizing the available 
opportunities and how Nigerians 
could take advantage of them.

“We have a whole lot of initia-
tives’ we have the MSE Devel-
opment Fund which is a N220-
billion fund for Micro, Small and 
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). 
60 percent of that fund is made 
for women and women owned 
entrepreneur. Some states have 
accessed the fund, some have 
collected as much as N1 billion, 
N2 billion and retail to registered 
cooperative members in those 
states in bets. 

…spends N20 billion in metering

CBN sensitizes 
the grassroots on 
programme to 
increase production
REGIS ANUKWUOJI, ENUGU
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‘Why I wrote a book on my 
husband’ – Monica Okom (PhD)

Monica Okom

Monica Okom is a woman who raises the bar and breaks barriers. She defies limitations to achieve what she has set for herself. For 
instance, she did not allow age to serve as a barrier for her to earn her PhD at about 68. For her, being awarded an honourary doctorate 
degree, as good as it is, does not hold much fulfillment. Recently, she charted a new pathway by writing her husband’s biography, 
bringing to the fore, intimate stories of her husband’s life. She spoke with BEN EGUZOZIE on her motive for the biographical excursion.

What prompted you in taking 
the step to do a biographical excur-
sion on your husband, Chief Linus 
Okom?

I 
wrote a biography on my hus-
band to record in the perma-
nence of history, the outstand-
ing personality of this great 
man called Chief Linus Okom, 

who happens to be my husband. This 
biography is my own way of express-
ing my profound appreciation of this 
phenomenal man, who has grossly 
been under-communicated. I have 
written this book to capture his con-
tributions to the development of the 
society. I have the privilege of watch-
ing this great man at intimate quarters 
as his wife of over 40 years. I have also 
written his biography to celebrate his 
achievements which are very numer-
ous. I will, however, highlight a few: 
He is among those who fought for the 
creation of what today is called Cross 
River State. He alongside the likes of 
Dr. Okoi Arikpo, Chief I. I. Murphy, Dr. 
Joseph Wayas, J.A. Jumbo, J.A. Agba, 
Eyo Uyo, Michael Ogon, Dr. Mathias 
Offoboche, John Henry Bassey, Chief 
Eniang Essien, Chief Efio Ette, Chief 
Victor Effiom, O.O. Philips, Senator 
Victor Akan, Chief E.E. James, Edet 
Bassey Etianam, Chief John Egbe 
(Jabengo), Lady Akpabio Mkpang, 
Chief Onun Eteng Ikpi, Chief M. T. 
Mbu, Dr. S.E. Imoke, Comrade Ebony 
Okpa, among others, fought for the 
creation of the state; suffered greatly 
for fighting for the creation of Cross 
River State, but ended gloriously. 
Since then, he has contributed so 
much to the building of this State. 
Many people are not aware of this 
fact, especially the young ones.

  This book will also help educate 
young people and the generation 
unborn to know that, he and a few 
other people were in the frontline 
for the creation of this State. Chief is 
an accomplished man. He is a Papal 
Knight of St. Gregory the Great KSGG, 
KSM, JP II, OON, Ada Bekwarra, and 
Ntufam of the Quas. He is a staunch 
politician of over 40 years, serving 
at some point as a NEC member 
of the PDP [People’s Democratic 
Party], among other strategic politi-

cal offices. He has awarded scholar-
ships to many people and facilitated 
employment to over three hundred 
applicants in the State from Bakassi 
to Obanliku LGAs.

           
 What inspired you to write this 

book?
 I am inspired by the love, care and 

encouragement that he has been giv-
en me for over 40 years that we have 
lived together as husband and wife.

 
From the way you sound, your 

husband seems to have created a 
very deep impression on you?

 Yes, he surely has created a deep 
impression on me. One unforgettable 
incident was when I told him I was go-
ing to read for my Doctorate Degree. 
He asked me, “do you still want to 
read again at your age”? I said yes, he 
said, “you can go ahead.”

  I was very encouraged and happy.  
I started the programme 2007/2008 
session and I convocated in 2012. At 
the completion of the course, I asked 
myself, what will I do to appreciate 
him? It was at that point I decided 
to write a narrative on him; and to 

publish same.
 
What type of man is your hus-

band?
Lyn, as I call him, is a man of my 

dream. He is the type of man I would 
wish to marry again and again. He 
is an awesome man, an excellent 
family man, who will not trade any-
thing for his family. He is a perfect 
gentleman, husband and father. We 
are blessed with six children; all are 
university graduates. In his hands, I 
had a Diploma in Public Health Nurs-
ing, Royal Society of Health (West 
Africa), Diploma in Community 
Health Officer Course, Diploma in 
Business Management, Certificate 
in Education (Primary Health Care), 
B.Sc. Health Education, MSc Medical 
Sociology, PhD Medical Sociology.  
All my achievements are by his en-
couragement.

What exactly do you hope to 
achieve with this book?

Through this book, many people 
will know about my husband’s con-
tribution to the building of Cross 
River State.  Many who have only 

OCCIMA boss urges 
manufacturers 
to build spirit of 
entrepreneurship

SABY ELEMBA, OWERRI

In order to withstand the shock 
arising from the continuous 
collapse of industries, due to 
the ailing Nigerian economy, 

players in this sector of the nation’s 
economy have been advised to use 
the belt of entrepreneurial spirit and 
buckle around their waist.

A seasoned industrialist and cur-
rent president of the Owerri Cham-
ber of Commerce, Industries, Mines 
and Agriculture (OCCIMA) Igwe 
Christian, PhD, said the deteriorat-
ing economy was biting hard at the 
industrial sector; therefore, the spirit 
of entrepreneurship was needed by 
the players in the sector to avoid total 
collapse.

Speaking exclusively to Business-
Day, the OCCIMA president decried 
the rate at which industries were 
closing down their factories; saying 
that about 50 percent of industries 
had closed shop in the country; and 
that over 222 small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) were now coma-
tose, if not totally dead. 

He went further to state that even 
though some manufacturing com-
panies were still operating, but they 
were operating below their installed 
capacities.

 He informed that inconsistency 
in government policies, abysmal 
electric power supply, intermittent 
scarcity of premium motor spirit 
(PMS) and other petroleum products 
were among the major challenges 
facing manufacturing industries in 
Nigeria today.

Christian, however, said en-
trepreneurs in Imo State were the 
worst hit, owing to the state govern-
ment’s indifference to encouraging 
the industrial sector; and that poor 
environmental conditions were 
stemming all the efforts of entrepre-
neurs to keep their industries and 
businesses afloat.

 The OCCIMA president recalled 
several efforts the organized private 
sector in the state has made to draw 
the attention of the state government 
to the Onitsha Road Industrial Es-
tate, near Irete in Owerri West Local 
Government Area of the state; but 
to no avail.

 He restated that the industries 
estate was the bone behind the in-
dustries located in Imo State; adding 
that that was the beauty of industrial 
locations in the state.

He is of the opinion that, if by any-
way, the Onitsha Road Industrialized 
Area could be looked into by the state 
government by constructing solid 
roads for heavy trucks carrying raw 
materials for production, industrial-
ists would come again to resuscitate 
their factories and start production 
again at the site; adding that it would 
help to open employment oppor-
tunities in the state, and curtail the 
growing youth unemployment. 

heard about him will read and have 
more insight into his life. Generations 
unborn will also read about him and 
his contributions to humanity.

 
When is the public presentation 

of the book?
The book is going to be presented 

to the public on the 22nd of Septem-
ber 2016 by 11.00am at the Kolanut 
Centre, Barracks Road, Calabar, Cross 
River State. My expectation is that as 
many people as possible from far and 
near would be present at the presen-
tation hall, to join me to celebrate this 
man of honour.

 
What is your advice to couples, 

especially younger ones?
 My advice to husbands and wives 

is that, they should maintain that love 
that attracted them to each other. 
There should be free flow of commu-
nication between them. They should 
maintain peace, tolerance and good 
will. They should take the two fami-
lies as one. Their children should be 
brought up with the fear of God. The 
family should pray together.

 
Please tell us briefly about your-

self
 I am Lady Monica Iyombe Okom, 

PhD, JP II, LSM, FWCN, FHNRS, NIM, 
MICM. I am a Registered Nurse and 
Midwife with certificate from the UK, 
and still maintain full membership. 
I hold a Diploma in Public Health 
Nursing, Diploma in Community 
Health, B.Sc. Hons Degree Health 
Education, M.Sc. Medical Sociology 
2005, and a Ph.D Medical Sociology 
2012.

  I also hold an Honourary Doctor-
ate award in Business Management 
and Business Administration. I am 
a Fellow of the West African Col-
lege of Nursing, Fellow of Institute 
of Corporate Affairs. I had served 
as the Principal School of Health 
Technology, now College of Health 
Technology. I was the State Primary 
Healthcare Coordinator, Chairman 
Bekwarra Local Government Area. 
I am currently, the Commissioner 1 
in the Cross River State Civil Service 
Commission.

Enugu champions cashew export as alternative to economic recession
REGIS ANUKWUOJI, ENUGU

Economic recession although 
bad but may be a blessing 
in disguise to the people of 
Enugu State following the 

decision of the government to encour-
age cashew farmers into commercial 
production for export.

Moses Otiji, the permanent secre-
tary in the state ministry of Commerce 
and Industry and the chairman of 
Enugu State Committee on Export 
Promotion, at a one-day seminar 

on cashew production organised by 
Nigerian Export promotion council 
in Enugu said the government was 
poised to make cashew production 
her major export product now that 
no state is smiling home again as oil 
price nosedived.

He said the Enugu government 
was very committed to making sure 
that the state which has been assigned 
to one product for export, which is 
cashew, develops a standard plan for 
the production and must start export-
ing cashew.

The permanent secretary said the 
seriousness attached to the cashew 
production and export by the state 
government attracted him to the 
workshop sitting from morning till 
evening, to sure that the dream is 
realized.

“The government of Enugu State 
is very committed in ensuring that 
the one product policy for this state 
is totally executed and we are on the 
track,” Otiji said.

He also warned that those hinder-
ing the activities of cashew production 

in Udenu Local Government Area of 
the state should desist from it or would 
face the full wrath of the law; adding 
that the government had scheduled a 
visit to Udenu LGA. If we cannot get 
strong commitment from the LGA, 
we escalate it to the governor,” he said.

Gertrude Ukoanam, the regional 
coordinator pf Nigerian Export Pro-
motion Council (NEPC), Enugu 
regional office, in her address, said 
they would assist the state to develop 
cashew production from the point it 
is now to export.
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…says 50 percent of industries 
collapsed nationwide



Nigeria in recession: Coping with an economic contraction

W
ith Nigeria’s current 
economic weakness, 
the word ‘recession’ 
is on everyone’s lips, 
but not many under-

stand what it really means.
The general rule of the thumb is 

that a country is officially in a reces-
sion after two consecutive quarters 
of negative growth. According to this 
definition, Nigeria was officially in a 
recession in Q2’2016. Another school 
of thought states that recession begins 
after a prolonged period (six months 
or longer) of slowing growth and 
economic contraction. This period 
is marked by a significant decline in 
aggregate demand, widespread re-
trenchment of business activity and 
rising unemployment. Using this defi-
nition, Nigeria slipped into a recession 
in January 2016, as growth slowed in 
the second half of 2015 (Chart 1). A 
third definition proposes that reces-
sion also occurs when growth in a 
country’s economic output is below 
its potential. This potential growth 
rate is the output level a country would 
achieve if all inputs of labor and capi-
tal where fully maximized. Accord-
ingly, Nigeria has been in a recession 
since 2012, when economic output 
declined to suboptimal levels (Chart) 
Whichever way you look at it, and 
regardless of economic definitions 
and rhetoric, we are in a recession. 
All that matters now is the strategies 
and policies implemented to bring the 
economy out.

The news of a recession has a psy-
chological effect that can ultimately 
work to lower morale and confidence, 
discourage investments and push 
a country further into recession. In 
such an instance, investors are more 
willing to pull out from failing or slow 
projects, managers are more willing 
to downsize and carry out massive 
retrenchment. Understanding the 
increased risk of unemployment, 
consumers reduce consumption and 
save more. This leads to a reduction in 
aggregate demand, and reduces sales 
and profitability of doing business. 
To avoid this chain reaction, inves-
tors, managers and consumers must 
prepare accordingly.

The first course of action in the 
wake of a recession is to develop a 
financial plan. Companies should fo-
cus on managing extraneous expenses 
where possible. Finance charges are 
bound to increase owing to the 200 

basis points (bps) hike in interest 
rates to 14%.

Reducing interest-bearing debt 
levels will significantly lower ex-
penses.

Secondly, companies should con-
sider liquidating cash from alternative 
investments to strengthen the cash 
position of the business.

The Nigerian Stock Exchange All 
Share Index (NSE ASI) has returned 
-3.64% year-to-date (YTD).3 There has 
been a steady decline in Q2’16 and the 
announcement of the recession could 
further impact stock prices and values. 
At N9.47 trillion, market capitalization 
also declined by -3.77% YTD Compa-
nies and individuals need to consider 
the risks. One option might be to cash 
in on investments now to be in a bet-

ter position to buy them back during 
the recovery.

The The next consideration should 
be the business’ operational strategy.

Examples include staff, overhead, 
inventory and marketing activities. 
Training staff in several aspects of 
the business could help prevent work 
stoppages in the event of absenteeism 
or downsizing. Businesses should also 
attempt to reduce overhead costs and 
waste in areas like utilities, adminis-
tration, and materials.

These areas can contribute signifi-
cantly to the bottom-line. Be careful 
when reviewing costs and remember: 
“the most powerful leadership tool 
you have is your personal example”.5 
If management is deliberating cutting 
pay checks or increasing working 

hours, it should lead by example. That 
way staff will not feel unappreciated 
and will maintain satisfactory levels 
of productivity.

Reconsidering marketing strate-
gies as part of the operational review 
could also be of value. Diesel prices 
are on the rise (figure III). So it is im-
portant to keep logistics under control. 
We do not suggest that businesses go 
into hiding by reducing marketing. 
Instead, business should consider less 
expensive advertising channels such 
as social media. While good social 
media still costs money, the cost of 
media buying and content production 
can be significantly reduced.

Finally, do not forget the customer. 
Worsening rates of unemployment 
and underemployment (figure IV) 
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mean reduced household income. 
This puts a strain on disposable in-
come to pay for goods and services. 
Do not punish customers further for 
their lack of funds. Instead businesses 
should focus on customer retention.

Acquiring new customers is more 
expensive then retaining old ones and 
they will be harder to find in a reces-
sion. Existing customers will remain 
loyal, in spite of challenges, if they feel 
appreciated.

Safeguarding the repeat business 
of these existing customers will be 
critical in ensuring a business’ long-
term stability.

Also, a satisfied customer is an 
essential marketing and advertising 
asset. Their referral will always be 
more valuable than a company’s mar-
keting spending. Staff training should 
therefore include regular sessions on 
customer service delivery, as they are 
the face of the company. 

A company should never compro-
mise on the quality of its product or 

service in a bid to remain profitable. 
A business is more likely to keep and 
acquire new customers by standing 
out with quality output as others cut 
back to stay afloat. In the long run, 
quality always thrives as customers 
drift to brands that offer the great-
est value for money. By the time the 
economy is recovering, the business 
would have acquired a substantial 
gain in its customer base.

The ability to expect and prepare 
for the challenges of recession is criti-
cal. We hope to have provided some 
insight into what a recession is, what 
should be expected, and the possible 
approaches companies can take. Each 
company will have to figure out which 
strategies work best to prepare for the 
storm, while we hope for clear skies.

- Financial Derivatives Company



FG postpones stakeholders’ forum on terrorism bill

Ecomomic recession: I feel your 
pains, Ahmed tells Kwarans

K
wara State Gov-
ernor, Abdulfatah 
Ahmed has told 
indigenes that he 
feels the pain and 

hardship they are going through 
as a result of the current national 
economic downturn.

Ahmed said: “I’m concerned, 
I’m touched. I feel more than 
you feel because I’m supposed 
to make you happy and comfort-
able, even if it means making 
myself uncomfortable.”

The governor, who said this in 

of projects to a reduction in 
the cost of governance by 40 
percent, gave an assurance that 
the state government would cre-
ate more jobs, rather than sack 
workers.

Earlier, the Emir of Ilorin, 
Ibrahim Sulu Gambari who 
called on Nigerians to “pray for 
the success of our leaders as 
their actions or in actions will 
impact on the general well being 
of the citizenry”, advised govern-
ment to pay more attention to 
agriculture in order to ensure 
sustainable food security in the 
country.

National Assembly Commission 
appoints Basil as House Clerk                                                       

POLITICS Policies  •  Issues  •  Debates
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Ilorin when he received the Emir 
of Ilorin, Ibrahim Sulu Gambari, 
said contractors engaged by 
the state government had been 
mobilised with the sum of N1.7 
billion in line with its resolve to 
cushion effects of the economic 
recession through infrastructure 
development in the state.

The governor assured the peo-
ple that the state government’s 
newly introduced Kwara Infra-
structure Fund would ensure that 
contractors who queue into the 
programme are henceforth, paid 
quarterly upon certification of the 
quality of their works.

According to Ahmed, the new-
ly procured asphalt plants by the 
government would soon be com-
missioned “all bad roads across 
the state would soon be fixed 
while new ones constructed”.

On mass transportation and 
health, Ahmed said 12 luxuri-
ous buses are being procured to 
ply major roads across the state 
while accessing N700million 
would be accessed from the 
World Bank that would be chan-
neled into primary healthcare to 
carter for mothers and children.

The governor,  who attributed 
the increase in the execution 

SIKIRAT SHEHU, Ilorin Fred Omogberale, former 
deputy speaker of Edo 
State House of Assembly, 

has instituted a legal suit against 
the Inspector General of Police, 
Idris Ibrahim, over alleged 
violation of his fundamental 
human rights.

BusinessDay reports that 
the People’s Democratic Party 
(PDP) in the suit said the viola-
tion was to his personal liberty, 
privacy, assemble, associate 
with other persons and own 
property.

Other defendants in the suit 
filed at the Federal High Court 
in Benin City by his counsel, D. 
A Alegbe, include the assistant 
inspector general of police, 
Zone 5, Benin City, Edo State 
commissioner of police, and 
Franklyn Akanou, OC SARS- 
Benin City.

The former lawmaker in the 
suit is asking the court for an 
order of perpetual injunction 
restraining the defendants from 
further harassing, arresting, 
torturing, dehumanising him 
and from further violating his 
rights to personal liberty and to 
associate with other persons at 
Afuze and throughout Nigeria 
for no offence.

He also demanded for the 
sum of N100,000,000.00 as com-
pensation from the defendants 
jointly and severally for the ar-
rest, torture, dehumanising, and 
preventing him from moving 
freely as well as the violation of 
his rights to personal liberty and 
psychological trauma, among 
others.

The applicant want the court 
to declare that his arrest, assault, 
torture, dehumanisation and 
detention and depriving of his 
business on September 3 and 4, 
2016, was a breach of his funda-
mental rights as guaranteed by 
Sections 35, 37,40,41,and 47 of 
the Constitution of Nigeria 1999 
as amended.

In a 24 paragraph affidavit, 
the applicant held that he was 
in his house at Ovbiomu- Emai 
when he received a phone call 
from his workers at Obviomu 
Petrol Station, Afuze, that some 
fiercely looking armed police-
men numbering about 22 came 
into the petrol station in two 
Hilux vans with registration No 
NPF 2715 D and NPF 8418 B led 
by CSP Franklyn Akanuo from 
Federal Special Anti- Robbery 
Squad (F-SARS), invaded and 
occupied the petrol station.

He further disclosed that 
apart from handcuffing and 
torturing the manager, Daniel 
Igbafe, the invading policemen 
held the staff and customers 
hostage in the process.

The Federal Government 
has postponed the pro-
posed stakeholders 
Validation Forum on 

the Draft Terrorism (Prevention 
and Prohibition) Bill 2016 earlier 
scheduled for Thursday, 15th 
September, 2016.

The forum which was post-
poned on the orders of the Attorney 
General of the Federation and Min-
ister of Justice, Abubakar Malami, 
is to give room for stakeholders 
to forward comments on the bill 
before it would be convened.

This is contained in a press 
statement issued on Wednesday 
and made available to the media 
Salihu Othman Isah, special 
adviser on Media and Publicity 
to the Honourable Attorney of 

the Federation and Minister of 
Justice, Abubakar Malami.

Isah quoted the Director, Le-
gal Drafting, Federal Ministry of 
Justice, H.A. Tahir as saying the 
stakeholders forum was put on 
hold by the Minister.

His terse message reads inter 
alia, “The proposed Stakeholders 
Validation Forum on the Draft Ter-
rorism (Prevention and Prohibi-
tion) Bill, 2016 scheduled to hold 
on Thursday September 15th, 
2016 at the Olusegun Obasanjo 
Hall, Federal Ministry of Justice, 
Abuja by 11.00am has been put on 
hold by the HAGF/MOJ.

“This is to give more time to 
stakeholders to forward com-
ments on the bill. A new date for 
the forum will be announced in 
due course,” the message con-
cluded.

SEYI ANJORIN, Abuja

T
he National Assembly 
Service Commission 
(NASC) has approved 
the appointment of 

a former Deputy Clerk of the 
House of Representatives, Ed-
here Uzezi Basil as the substan-
tive Clerk of the House.

The Commission took the 
decision at its 445th meeting 

presided by its Chairman, Ad-
amu Mohammed Fika and had 
conveyed its position to the 
former the former deputy clerk 
of the House.

The letter reads: “I am writ-
ing to inform you that the 
National Assembly Service 
Commission has at its 445th 
meeting held on Thursday, 8th 
September 2016 approved your 
appointment as Clerk to the 

House of Representatives. The 
appointment takes effect from 
31st August 2016

“The appointment which 
was based on the recommenda-
tion of the Clerk to the National 
Assembly is in recognition of 
your hard work, dedication to 
duty and responsible conduct 
as well as loyalty to the leader-
ship of the National Assembly.

“It is therefore, expected that 

you will continue to justify the 
confidence reposed in you by 
the Commission and the leader-
ship of the National Assembly.

The former House Clerk, 
Mohammed Sani-Omolori, 
effectively took over as Clerk 
to the National Assembly on 
Monday, 15th August, 2016 fol-
lowing the retirement of former 
Clerk, Salisu Maikasuwa earlier 
in June 2016.

KEHINDE AKINTOLA, Abuja

Ex-Edo lawmaker 
drags IG, others to 
court over alleged 
violation of rights
IDRIS UMAR MOMOH, Benin

Abubakar Malami, Attorney General of the Federation and Minister of Justice.
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LIVE @ THE STOCK EXCHANGE
Prices for Securities Traded As At Thursday 15 September  2016

PRICES FOR MAIN BOARD SECURITIES (Equities)

Company CompanyMarket cap(nm) Price (N) Change Trades Volume Market cap(nm) Price (N) Change Trades Volume

BANKING 
ZENITH INTERNATIONAL BANK PLC 456,191.05  14.53 -0.41 166
     166
OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
FBN HOLDINGS PLC 108,044.83  3.01 -0.99 238
     238
     404
BUILDING MATERIALS 
DANGOTE CEMENT PLC 2,999,129.30  176.00 0.85 17
     17
     17
     421
CROP PRODUCTION 
FTN COCOA PROCESSORS PLC 1,100.00  0.50 - 2
OKOMU OIL PALM PLC. 34,340.76  36.00 - 15
PRESCO PLC 45,000.00  45.00 - 1
     18
FISHING/HUNTING/TRAPPING 
ELLAH LAKES PLC. 511.20  4.26 - 0
     0
LIVESTOCK/ANIMAL SPECIALTIES 
LIVESTOCK FEEDS PLC. 1,800.00  0.90 -3.23 13
     13
     31
DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIES 
A.G. LEVENTIS NIGERIA PLC. 2,382.56  0.90 4.65 11
CHELLARAMS PLC. 2,465.17  3.41 - 1
JOHN HOLT PLC. 245.17  0.63 - 2
S C O A  NIG. PLC. 2,573.31  3.96 - 0
TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATION OF NIGERIA PLC 43,503.04  1.07 -4.46 91
U A C N  PLC. 40,338.15  21.00 0.96 22
     127
     127
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
ARBICO PLC. 711.32  4.79 - 0
     0
BUILDING STRUCTURE/COMPLETION/OTHER 
COSTAIN (W A) PLC. 542.19  0.50 - 1
     1
INFRASTRUCTURE/HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 
JULIUS BERGER NIG. PLC. 52,060.80  39.44 - 8
ROADS NIG PLC. 165.00  6.60 - 0
     8
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT 
UACN PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. LIMITED 5,843.75  3.40 -2.86 15
     15
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS (REITS) 
SKYE SHELTER FUND PLC 2,000.00  100.00 - 0
UNION HOMES REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST (REIT) 11,305.89  45.22 - 0
UPDC REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST 26,682.70  10.00 - 0
     0
     24
     
AUTOMOBILES/AUTO PARTS 
DN TYRE & RUBBER PLC 2,386.33  0.50 - 1
     1
BEVERAGES--BREWERS/DISTILLERS 
CHAMPION BREW. PLC. 19,338.86  2.47 -3.14 13
GOLDEN GUINEA BREW. PLC. 231.34  0.85 - 0
GUINNESS NIG PLC 150,588.82  100.00 - 33
INTERNATIONAL BREWERIES PLC. 63,579.01  19.30 - 3
NIGERIAN BREW. PLC. 1,122,998.56  141.63 -0.09 133
PREMIER BREWERIES PLC 2,888.67  2.95 - 1
     183
BEVERAGES--NON-ALCOHOLIC 
7-UP BOTTLING COMP. PLC. 93,814.46  146.45 - 8
     8
FOOD PRODUCTS 
DANGOTE FLOUR MILLS PLC 19,400.00  3.88 - 35
DANGOTE SUGAR REFINERY PLC 76,800.00  6.40 - 33
FLOUR MILLS NIG. PLC. 50,096.69  19.09 - 48
HONEYWELL FLOUR MILL PLC 10,705.77  1.35 3.85 20
MULTI-TREX INTEGRATED FOODS PLC 1,861.25  0.50 - 0
N NIG. FLOUR MILLS PLC. 1,185.03  6.65 - 5
NASCON ALLIED INDUSTRIES PLC 21,460.45  8.10 1.25 18
P S MANDRIDES & CO PLC. 214.00  5.35 - 0
U T C NIG. PLC. 616.69  0.50 - 0
UNION DICON SALT PLC. 4,507.36  16.49 - 0
     159
FOOD PRODUCTS--DIVERSIFIED 
CADBURY NIGERIA PLC. 25,919.19  13.80 - 33
NESTLE NIGERIA PLC. 653,941.41  825.00 - 37
     70
HOUSEHOLD DURABLES 
NIGERIAN ENAMELWARE PLC. 1,886.86  29.78 - 1
VITAFOAM NIG PLC. 3,127.11  3.00 -0.67 36
     37
PERSONAL/HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS 
P Z CUSSONS NIGERIA PLC. 74,049.40  18.65 - 27
UNILEVER NIGERIA PLC. 170,815.83  45.15 6.79 52
     79
     537
BANKING 
ACCESS BANK PLC. 161,128.80  5.57 0.72 171
DIAMOND BANK PLC 26,634.45  1.15 1.77 65
ECOBANK TRANSNATIONAL INCORPORATED 211,019.84  11.50 - 59
FIDELITY BANK PLC 25,497.82  0.88 1.15 84
GUARANTY TRUST BANK PLC. 779,926.25  26.50 -1.85 207
SKYE BANK PLC 8,744.59  0.63 -4.55 41
STERLING BANK PLC. 29,078.32  1.01 5.21 222
UNION BANK NIG.PLC. 75,872.41  4.48 0.67 42
UNITED BANK FOR AFRICA PLC 152,736.81  4.21 -1.64 163
UNITY BANK PLC 7,831.86  0.67 -4.29 14
WEMA BANK PLC. 24,301.91  0.63 -4.55 28
     1,096
INSURANCE CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES 
AFRICAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY PLC 10,292.50  0.50 - 0
AIICO INSURANCE PLC. 4,504.63  0.65 1.56 21
AXAMANSARD INSURANCE PLC 21,840.00  2.08 - 5
CONSOLIDATED HALLMARK INSURANCE PLC 3,000.00  0.50 - 0
CONTINENTAL REINSURANCE PLC 10,372.74  1.00 1.01 7
CORNERSTONE INSURANCE COMPANY PLC. 7,364.75  0.50 - 1
EQUITY ASSURANCE PLC. 7,000.00  0.50 - 0
GOLDLINK INSURANCE PLC 2,411.47  0.53 - 0
GREAT NIGERIAN INSURANCE PLC 1,913.74  0.50 - 0
GUINEA INSURANCE PLC. 3,070.00  0.50 - 0
INTERNATIONAL ENERGY INSURANCE COMPANY PLC 642.04  0.50 - 2
LASACO ASSURANCE PLC. 3,661.72  0.50 - 0
LAW UNION AND ROCK INS. PLC. 1,890.53  0.55 - 0
LINKAGE ASSURANCE PLC 4,000.00  0.50 - 1
MUTUAL BENEFITS ASSURANCE PLC. 4,000.00  0.50 - 1
N.E.M INSURANCE CO (NIG) PLC. 4,435.62  0.84 3.70 6
NIGER INSURANCE CO. PLC. 3,869.74  0.50 - 0
PRESTIGE ASSURANCE CO. PLC. 2,759.15  0.50 - 0
REGENCY ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY PLC 3,334.38  0.50 - 0
SOVEREIGN TRUST INSURANCE PLC 4,170.41  0.50 - 0
STANDARD ALLIANCE INSURANCE PLC. 5,996.59  0.50 - 0
STANDARD TRUST ASSURANCE PLC 4,670.54  0.50 - 0
UNIC INSURANCE  PLC. 1,291.15  0.50 - 0
UNITY KAPITAL ASSURANCE PLC 6,933.33  0.50 - 0
UNIVERSAL INSURANCE COMPANY PLC 8,000.00  0.50 - 0
WAPIC INSURANCE PLC 6,691.37  0.50 - 5
     49
MICRO-FINANCE BANKS 
FORTIS MICROFINANCE BANK PLC 11,799.67  2.58 - 0
NPF MICROFINANCE BANK PLC 2,263.77  0.99 -3.88 1
     1
MORTGAGE CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES 
ABBEY MORTGAGE BANK PLC 5,250.00  1.25 - 0
ASO SAVINGS AND LOANS PLC 7,370.87  0.50 - 0
INFINITY TRUST MORTGAGE BANK PLC 6,130.57  1.47 - 0
RESORT SAVINGS & LOANS PLC 5,664.87  0.50 - 0
UNION HOMES SAVINGS AND LOANS PLC. 2,949.22  3.02 - 0
     0
OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
AFRICA PRUDENTIAL REGISTRARS PLC 5,640.00  2.82 8.46 76
CUSTODIAN AND ALLIED PLC 23,233.36  3.95 2.60 10
DEAP CAPITAL MANAGEMENT & TRUST PLC 750.00  0.50 - 0
FCMB GROUP PLC. 19,802.71  1.00 -1.96 288
NIGERIA ENERYGY SECTOR FUND 411.91  552.20 - 0
ROYAL EXCHANGE PLC. 2,572.69  0.50 - 2
SIM CAPITAL ALLIANCE VALUE FUND 3,313.67  103.24 - 0
STANBIC IBTC  HOLDINGS PLC 155,000.00  15.50 1.84 11
UNITED CAPITAL PLC 13,800.00  2.30 1.32 74
     461
     1,607
HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS 
EKOCORP PLC. 1,765.05  3.54 - 0
UNION DIAGNOSTIC & CLINICAL SERVICES PLC 1,776.57  0.50 - 0
     0
MEDICAL SUPPLIES 
TRADES
MORISON INDUSTRIES PLC. 251.09  1.65 - 1
     1
PHARMACEUTICALS 
EVANS MEDICAL PLC. 366.17  0.50 - 0

FIDSON HEALTHCARE PLC 2,535.00  1.69 - 2
GLAXO SMITHKLINE CONSUMER NIG. PLC. 23,439.18  19.60 2.56 35
MAY & BAKER NIGERIA PLC. 950.60  0.97 - 8
NEIMETH INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICALS PLC 1,695.12  1.08 -8.47 3
NIGERIA-GERMAN CHEMICALS PLC. 556.71  3.62 - 1
PHARMA-DEKO PLC. 370.76  1.71 4.91 5
     54
     55
COMPUTER BASED SYSTEMS 
COURTEVILLE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PLC 1,776.00  0.50 - 0
     0
COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS 
OMATEK VENTURES PLC 1,470.89  0.50 - 0
     0
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 
MTECH COMMUNICATIONS PLC 4,519.67  0.91 - 0
     0
IT SERVICES 
CWG PLC 6,741.29  2.67 - 0
NCR (NIGERIA) PLC. 970.92  8.99 - 0
TRIPPLE GEE AND COMPANY PLC. 722.63  1.46 - 0
     0
PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
CHAMS PLC 2,348.03  0.50 - 0
E-TRANZACT INTERNATIONAL PLC 25,200.00  6.00 - 0
     0
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 
MASS TELECOMMUNICATION INNOVATIONS NIGERIA PLC 2,446.80  0.50 - 0
     0
     0
BUILDING MATERIALS 
AFRICAN PAINTS (NIGERIA) PLC. 910.10  2.47 - 0
ASHAKA CEM PLC 44,677.09  19.95 - 0
BERGER PAINTS PLC 1,996.88  6.89 - 22
CAP PLC 22,932.00  32.76 2.38 35
CEMENT CO. OF NORTH.NIG. PLC 7,540.07  6.00 - 15
DN MEYER PLC. 295.75  0.91 - 5
FIRST ALUMINIUM NIGERIA PLC 1,055.18  0.50 - 0
LAFARGE AFRICA PLC. 280,832.47  56.05 0.04 29
PAINTS AND COATINGS MANUFACTURES PLC 784.99  0.99 - 1
PORTLAND PAINTS & PRODUCTS NIGERIA PLC 640.00  1.60 - 0
PREMIER PAINTS PLC. 1,277.97  10.39 - 0
     107
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 
AUSTIN LAZ & COMPANY PLC 2,256.91  2.09 - 0
CUTIX PLC. 1,488.32  1.69 4.97 10
     10
PACKAGING/CONTAINERS 
AVON CROWNCAPS & CONTAINERS 943.88  1.38 - 0
BETA GLASS CO PLC. 19,328.92  38.66 - 1
GREIF NIGERIA PLC 413.18  9.69 - 1
     2
TOOLS AND MACHINERY 
NIGERIAN ROPES PLC 1,966.97  7.46 - 0
     0
     119
CHEMICALS 
B.O.C. GASES PLC. 1,540.11  3.70 - 0
     0
METALS 
ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION IND. PLC. 2,144.57  9.75 - 1
     1
MINING SERVICES 
MULTIVERSE MINING AND EXPLORATION PLC 2,130.97  0.50 - 2
     2
PAPER/FOREST PRODUCTS 
THOMAS WYATT NIG. PLC. 123.20  0.56 - 0
     0
     3
ENERGY EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES 
JAPAUL OIL & MARITIME SERVICES PLC 3,131.35  0.50 - 5
     5
INTEGRATED OIL AND GAS SERVICES 
OANDO PLC 60,895.17  5.06 -0.78 103
     103
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTORS 
BECO PETROLEUM PRODUCT PLC 1,858.49  0.50 - 0
CONOIL PLC 20,048.28  28.89 10.23 35
ETERNA PLC. 3,755.94  2.88 4.73 19
FORTE OIL PLC. 214,909.38  165.00 -0.04 29
MOBIL OIL NIG PLC. 61,322.83  170.06 - 29
MRS OIL NIGERIA PLC. 9,308.68  36.65 - 15
TOTAL NIGERIA PLC. 84,880.46  250.00 3.70 54
     181
EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION 
SEPLAT PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LTD 183,119.48  325.00 1.56 3
     3
     292
ADVERTISING 
AFROMEDIA PLC 2,219.52  0.50 - 0
     0
APPAREL RETAILERS 
LENNARDS (NIG) PLC. 210.49  3.00 - 0
     0
AUTOMOBILE/AUTO PART RETAILERS 
R T BRISCOE PLC. 588.18  0.50 - 2
     2
COURIER/FREIGHT/DELIVERY 
RED STAR EXPRESS PLC 2,357.99  4.00 2.56 1
TRANS-NATIONWIDE EXPRESS PLC. 202.80  1.02 - 2
     3
HOSPITALITY 
TANTALIZERS PLC 1,605.81  0.50 - 0
     0
HOTELS/LODGING 
CAPITAL HOTEL PLC 5,993.78  3.87 - 1
IKEJA HOTEL PLC 3,866.56  1.86 - 2
TOURIST COMPANY OF NIGERIA PLC. 7,885.00  3.51 - 0
TRANSCORP HOTELS PLC 38,230.03  5.03 - 0
     3
MEDIA/ENTERTAINMENT 
DAAR COMMUNICATIONS PLC 6,000.00  0.50 - 0
     0
PRINTING/PUBLISHING 
ACADEMY PRESS PLC. 320.54  0.53 - 1
LEARN AFRICA PLC 447.44  0.58 - 1
STUDIO PRESS (NIG) PLC. 1,302.80  2.19 - 0
UNIVERSITY PRESS PLC. 1,975.86  4.58 - 0
     2
ROAD TRANSPORTATION 
ASSOCIATED BUS COMPANY PLC 828.85  0.50 - 2
     2
SPECIALTY 
INTERLINKED TECHNOLOGIES PLC 946.80  4.00 - 0
SECURE ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY PLC 2,815.77  0.50 - 0
     0
TRANSPORT-RELATED SERVICES 
AIRLINE SERVICES AND LOGISTICS PLC 1,268.00  2.00 - 4
NIGERIAN AVIATION HANDLING COMPANY PLC 5,165.02  3.18 - 22
     26
SUPPORT AND LOGISTICS 
C & I LEASING PLC. 941.41  0.50 - 0
CAVERTON OFFSHORE SUPPORT GRP PLC 4,054.12  1.21 - 1
     1
     39
     2,834
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
SMART PRODUCTS NIGERIA PLC 34.20  0.76 - 0
     0
     0
FOOD PRODUCTS 
MCNICHOLS PLC 421.44  1.29 - 0
     0
     0
MORTGAGE CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES 
OMOLUABI SAVINGS AND LOANS PLC 4,600.00  0.92 - 0
     0
     0
     
PHARMACEUTICALS 
AFRIK PHARMACEUTICALS PLC. 12.45  0.50 - 0
     0
     0
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS DIST.
ANINO INTERNATIONAL PLC. 6.05  0.25 - 0
CAPITAL OIL PLC 2,928.77  0.50 - 1
NAVITUS ENERGY PLC 62.12  0.63 - 0
RAK UNITY PET. COMP. PLC. 28.31  0.50 - 0
     1
     1
     
FOOD/DRUG RETAILERS AND WHOLESALERS 
JULI PLC. 349.83  1.75 - 1
     1
     1
     2
     3,257
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… Mixed trading trails fixed income market

Stories by 
IHEANYI NWACHUKWU

Nigerian equities garner 
additional N28billion

N
igerian eq-
uities mar-
ket closed 
Thursday on 
a positive 

note as Nigerian Stock Ex-
change (NSE) All Share 
Index (ASI) appreci-
ated by 0.30% to close 
at 27,725.40 points from 
27,642.13points the pre-
ceding trading day. The eq-
uities market capitalisation 
rose from N9.495trillion to 
N 9.523trillion, rising by 
N28billion.

The equities market 
Year-to-Date (YTD) returns 
stood yesterday at -3.20per-
cent as 28 stocks gained 
against 16 losers. At the 
close of trading yesterday at 
the bourse, equity dealers 
in 3,257 deals exchanged 
200,294,050 units valued at 
N1.596billion.

Stock investors raised 
bet on Total Nigeria plc 
pushing its price high by 
N8.92, from N241.08 to 
N250. Seplat Petroleum 
Development Company 
plc gained N5, from N320 
to N325.

Unilever Nigeria plc 
advanced from N42.28 to 
N45.15, adding N2.87. Co-
noil plc rose from N26.21 
to N28.89, adding N2.68; 
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Oscar Onyema, NSE CEO

while Dangote Cement plc 
rose from N174.51 to N176, 
adding N1.49.

On the losers table, GT-
Bank plc dipped most by 
N0.5, from N27 to N26.5; 
followed by Neimeth plc 
which lost N0.1, from N1.18 
to N        1.08; UAC Property 
Development Company plc 
declined from N3.5 to N3.4, 
down by N0.1; Champion 
Breweries plc lost N0.08, 
from N2.55 to N2.47, down 
by N0.08; while United 
Bank for Africa plc dipped 
from N4.28 to N4.21, losing 
N0.07.

FCMB Group plc, Ac-
cess Bank plc, NEM Insur-
ance plc, Fidelity Bank plc, 
and Transcorp plc were the 
actively traded stocks yes-
terday.

Stock dealers traded 
49,380,487 units of FCMB 
Group shares valued 
at N49.383million; and 
23,490,789 units of Ac-
cess Bank plc valued at 
N130.696million.

Also traded were 
17,116,395 units of NEM 
Insurance plc valued at 
N13.695million; 12,556,220 
units of Fidelity Bank plc 
valued at N11.093million; 
and 11,931,343 units of 
Transcorp plc valued at 
N13.036million.

Research analysts at 
Lagos-based Dunn Loren 
Merrifield noted that yes-

terday’s activity was a bit 
more active with specula-
tive trading on selected 
high cap stocks in consum-
er, industrial goods and oil 
& gas sectors.

At the fixed income 
market, dealers said the T-
bills market traded fairly 
bullish yesterday as yields 
moderated 11basis points 
(bps) on average.

Research analysts at 
Vetiva Capital said the most 
significant declines were 
on the 35DTM (-164bps), 
217DTM (-338bps), and 
343DTM (-129bps) bills 
which settled at 15.16%, 
16.71%, and 21.09% respec-
tively.

“The bond market was 
markedly mixed as buying 
momentum on short-dated 
maturities tempered ad-
vances across the rest of the 
space. In particular, whilst 
yield on the 16% FGN JUN 
2019 bond moderated 8bps 
to 14.70%, yields on the 
12.50% FGN JAN 2026 and 
12.40% FGN MAR 2036 
advanced 7basis points 
(bps) and 6bps to 15.49% 
and 15.51%, closer to auc-
tion levels,” Vetiva analysts 
added. 

Given persistent tight li-
quidity, the analysts expect 
cautious trading today say-
ing that investors will con-
tinue to cherry-pick across 
the curve.

Equity Assurance plc 
has appointed Kyari 
Abba Bukar as an in-
dependent director 

on the board of Equity As-
surance Plc. The company in 
a statement at the Nigerian 
Stock Exchange (NSE) said 
Bukar brings on board his 
wealth of experience from 
some leading companies and 
multinationals.

Bukar is currently the 
Managing Director/CEO of 
Central Securities Clearing 
System Plc (CSCS). As the 
Managing Director/CEO of 
CSCS, the Central Securities 
Depository for the Nigerian 
Capital markets, he was in-
strumental in ‘the transfor-
mation of the company from 
an entity that had a dysfunc-
tional culture to a custom-
er-centric, efficient and re-
sourceful organisation.

In the five years that he has 
been the CEO, the company’s 

profitability went up by more 
than four and half fold. He 
was also appointed the chair-
man of board of directors of 
the Nigerian Economic Sum-
mit Group (NESG) in May 
2015 after being on the Board 
for about six years.

He represented the Or-
ganized Private Sector in the 
Nigerian National Confer-
ence in 2014 where he served 
in the Committee in charge 
of Economy, Trade and In-
vestment.

As Managing Director/
CEO of ValuCard Nigeria Plc 
(now Unified Payments Sys-
tem), Bukar led the company 
owned by a consortium of 
Nigerian Banks and Visa Inc 
to promote the deployment 
and adoption of Visa prod-
ucts in Nigeria. He rejuvenat-
ed a company which from 
inception had never turned a 
profit into a highly profitable 
entity by instituting the right 

Equity Assurance appoints Kyari Bukar 
as independent director

business model, processes 
and recruiting the right peo-
ple in achieving a culture of 
professionalism, customer 
service, excellence and de-
pendability.

As a member of the Board 
and Executive Management 
for FSB International Bank 
(Fidelity Bank Plc), he was 
instrumental in driving the 
electronic banking franchise 
from an average player to a 
market leadership position.

As a member of Hewlett 
Packard’s Senior Manage-
ment team, he had proven 
record of achievements in 
managing technical and 
marketing programs in a 
new business from start-up 
to profitability. He success-
fully led and implemented a 
world corporate level IT ini-
tiative as part of overall com-
pany-wide reinvention result-
ing in $85 million annual cost 
savings.



Aliko Dangote, president of Dangote Group and Africa’s richest man spoke extensively 
on Nigeria’s economic state and the road ahead in an interview on CNBC; BusinessDay’s 
Lolade Akinmurele followed proceedings.   

Political will to sell assets could salvage 
Nigeria’s economy, says Africa’s richest man

What is your take on 
Nigeria’s economy 
and what could 
be done to revive 

growth?
If you look at West Africa, most 

African countries despite the 
economic challenges are doing 
well. In Cote d’Ivoire, growth is 
still at about nine percent. Ghana 
recorded 4.9 percent in the sec-
ond quarter. Even Togo has seen 
increased growth to about five 
percent. Benin republic is 5.2 
percent. I can go on and on. It ap-
pears our case is more severe and 
I think one of the major problems 
causing this is the fact that 90 
percent of government earnings 
is from oil. The only way to get out 
of this is to swing into immediate 
action; the kind of action that 
revolves around diversifying the 
economy quickly.

The real challenge for us is to 
have the political will in selling 
some government assets.

I think it is an easier route than 
going to International Monetary 
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their thinking and be more in-
novative. There is nothing like 
innovation in business. They 
have to believe in Nigeria and in 
Africa and they must also think 
long term. Once they have these 
three things sorted out, they are 
done. But of course they don’t 
have total control; government 
policies also shape their activi-
ties. So there must be consistency 
in policies.

 A new Mckinsey report 
noted that accelerated in-
dustrialisation could lead to 
a steep change in productivity 
and the creation of six million 
to 14 million jobs in ten years. 
What should government and 
businesses be doing today to 
accelerate industrialisation?

What government should do 
is to work with the private sector 
and form a clear industrialisation 
policy, which would provide for 
good incentives.

I know some people in gov-
ernment don’t even understand 

what incentives are. They take it 
as a way whereby funds are dis-
bursed randomly, but that is not 
the case. In every country we op-
erate in Africa, government earns 
more money through taxes, but 
they have to generate the eco-

in Africa is being manufactured 
somewhere else, and brought 
into Africa. This is why I always 
say if we continue with imports, 
we are actually importing pov-
erty into your country and ex-
porting jobs out.

Conclusively, I think the tenor 
of the economic recession will 
depend on the political will of 
government. 

Fund (IMF) or World Bank to 
borrow money.

This is because what we actu-
ally need to do is to beef up the 
external reserves. I am talking 
particularly about Nigeria here 
and how long I think we are going 
to get out of economic recession.

As a businessperson, if I have 
challenges with funds, I would 
not hesitate in selling some of my 
assets to remain float and transit 
to a better condition.

It wouldn’t make any sense 
if I kept any asset, suffocating 
the whole organisation in the 
process.

What is your message to 
investors who are witnessing 
recession for the first time?

It is not a market you just go 
and take a short term view. This 
is because if you do that, you 
will get it wrong. It is market you 
have to believe in first and aim 
for long term returns rather than 
short term.

Investors also need to disrupt 

As a businessperson, if I have challenges with funds, 
I would not hesitate in selling some of my assets to 

remain float and transit to a better condition.
It wouldn’t make any sense if I kept any asset, suf-

focating the whole organisation in the process.
nomic activities so that they can 
benefit from higher taxes.

Regarding the Mckinsey re-
port, when you look at industri-
alisation and manufacturing, you 
will find that these are sectors 
that could actually create even 
more than the ten million jobs. I 
believe it could be more.

In Nigeria, you have 187 mil-
lion people, and by 2020 we will 

be 207 million. If we are going 
to be 207 million in only four 
years’ time, do we believe we 
produce more than 5 percent of 
the clothes we wear? The answer 
is no.

Majority of what we consume 
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A cross section of Wapic Insurance Plc management team with Herbert Wigwe, group managing director/chief executive officer, Access 
Bank Plc, during Wigwe’s courtesy visit to the new Wapic head office in Lagos.

weakened against the dollar 
at the parallel market, losing 
N2.00k or 0.47 percent to close 
at N425/$ yesterday from N423/$ 
on Wednesday, BusinessDay 
findings show.

The naira is expected to re-
main stable around the present 
level at both official interbank 
and parallel markets as demand 
from holiday makers slows and 
the Central Bank ups its support 
for the local currency at the of-
ficial window.

“We don’t expect any major 
depreciation of the naira in the 
near term as most summer holi-
day makers are back and demand 
for the dollar slow a little,” Aminu 
Gwadabe president of associa-
tion of bureau de change opera-
tors told Reuters.

The debt office raised 48.10 
billion naira of three-month paper 
at 14 percent, down from 14.38 
percent at Aug. 31, auction, sold 
48.45 billion worth of the 6-month 
paper at 17.77 percent, higher 
than 17.50 percent previously.

A total of N86.69 billion was 
sold in the 1-year debt at 18.48 
percent against 18.42 percent at 

the last auction.
In another development, Ni-

geria raised N121 billion ($372.88 
million) in an auction of local-
currency bonds on Wednesday, 
with yields higher across the 
board, the Debt Management 
Office said on Thursday.

The debt office sold 15 bil-
lion naira of 2021 paper at 15.14 
percent at Wednesday’s auction, 
compared with 15.08 percent at 
the previous auction last month.

It also sold N30 billion of 2026 
debt at 15.53 percent, against 
15.28 percent, and 60 billion naira 
of 2036 debt at 15.59 percent, 
compared with 15.53 percent.

The debt office also allotted 
an additional N16 billion worth 
of the 2021 debt on a non-com-
petitive basis to mandate clients.

Nigeria has said it would bor-
row about N900 billion locally to 
finance part of the N2.2 trillion 
deficit in its 2016 budget, to plug 
shortfalls.

Nigeria issues local bonds as 
part of measures to finance the 
government budget deficit and 
also to help manage liquidity in 
the banking system .

Naira drops as DMO auctions N183.24bn Treasury Bills

The naira yesterday de-
preciated against the US 
dollar, across all segments 
of the foreign exchange 

market after the Debt Manage-
ment Office (DMO) auctioned 
N183.24 billion worth of Treasury 
Bills.

The DMO yesterday sold 
N183.24 billion worth in treasury 
bills at an auction on Wednesday, 
with mixed yields on all the ten-
ors, data from Debt Management 
Office showed on Thursday.

Consequently, the naira lost 
N3.00k at the bureau De Change 
segment, as it closed at N420 
against the dollar. This represents 
0.71 percent fall compared to 
N417/$ closed the previous day, 
BusinessDay findings show.

At the inter-bank spot market, 
the local currency fell slightly 
against the greenback by N0.60k 
or 0.20 percent. It closed at 
N306.93k as against N306.33k the 
previous day, data from FMDQ 
show.

The nation’s currency also 

Continued from page 4

Increased industrial LPG use seen lowering...

“Nigeria’s Gas Masterplan is 
therefore constrained by the 
low level of developmental 
activity in the industry,” he 
said, calling for a change if 
i n d u s t r i a l  c o n c e r n s  m u s t 
benefit.

Chuks Nwani, legal prac-
titioner and energy analyst, 
says unless government gets 
it right in terms of fiscal poli-
cies for gas, more industries 
may be reluctant to adopt the 
clean energy resource.

“I think it is time our gov-
ernment gets its  priorities 
right, in terms of fiscal policy 
in the gas market. It is not 
enough to provide low costs 
gas to Legacy Power Plants 
only, while raising commer-
cial gas which will aid local 
production to unreachable 
prices.  It  is  sti l l  Nigerians 
that will buy those products 
manufactured using high gas 
pricing and therefore will still 
pay the price one way or the 
other,” he said.

While domestic gas pricing 
under the Domestic Supply 
Obligation which is mainly 
g a s  s u p p l i e d  t o  t h e  l e g a -
cy Power Plant is priced at 
$2.50/mms cf,  commercial 
gas price which is gas supply 
to manufacturers for running 
of their operations, includ-
ing generation of their own 
power,  is  currently  priced 
at $7.38/mmscf and most of 
domestic gas consumption is 
used for industrial and com-
mercial concerns, including 
private power generation.

This situation has impact-
ed industries negatively, in-
creasing manufacturing costs 
with a consequent rise in the 
prices of goods and services.

In a recent note toBusi-
nessDay, Renaissance Capi-
tal ,  a  frontier  markets  in -
ve s t m e nt  b a n k,   re p o r t e d 
that most companies were 
considering increasing prod-
uct prices by 10 to 20 percent 
in the second half  of  2016 
to offset the impact of naira 
d e v a l u a t i o n  o n  i m p o r t e d 
consumer goods and higher 
inflation.

Some industrial firms in 
the food, beverages and con-
glomerates sub-sector have 
left Nigeria due to the dif-
ficult business environment.

Recently, manufacturers 
s a i d   c a p a c i t y  u t i l i s a t i o n 
in the sector has dropped 
to a record low of about 50 
percent, on the back of inad-
equate power.

 “Power is a major cost for 
manufacturers and they will 
explore opportunities where 
it is cheaper to produce their 
goods.

 “Conversion of diesel gen-
erators to gas is a viable al-
ternative but it is not cheap 
for small  scale industries, 
while gas supply has equally 
been hampered by contin-
ued destruction of oil  and 
gas facilities by militants,” 
said Frank Jacobs, president, 
Manufacturers Association of 
Nigeria (MAN). 

During a visit by the Nige-
rian Gas Association officials 
to Nipco Plc, Venkatapathy 
Ve n k a t a ra m a n ,  m a n a g i n g 
director of Nipco, called for a 
deeper adoption of gas which 
Nigeria has in abundance.

“This will serve the coun-
try well in terms of their uti-
lisation for power generation 
and as fuel for cooking and 
transport, which would save 
the country foreign exchange 
used for fuel importation.”

Many companies in Nige-
ria like Nipco and Linetrale, 
are offering creative solu-
tions for industries who wish 
t o  i n c re a s e  ga s  a d o p t i o n . 
There are now massive gas 
storage facilities with atten-
dant distribution networks 
through scores of refitted gas 
trucks and virtual pipeline 
solutions.

“ V i r t u a l  p i p e l i n e s  c a n 
be used to transport com-
pressed/liquefied natural gas 
by various modes - highway, 
railway, waterways and the 
sea through technological 
means such as Compressed 
Natural Gas (CNG), Liquefied 
Natural Gas (LNG), Gasto-
L iquid (GTL)  and Gas-to-
Wire (GTW),” said Aye.

He added,  “Despite  the 
foregoing, pipeline gas is still 
the cheapest source of gas 
and utilisation of the virtual 
pipeline must not be treated 
as a steady and definite alter-
native but as a faster way to 
take the natural gas to places 
where there is no technical 
or economic viability for the 
conventional pipeline.”

Continued from page 4

Analysts see CBN pausing on rate...

growth,” said Pabina Yinkere 
Head Vetiva Capital Manage-
ment Limited in an emailed 
response to questions.  

 “I believe the MPC will 
come to terms that inflation 
is transitory and should begin 
to decline in February of 2017. 
However, I will expect mon-
etary policy to remain tight,” 
said Yinkere. 

Bismarck Rewane, chief 
executive of Financial Deriva-
tives Company (FDC) in the 
Monthly Bulletin released last 
night said, “The policy makers 
might decide to retain status 
quo on key policy rates to give 
an allowance for the effect of 
the last rate increase to kick in. 
On the other hand, it is more 
likely that the MPC will vote 
to reduce MPR as the need to 
reflate the economy heightens 
as the country is now officially 
in a recession.”

Economists interviewed by 
BusinessDay agree that inves-
tors tend to shy away from trou-
bled economies no matter how 
high the policy rate is raised. 

Analysts are of the view that 
policy makers were able to 
achieve single headline infla-
tion at the end of 2015 because 
the economy was in positive 
growth and the dollar scarcity 

less severe. 
The CBN ramped up its 

benchmark interest rate by 
200 basis points to 14 percent 
in July 2016, from 12 percent 
previously held, with a view to 
curbing inflation. 

Nigeria’s economy contract-
ed by 2.1 percent in the second 
quarter of 2016 after shrink-
ing by 0.36 percent in the first 
quarter, on the back of lower oil 
price, according to the National 
Bureau of Statistics (NBS). 

Inflation rate increased to 
17.10 percent in July as against 
16.50 percent, the previous 
year, the highest in 11 years.

 External reserves as of August 
29th were recorded at $25.46bn, 
which is 3.26% lower than July’s 
average of $26.32bn. Year to 
date, the reserves level has de-
clined by 12.15% ($3.52bn). The 
external reserves level is 26.22% 
below 2015’s peak of $34.51bn 
and 17.58% lower than 2015’s 
average of $30.89bn. After de-
ducting forward commitments 
and arrears, the net external 
re-serves level is estimated to 
at $19.96bn 

“In my view, the rise in in-
flation rate doesn’t call for a 
hike in interest rate because 
the month on month figures 
slowed to 1.30 percent in July 
from the 1.70 percent the previ-
ous period and it may fall below 

FG unveils plans to unlock N1trn retail...
Continued from page 4

1 percent by the end of the 
year,” said Tajudeen Ibrahim,  
head of research, Chapel Hill 
Denham Limited. 

 “If the Central Bank keeps 
hiking rate each time infla-
tion rises, it will damage the 
economy, “said Ibrahim. 

Nigeria  suffered from global 
drop in oil price by 50 percent 
since 2014 and a flurry of attacks 
on oil facilities by militants in 
the Niger Delta oil producing 
region further undermined 
government revenue.   

The CBN imposed capital 
controls by pegging the naira at 
N197-N199 to a dollar, and this 
policy hit manufacturers hard 
as they were unable to source 
dollars to import raw materials, 
plants and machinery for the 
purpose of production. 

There was also capital flight 
as investors sold stocks because 
of fear of a sudden devaluation 
of the currency. 

The total value of capital 
imported into Nigeria in the 
second quarter of 2016 was 
estimated to be $647.1 million, 
which represents a fall of 8.98 
percent relative to the first quar-
ter, according to the NBS data. 

“To the average Nigerian 
however, the increase of MPR 
means higher prices of goods 
and services. This will deepen 
the inflationary trends,” said 
Chijioke Ekechukwu, manag-
ing director, Bristol Investment 
Limited.

velopment of mortgage mar-
ket in Nigeria with the provi-
sion of single digit interest 
rates and longer repayment 
periods of up to 20 years,” the 
minister stressed.

This is because of what she 
called the recognition that 
the nation’s current mort-
gage system has a very low 
rate of penetration of only 1 
percent as against 6 percent 

in India and 30 percent in 
South Africa. 

According to her, the most 
i m p o r t a n t  re f o r m  w i l l  b e 
behavioural, as home own-
ers commit to the long term 
nature of mortgage payment, 
even as we see a future Nige-
ria where an average work-
ing family lives in their own 
home that they can finance 
over time and can meet the 
high standards that Nigerians 
desire and deserve.

HOPE MOSES-ASHIKE



More than 90% of 
actively managed 
US funds fail to beat 
their benchmarks
• Blow for US stockpickers as study 
shows 9 out of 10 failed to beat the 
market

N
ine out of 10 US equity 
funds failed to beat the 
market over the past 
year, according to a 
study that undermines 

active managers’ claims that they 
can outperform in more volatile 
markets.

The semi-annual report on fund 
manager returns, produced by S&P 
Global, has long been depressing 
reading for professional stockpick-
ers, but the scale of the disappoint-
ment in the new figures is likely to 
fuel further outflows from an indus-
try already under pressure.

Money has been draining from 
actively managed funds to index-
trackers at an accelerating pace 
this year.

The S&P Indices Versus Ac-
tive scorecard shows that 90.2 per 
cent of the actively managed US 
mutual funds that invest in domes-
tic equities were beaten by their 
benchmarks, when their returns are 
calculated net of fees.

There was not a single category of 
domestic fund - whether investing 
in large-caps, small-caps or a com-
bination, or favouring growth stocks 
or value stocks - in which more than 
a quarter of managers succeeded in 
beating their category benchmark.

Theresa May is edging closer to a 
decision on the £18bn Hinkley 
Point nuclear power plant in 

Somerset, with rising expectations 
in Whitehall and the industry that 
she will agree to the Franco-Chinese 
scheme.

Several Whitehall officials and 
industry figures said they expected 
the premier to give the green light in 
coming days, two months after she 
ordered a review.

However, big questions remain 
over China’s one-third stake in what 
would be Europe’s biggest energy 
project - as well as an associated deal 
for Beijing to build a new plant in 
Essex. Downing Street has remained 
tight-lipped about the decision and 
its timing other than to confirm it is 
due this month.

Mrs May’s review has focused on 
the high cost of electricity generated 
by Hinkley, doubts about the reac-

“There is nothing redeeming to 
say about the managers in the equity 
space,” said Aye Soe, global research 
director at S&P. “They said they 
would provide downside protection 
and add value in choppy markets. 
This was their chance to prove them-
selves and earn their paychecks, but 
across every category they under-
performed. It is embarrassing.”

The latest report covered the 12 
months to June 30, which included 
the summer 2015 market swoon, 
the rollercoaster markets of Janu-
ary and February and the late June 
post-Brexit sell-off.

It adds to a 14-year body of S&P 
data that confirms most US equities 
managers underperform the index, 
regardless of the category of fund 
and regardless of the timeframe. 
Over the past 10 years, 87.5 per cent 
of domestic equity funds underper-
formed.

Outside US equities, there were 
pockets of positive news. Stockpick-
ers specialising in emerging markets 
were more likely than not to beat a 
benchmark in the past year - only 
42.2 per cent underperformed - 
and there were categories of fixed 
income fund where the average 
manager beat the index.

Some $328bn flowed out of ac-
tively managed mutual funds in the 
US in the year to July 31, according 
to Morningstar, while $401bn flowed 
into funds that passively track an in-
dex, such as those run by Vanguard 
and BlackRock’s iShares division.

tor technology offered by EDF, the 
French utility leading the project, 
and security questions over Chinese 
involvement.

Several people in Whitehall and 
the industry said Downing Street 
was especially concerned about a 
deal between EDF and its Chinese 
partners to build further plants at 
Sizewell in Suffolk and Bradwell 
in Essex. Bradwell would be led by 
state-owned China General Nuclear 
Power Corporation (CGN) using its 
own reactor technology.

One senior industry figure said 
approval for Hinkley was likely to 
be conditional on new “scrutiny or 
oversight” of the Bradwell project; 
CGN has yet to gain UK regulatory 
approval for its Hualong reactors, 
never before used in the developed 
world.

Speculation about Hinkley reflects 
the high stakes of a project designed to 
meet about 7 per cent of Britain’s elec-
tricity demand. It is crucial to France’s 
continued strength in nuclear power 
and China’s ambitions in the sector.

STEPHEN FOLEY

UK nuclear plant go-ahead comes 
with ‘national security’ safeguards

• May sets conditions for £18bn 
Franco-Chinese deal; Curbs on EDF’s 
freedom to sell stake

Theresa May has approved the 
£18bn Hinkley Point nuclear 
power station in south-west 

England, Europe’s biggest energy 
project, but the go-ahead for the con-
troversial Franco-Chinese scheme 
came with new conditions on foreign 
investment in UK infrastructure.

The prime minister’s blessing for 
Hinkley following a surprise last-
minute review removed the final ob-
stacle to construction of Britain’s first 
new nuclear plant for a generation 
after almost a decade of planning, 
political disputes and delays.

The project, expected to meet 
about 7 per cent of domestic electric-
ity demand, will be led by French 
utility EDF, one-third financed 
by state-owned Chinese nuclear 
groups. The Chinese have an op-
tion to construct a further plant at 
Bradwell in eastern England that 
would involve the first Chinese re-
actor built in the developed world.

In her biggest decision since she 
came to office after the UK vote in 
June to leave the EU, Mrs May ac-
ceded to arguments that Hinkley was 
essential to renewing the UK’s ageing 
energy infrastructure and cutting 
carbon emissions. In doing so she 
avoided a diplomatic rift with France 
and China that would have followed 
cancellation of the project.

The Hinkley deal is seen as crucial 
to the future of the French nuclear 
industry - and its tens of thousands 
of jobs - and to China’s ambitions to 
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build a global presence in the sector.
However, Mrs May’s approval 

in defiance of critics, who said the 
project was too expensive and based 
on unproven technology, was sub-
ject to measures giving ministers 
more power to defend the national 
interest in the ownership of “critical 
infrastructure”.

Under a revised agreement, EDF 
would be barred from selling its stake 
in the plant during construction and 
the government would take a “golden 
share” in future nuclear schemes.

The latter measure appeared 
aimed at addressing Mrs May’s 
security concerns over plans by 
China General Nuclear Corporation, 
EDF’s main Chinese partner, to take 
the lead in construction of further 
reactors at Bradwell using Chinese 
technology.

Downing Street said: “There will 
be reforms to the government’s ap-
proach to the ownership and control 
of critical infrastructure to ensure 
that the full implications of foreign 
ownership are scrutinised for the 
purposes of national security.”

A review of the 2002 Enterprise 
Act would look at whether outside 
investments in critical infrastructure 
such as power plants should be au-
tomatically referred to ministers for 
approval. The measures reinforced 
early impressions of Mrs May’s ad-
ministration as more interventionist 
in industrial policy and warier of 
Chinese investment than that of her 
predecessor, David Cameron. But the 
government is also under pressure 
after the Brexit vote to show that the 
UK remains “open for business”.

Allies of George Osborne, the 
former chancellor, who championed 
Chinese investment in UK nuclear 

power, said Mrs May’s talk of golden 
shares and national security tests did 
little to alter the fundamentals of the 
Hinkley deal.

CGN said it was now “able to 
move forward and deliver” nuclear 
capacity at Hinkley Point, as well as 
at Bradwell. Jean-Bernard Lévy, chief 
executive of EDF, said the decision 
marked “the relaunch of nuclear in 
Europe” after its retreat in Germany 
and elsewhere since the Fukushima 
disaster in Japan in 2011.

EDF will receive £92.50 per mega-
watt hour of electricity produced by 
Hinkley Point, rising with inflation, 
for 35 years - more than double cur-
rent wholesale electricity rates.
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Power plant 
development will 
make or break EDF

Downing St signals 
tougher approach to 
big deals with focus 
on ‘critical 
infrastructure’

US ‘political dysfunction’ holds back economy

Political woes trigger threat of 
downgrades for state groups

The deal for EDF to build the 
Hinkley Point nuclear plant 
in the UK could either be the 

salvation, or the ruin, of the French 
state-owned group.

Jean-Bernard Lévy, the chief exec-
utive of EDF, told journalists the deci-
sion was “a big moment” for securing 
the future of EDF and also signified 
the “relaunch of nuclear in Europe”, 
which should also benefit the group.

The British government confirmed 
yesterday that EDF will be paid £92.50 
per megawatt hour for the electricity 
generated by Hinkley Point C for 35 
years, more than double the current 
rate for wholesale electricity prices.

According to the company this 
will deliver a 9 per cent internal rate 
of return over the 60-year lifespan on 
the £18bn project.

The fixed price offered by the UK 
compares with the French market, 
which is being deregulated, leaving 
the company to sell an ever-increasing 
share of its electricity at market prices.

This deregulation - along with 
falling European electricity prices - 
has weighed on EDF. The share price 
has fallen 35 per cent over the past 12 
months. The company borrows mon-
ey every year just to pay its dividend.

The deal is also a second chance for 
EDF to show that its next-generation 
EPR reactor technology, designed in 
the 1990s and seen by critics as overly 
expensive and over engineered, can 
be built on time and on budget.

Christophe Sirugue, the French 
minister for industry, said yesterday 
that the British deal was crucial to 
“prove the industrial know-how of our 
country” on the global market follow-
ing setbacks.

EDF’s first attempt to build an EPR 
reactor plant in Flamanville, northern 
France, has been beset by problems. 
The project is six years behind sched-
ule and €7bn over budget. Completion 
is now planned for next year.

The discovery of weakness in the 
steel which makes up the reactor 
vessel has prompted fears that there 
could be another long delay, however.

Other attempts to build an EPR 
plant have also run into trouble. A 
project by the French group Areva in 
Finland is decade late and more than 
€5bn over budget, causing the collapse 
of the company earlier this year.

The prime minister has signalled 
that the UK will take a tougher 
approach to the rules governing 

mergers and acquisitions by examining 
whether the sale of “critical infrastruc-
ture” should be overseen by ministers.

Theresa May, while announcing 
approval for Hinkley Point, launched a 
review of the 2002 Enterprise Act.

The review will look at the “public 
interest regime” in the act, which 
decides which significant deals are au-
tomatically referred to the government 
for approval - to see whether it should 
include critical infrastructure.

That has triggered alarm bells 
among some free-trading Conservative 
MPs, with one saying: “I hope it does 
not mean anything. If it does, it could 
represent creeping protectionism - not 
what you want when you are trying to 
be this great, free-trading country open 
to the world.”

At the same time the prime min-
ister announced a new “cross-cutting 
national security requirement” for 
continuing government approval of 
the control of such projects.

The government would take a 
“special share” in all future nuclear 
new-build projects to ensure that big 
stakes could not be sold without min-
isterial consent. This brought Britain’s 
policy framework into line with other 
large economies, officials said.

Downing Street said the changes 
were “materially different” and rep-
resented a “real beefing up” of the 
existing system. One antitrust lawyer 
said the policy was “quite a significant 
move in terms of clarification, but 
not as big a move as Theresa May was 
signalling before”.

Ministers cannot currently inter-
fere in a competition decision un-
less it involves three public interest 
concerns.

The 2002 act was designed to 
sweep away the broad public interest 
tests that had been applied previously 
and gave a fair wind to mergers unless 
they fell into a few sensitive areas, 
such as national security or plurality 
of the media.

America’s malfunctioning politi-
cal system has become the big-
gest menace to its economic 

competitiveness, says a Harvard 
Business School report.

Average annual growth rates of 
1.6 per cent in the current recovery 
lag behind those of any previous 
rebound since the 1940s, the study 

found, arguing that US economic 
performance peaked in the 1990s and 
has been eroding since.

While many studies have focused 
on the legacy of the financial crash 
in explaining the country’s muted 
economic performance, the report 
found that the challenges were of a 
longer-term, structural nature. Bar-
riers identified by businesses were 
in the ambit of federal government 
policy, among them reform of the 

tax code, regulation and US infra-
structure.

Some 50 per cent of Harvard 
Business School alumni surveyed 
for the study said they expected US 
competitiveness to decline further 
over the coming three years, com-
pared with 30 per cent who expected 
improvement, according to the 
report released on Wednesday. The 
business environment looked worse 
for small companies than large ones 

across the board, the report found.
“Political dysfunction is the single 

largest barrier to US competitive-
ness,” said Jan Rivkin, a professor at 
the strategy unit of Harvard Business 
School.

He said this conclusion was not 
intended to take the heat off business 
for having responsibilities, or state 
and local government, but added: 
“When you look at the things that are 
holding us back, many of them fall at 

the feet of the federal government.”
The breakdown of political co-

operation in Congress has made 
progress in key policy areas elusive in 
recent years, as evidenced by repeat-
ed showdowns over the government 
debt ceiling and difficulties agreeing 
long called for reforms of the coun-
try’s haphazard corporate tax code. 
“The existing political parties have 
done a pretty good job of locking in 
the paralysis,” said Mr Rivkin.

Five of South Africa’s state-
owned companies, includ-
ing the power utility Eskom, 

have been threatened with a credit 
rating downgrade over concerns 
about corporate governance and 
the political climate in Africa’s 
most industrialised economy.

Moody’s, the credit rating agen-
cy, placed its Ba1 rating on Eskom 
under review due to “the rising 
funding challenges faced by [the 
company] in the context of an 
adverse regulatory framework and 
evolving political environment”.

It is also reviewing the ratings 
of Development Bank of Southern 
Africa, Industrial Development 
Corporation of South Africa, Land 
and Agricultural Development 
Bank of South Africa, and the South 
African National Roads Agency.

The Moody’s decision comes 
at a delicate moment for South 
Africa’s sluggish economy. Though 
the country has thus far managed 
to stave off recession, growth is 
low and the government continues 
to battle unemployment and in-
equality. Both were significant fac-

tors in the ruling African National 
Congress’s worst-ever electoral 
performance in local elections in 
August.

It also comes amid a high-
stakes power struggle that has pit-
ted the Treasury against powerful 
state entities, including Eskom. 
The Treasury has publicly accused 
Eskom, the biggest buyer of South 
African coal, of hindering an in-
vestigation into a contract with 
Tegeta Exploration and Resources, 
a company with ties to the power-
ful Gupta family. Eskom has said 
it has co-operated with the Trea-
sury’s requests and the Guptas 
deny any wrongdoing.

South Africa’s state-owned 
enterprises, which are major 
employers and provide vital infra-
structure and services across the 
country, have come under scru-
tiny in recent years for their poor 
management and performance. 
Among other problems, they are 
a huge strain on the government’s 
stretched coffers.

In his budget speech this year, 
Pravin Gordhan, finance minister, 
emphasised the need to reform 
the country’s state-owned com-

panies, and pledged that further 
government financial support 
would depend on “firm resolution 
of governance challenges”.

In August, President Jacob 
Zuma was named the head of a new 
council overseeing state-owned 
enterprises, a move that raised 
questions over the necessity and 
motivation of adding another layer 
of supervision over the companies.

Mr Gordhan has been the sub-
ject of a controversial probe into 
the tax authority by a special po-
lice unit, raising concerns that Mr 
Zuma may be seeking to remove 
him and replace him with a more 
pliant finance minister. Mr Zuma 
has said he fully supports Mr 
Gordhan but could not intervene 
in the probe.

Anoj Singh, Eskom’s chief fi-
nancial officer, described the 
Moody’s review as “unfortunate” 
and said the company’s financial 
position had improved following a 
turnround plan. Moody’s said the 
utility’s rating could be confirmed 
if it demonstrates it has continuing 
access to liquidity and the agency’s 
assessment of its government sup-
port remains unchanged.

SAM FLEMING
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blockchain tech group
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Standard Chartered has joined 
a group investing $55m into 
Ripple, the San Francisco-

based blockchain company, which 
recently completed the first real 
money cross-border transfer using 
the technology that underpins the 
cryptocurrency bitcoin.

Investing in Ripple alongside 
StanChart, which has operations 
in more than 35 countries across 
Asia, Africa and the Middle East, 
are Accenture, the consultants; SCB 
Digital Ventures, the venture capital 
arm of Thailand’s Siam Commercial 
Bank; and SBI Holdings, the Japa-
nese financial group.

Ripple has also added another 
eight banks to its network of lend-
ers who are trialling its blockchain 
software, which is designed to allow 
cross-border payments to be com-
pleted more quickly and securely.

“Our mission is to make cross-
border payments truly efficient for 
banks and their customers, and in 
doing so, lay the foundation for an 
internet of value where the world 
moves money as easily as informa-
tion,” said Chris Larsen, Ripple’s 
chief executive and co-founder.

Libya’s state oil company said 
it has struck a deal to restart 
exports from ports captured 

just days ago by a regional faction 
in the east of the country, poten-
tially adding to crude supply at 
a delicate juncture for oil prices.

Mustafa Sanalla, chairman 
of the country’s National Oil 
Corporation, said forces loyal to 
the eastern commander Khalifa 
Haftar had handed over the ports, 
which could make way for the 
resumption of crude oil exports 
from the Zueitina and Ras Lanuf 
terminals.

In recent days forces led by Mr 
Haftar, close to the eastern gov-
ernment, defeated the Petroleum 
Facilities Guard, led by Ibrahim 
Jathran and allied to the UN-
backed Tripoli government, and 
seized control of the oil facilities.

This had sparked fears of an 
escalation of the conflict, with 
east and west Libya openly fight-
ing over the resources of the frag-
mented Opec member.

However, the agreement be-
tween Haftar and the Noc signals 
an apparent willingness to co-
operate with the government in 
Tripoli, potentially allowing oil 
exports to stabilise or pickup.

“Exports will resume immedi-
ately from Zueitina and Ras Lanuf, 
and will continue at Brega,” said 

Bots’ initial stumbling over words will not 
cut the conversation short

European stocks pull in buyers as oil 
rallies after days of losses

Seized Libyan ports set 
to resume oil exports

RICHARD WATERS

DAVE SHELLOCK

DAVID SHEPPARD AND 
ANJLI RAVAL

Other groups investing in the group 
include Santander Innoventures, 
Venture 51, and the venture capital 
arms of CME Group and Seagate 
Technology.

The series B financing round 
takes the total raised by Ripple to 
$93m. Early investors in the com-
pany included Google Ventures, 
Andreessen Horowitz, IDG Capital 
Partners and AME Cloud Ventures.

Ripple’s software is being used by 
10 banks for commercial projects, 
and more than 30 lenders have 
completed pilot projects.

“With over $155tn of cross-bor-
der payments being made between 
businesses annually, it is crucial that 
we continue to innovate to make 
international payments easier and 
faster,” said Gautam Jain, a transac-
tion banking executive at StanChart.

In July, Canada’s ATB Financial 
sent C$1,000 to Germany’s Reise 
Bank over a platform developed by 
Ripple, which they claimed was the 
first real money international trans-
fer using blockchain technology. It 
took only 20 seconds to complete, 
compared with the several days that 
most international bank transfers 
take to clear, underlining the tech-
nology’s potential.

Mr Sanalla in a statement, adding 
the decision to end a force majeure 
on exports was backed by both 
eastern and western factions in 
Libya. “Exports will resume from 
Es Sider [port] as soon as possible.”

Political infighting over control 
of Libya’s oil industry, and more 
recently Isis militants, have caused 
blockades and damaged oil in-
frastructure, which has hindered 
exports that provide the bulk of 
the country’s revenues.

Libya’s output has fallen from 
a prewar level of about 1.6m bar-
rels a day to below 300,000 b/d in 
recent months.

Higher foreign oil sales could 
provide much-needed funds for 
a region devastated by five years 
of fighting after the 2011 rebellion 
against Colonel Muammer Gad-
dafi. It could also add more barrels 
to a global market struggling to 
clear a persistent supply glut.

“The situation remains ex-
tremely fluid and there is still a 
high probability that production 
and exports do not rise at all, 
given Libya’s political complexity,” 
warned analysts at Energy Aspects, 
a London-based consultancy, this 
week.

They said Mr Haftar was still 
seeking greater power and show-
ing he could capture the terminals 
was a means of increasing his 
leverage, leaving them at risk if 
he was unsuccessful in extracting 
concessions from Tripoli.

It is still only September, but there 
is already an odds-on favourite 
for the title of “Most overhyped 

new technology of 2016”: Bots.
Some of the biggest tech platform 

companies have lined up this year 
to play host to these smart (or, as it 
turns out, not so smart) pieces of 
software that can talk back to their 
users. Microsoft set the ball rolling 
in March when it declared a coming 
era of “conversational computing”, 
with bots replacing apps as the 
next big thing in human-computer 
comity.

Facebook was next, opening its 
Messenger service to a battalion 
of bots made by other companies. 
Google followed in May, though its 
own, forthcoming intelligent agent, 
called Assistant, will act as universal 
guide and helper, keeping third-
party agents in the background.

So far, the results have been un-
derwhelming. The Facebook bots 
have often stumbled over language 

• Disappointing US data help push 
2-year Treasury yields lower and 
sterling eases after BoE leaves interest 
rates unchanged

US and European equity indices 
staged a solid rebound fol-
lowing the extreme volatility 

seen in recent sessions, although the 
underlying mood remained nervous 
given lingering uncertainty over the 
outlook for global monetary policy.

A batch of disappointing US 
economic data helped fuel buying 
of shorter-term Treasury bonds, 
pushing yields lower and keep-
ing the dollar in check, while oil 
prices rallied after two days of steep 
losses. Sterling eased back after the 
Bank of England left interest rates 
unchanged.

At midday in New York, the S&P 
500 equity index was up 0.8 per cent 
at 2,143, clawing back some of the 
net 2.5 per cent decline incurred 

and failed to return useful informa-
tion or handle simple tasks.

But it is way too early to pass a 
verdict on the bot invasion. If any-
thing, the tendency to overhype, 
and the willingness of the tech gi-
ants to rush in when the technology 
is not ready, are hints of how much 
is at stake with conversational com-
puting. Interacting with computers 
just by talking is a long-dreamt-of 
idea that looks tantalisingly close to 
being realised, and the tech giants 
are not about to stand aside and let 
someone else seize the prize.

Facebook this week added an 
important element to its own bot 
platform, making it possible to pay 
through it. The sight of one of the 
most powerful platform companies 
putting the foundations for the bot 
economy in place has served to re-
energise other developers.

So why the early sense of let-
down? Phil Libin, former head of 
Evernote and now an enthusiastic 
investor in bot start-ups at General 
Catalyst, compares this period to 

over the past week.
Apple was once again a major 

source of support as the iPhone 
maker’s shares climbed to a fresh 
2016 high, helping the Nasdaq 
Composite index gain more than 
1.1 per cent.

But energy was the top perform-
ing sector in the S&P 500 as Brent 
oil - the international crude bench-
mark - rallied 2.2 per cent to $46.86 
a barrel following a two-day drop 
of more than 5 per cent. US West 
Texas Intermediate was up 15 per 
cent at $44.25.

Across the Atlantic, the Euro 
Stoxx 600 ended 0.6 per cent higher, 
snapping a five-day run of losses that 
had seen it decline 3.4 per cent. But 
the Nikkei 225 in Tokyo fell 1.3 per 
cent yesterday.

Steven Ricchiuto, chief econo-
mist at Mizuho Securities USA, 
argued that the main factor behind 
the severity of the S&P 500’s sell-off 
in the past week was that inves-
tors were beginning to realise that 
central bankers had run out of am-
munition.

what he calls an “innovation lull” 
in 2007-08, when early apps were 
little more than a gimmick. Speaking 
at an Opus Research conference in 
San Francisco this week, Mr Libin 
predicted that there will be 100m 
bots within two years and eventu-
ally more bots than people. They are 
far easier to produce than apps, so 
it makes sense there will be many 
more - and many more bad ones.

For companies tempted to rush 
into creating their own bots, the risk 
is that they will repeat the mistakes 
made with early apps. It will be hard 
to stand out in the crowded bot 
stores, and rushed products will lead 
to underwhelming experiences and 
a failure to engage.

But while there are obvious 
parallels, this will not be a car-
bon copy of the app world. The 
myriad single-purpose intelligent 
agents, for instance, will coexist 
with “metabots” - general purpose 
intelligences that are built into the 
technology platforms themselves, 
like Google’s Assistant.

“More importantly, there is a 
growing concern that central bank-
ers, in an attempt to stay relevant, 
may do something which uninten-
tionally makes things worse,” he 
added.

“In the past few weeks, investors 
have seen that the European Central 
Bank is struggling with what to do 
next and the data has kept the Federal 
Reserve from hiking rates again. As a 
result, the focus has shifted to Japan.

“Markets are understandably on 
edge over what the Bank of Japan 
will do next, and with the long-
awaited review of its policy soon 
to be released, there is an unusual 
degree of speculation depressing 
valuations.”

The latest US data releases cer-
tainly appeared to lessen the chanc-
es of a near-term rate rise from the 
Federal Reserve. Headline retail 
sales fell 0.3 per cent in August, the 
first decline in five months and a 
bigger drop than expected, while 
industrial production fell 0.4 per 
cent last month and producer price 
inflation remained muted.

Mustafa Sanalla, chairman of the country’s National Oil Corporation
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UK - Gilt complexities
FT ANALYSIS In association with

Record low interest rates and 
monetary easing in Europe 
and Japan have made gov-

ernment debt hugely attractive to 
domestic and foreign investors. But 
with yields starting to rise, how long 
will that continue? 

The UK government revived a 
centuries-old tradition earlier this 
year when it convened a meeting of 
the Commissioners for the Reduc-
tion of the National Debt for the first 
time since 1860. Over dinner at the 
Treasury, the governor of the Bank 
of England, Lord Chief Justice and 
head of the UK’s Debt Management 
Office discussed Britain’s record 
£1.5tn debt pile and the then chan-
cellor George Osborne’s proposal 
that the UK should in future only 
borrow money under exceptional 
circumstances.

There are no plans for a second 
meeting. The turbulence created 
by Britain’s vote to leave the EU in 
the intervening months ended Mr 
Osborne’s role at the Treasury, and 
put an end to government plans 
for a budget surplus by 2020. Philip 
Hammond, the UK’s new chancel-
lor, has signalled that after years of 
fiscal conservatism the government 
is poised to begin a new phase of 
borrowing to mitigate the effects of 
Brexit.

“There has been an about-turn,” 
says Philip Brown, head of supra-
national, sub-sovereign and agency 
debt capital markets at Citigroup. 
“And it is the source of intense inter-
est in markets.”

The job of selling British debt - 
one of the oldest securities in the 
world whose roots can be traced 
back to King William III’s desire to 
fund a war in France - should be 
relatively straightforward. Domestic 
and international investors regard 
the UK as a safe bet. And the Bank 
of England’s decision to restart a 
bond-buying programme worth an 
additional £70bn and cut interest 
rates to 0.25 per cent - the lowest in 
its 322-year history - following the 
referendumled investors to reprice 
government bonds, known as gilts, 
at new highs this summer.

At the same time, with central 
banks in Europe and Japan engaged 
in monetary easing and the US hesi-
tant over any further rate rise, there 
has been a rush to bonds that has 
given gilt investors double-digit total 
returns in the first eight months of 
the year, beating the FTSE All-Share 
index. As rising prices mean lower 
yields, the rally has provided record-
low borrowing costs for the govern-
ment. In September 2007, the UK’s 
10-year borrowing rate was 5 per 
cent. Now it is less than 1 per cent.

But successfully placing billions 
of pounds of debt is a complex 
process in which the UK must com-
pete for investors. “There are some 
investors that have to buy gilts but 
others can choose depending on 
how attractive the price looks,” says 
Mike Riddell, a fund manager at 
Aviva. “Every sale is a test of whether 
the market is working in the way it 
should.”

Sir Robert Stheeman, the 57-year-
old former banker who has run the 
UK’s DMO for the past 13 years, is 
fond of using the word “boring” to 

describe successful operations. “To 
assume the [market] moves are just 
one way is naive and short sighted,” 
he says. “Yields are at extraordinary 
low levels historically, but there is 
nothing in the rule book that says 
they will stay there forever. It gener-
ally pays to be circumspect.”

The market is already showing 
signs of concern about just how 
long the rally in gilts can last. In 
recent days, a sell-off has raised 
yields. Dwindling appetite from 
international investors, improving 
economic data and a fiscal policy that 
increases the supply of gilts all pose 
potential threats. Previous market 
meltdowns suggest that with yields 
so low, the sell-off could be sharp. 
In a matter of days, rates could jump 
by whole percentage points - making 
future government borrowing more 
expensive.

‘Kindness of strangers’
In the heart of the City of Lon-

don, employees at the DMO, the 
110-strong body responsible for 
minimising the government’s long-
term financing costs, spend their 
time trying to neutralise any threat 
to orderly bond sales.

Every month, the UK must sell 
approximately £11bn of gilts, with 
the proceeds split evenly between 
refinancing old debts and funding 
the day-to-day costs of running 
the country. The total is double the 
amount sold a decade ago after 
the government turned to the debt 
markets to support the economy in 
the wake of the financial crisis. That 
forced policymakers to court a new 
pool of investors and, alongside the 
UK’s private-sector borrowing from 
foreigners, become reliant on what 
Mark Carney, the Bank of England 
governor, has called the “kindness 
of strangers”.

Overseas ownership of gilts 
jumped from a quarter of the total 
market to a thirdas the UK began is-
suing shorter-dated bonds preferred 
by foreign banks and treasuries. 
There is no breakdown of foreign 
ownership of UK debt but China 
is thought to be among the biggest 
buyers.

Crucial to the gilt market and by 
extension the country’s financial 
stability, this group is notoriously less 
“sticky” than domestic investors. In 
recent years the ratio of gilts owned 

by overseas investors has slipped 
back to about 25 per cent and there 
is concern that the uncertainty sur-
rounding Brexit could weigh on their 
appetite. In July, for the first time in 
six months, overseas investors sold 
more gilts than they bought.

“The DMO is always having to 
talk to this wide range of investors 
and ask what they want it to sell,” 
says Luke Hickmore, senior invest-
ment manager at Aberdeen Asset 
Management. “It is an ongoing and 
tricky conversation.”

Demand from overseas investors 
is “fine but nothing to get excited 
about”, according to a gilt trader at 
one European bank, adding that the 
drop in sterling had a huge impact 
on returns for overseas investors. 
Since interest on a bond is fixed at 
issue, prices rise as yields fall and 
record-low gilt yields have provided 
domestic investors with a 13 per cent 
return so far this year. But a US inves-
tor without a currency hedge who 
converted that return into dollars 
would receive less than 2 per cent. 
An investor in euros would see a loss 
of 2 per cent.

“In some ways low borrowing 
rates sound fantastic for a country,” 
says Mr Brown at Citigroup. “But the 
UK is gearing up to increase its defi-
cit - which means it will be hoping to 
increase the amount of gilts it sells. 
To do that, it has to rely on investors 
willing to buy very low-yielding debt, 
including foreign investors who are 
watching the value of sterling closely 
and who might be more cautious 
about buying if the currency contin-
ues to weaken.”

‘Grit in the machine’
At the start of the year, the UK’s 

gilt market and the DMO faced a rare 
problem. For the first time since the 
eurozone crisis, officials announced 
that a government bond sale ran 
the risk of failing after a debt issue 
generated investor bids equivalent to 
1.07 times the amount sold - barely 
enough to cover the auction.

To keep its debt funded, the UK 
needs a smoothly functioning mar-
ket and the constant participation of 
investors. A single failed gilt auction 
would not be catastrophic to gov-
ernment funding plans but it would 
mean there was “grit in the machine”, 
says Sir Robert.

Some blamed the banks that 

make a market in gilts - buying them 
at auction before selling them on 
to investors - for the tightness of 
the sale. The problem is that global 
government debt is ballooning at the 
same time that banks are reducing 
their balance sheets.

For all the surprise, the warn-
ing signs had been visible for some 
time. A government committee had 
attempted to raise its concerns with 
the BoE three months earlier, warn-
ing about declining liquidity in bond 
markets and the threat posed to gilt 
market operations.

Andrew Tyrie, chair of the UK 
parliament’s treasury select commit-
tee, said tougher financial regulation 
designed to make the industry safer 
in the wake of the financial crisis had 
made it more expensive for banks 
to participate in gilt auctions by 
forcing them to hold larger sums of 
capital against the bonds they buy. 
Soon after the subject was raised, 
the committee’s fears were realised 
when Société Générale resigned as a 
gilt-edged market-maker in January.

The role had been widely re-
garded as prestigious, lucrative and 
instrumental in building relation-
ships with government. And if the 
French bank’s snub had been a 
one-off, it might have passed without 
comment, but a few months earlier 
Swiss lender Credit Suisse had done 
the same thing.

This is not a UK-only problem. 
Credit Suisse has also stopped acting 
as a primary dealer in most European 
countries and this year Bank of To-
kyo-Mitsubishi UFJ - Japan’s biggest 
bank - resigned from underwriting 
Japanese government bonds.

“There are enough other banks to 
keep on buying and selling govern-
ment [debt] so the situation is not yet 
problematic,” says Francis Diamond, 
UK rates strategist at JPMorgan. “But 
if you are responsible for placing a 
government’s debt in markets then 
it’s a trend that you need to keep an 
eye on.”

Don’t write off gilts
In an attempt to support the gilt 

market, the DMO tweaked its rules. 
Market makers were asked to put 
forward larger bids and the UK opted 
to hold smaller, more frequent, auc-
tions to ease pressure on bank bal-
ance sheets. For a few weeks, things 
calmed down. Then the Brexit vote 

on June 23 created a fresh market 
shock that pushed sterling down 
to a 31-year low. But in spite of the 
concerns about liquidity, rising debt 
levels and the as yet unscripted exit 
from Europe, demand for gilts in 
secondary markets remained robust.

Andrew Balls, chief officer for 
fixed income at Pimco, says demand 
from pension funds - that need 
to match liabilities and meet the 
demands of regulators by investing 
in gilts - will act as ballast for the 
market even in the midst of currency 
weakness.

“Sterling is a thermometer for the 
UK, but weakness in the currency 
does not mean a sell-off in all UK 
assets,” he says.

Larry Hatheway, chief econo-
mist at asset manager GAM, agrees. 
Although international investors 
reduced their holdings of gilts by 
£4.4bn in July, domestic investors 
easily made up the shortfall, keep-
ing pressure on gilt yields. “The gilt 
market looks to be well supported,” 
he says.

Writing gilts off has proven costly 
for investors in the past. In 2010, Bill 
Gross, then manager of Pimco, the 
world’s largest bond fund, cautioned 
investors to avoid UK government se-
curities, describing them as “resting 
on a bed of nitroglycerine” thanks to 
high levels of government debt and 
the potential for sterling to fall.

Yet by that summer the bond 
manager had reversed its stance 
in the face of a sustained gilt rally, 
switching from underweight to 
neutral.

The extent of this year’s gilt rally 
has again left some investors anxious. 
For the first time, yields on two short-
dated gilts briefly traded in negative 
territory - meaning investors were 
willing to pay more to own govern-
ment bonds than they would get back 
in interest and capital repayment.

It means, says John Wraith, head 
of UK rates strategy at UBS, that 
parts of the market cannot shake off 
the feeling that they will look back 
in a year and realise “they were the 
mugs who bought gilts at the most 
expensive prices in decades”.

ELAINE MOORE

The Governor of the Bank of England Mervyn King
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a set of local long term inves-
tors of differ-ent nature (DFI, 
Pension Fund, and Insurers) to 
avoid the constraints of tradi-
tional PE funds but still put their 
resources behind a platform 
to resolve another critical bot-
tleneck on the continent –road 
infrastructure. 

Such co-investment efforts 
can be conducted alongside 
other asset managers but some-
times directly with industrial 
leaders. As such, AFC teamed 
up also this year with the OLAM 
group in a joint-venture plat-
form company they co-own 
with the Government of Gabon 
to erect a model Special Eco-
nomic Zone (SEZ). The SEZ in-
cludes several capital intensive 
assets such as a mineral port, 
cargo port, power plants, and 
other transformational projects 
collectively aim-ing to acceler-
ate the Industrialization process 
in Africa.

Key Take-Aways
Evolution occurs with in-

dividuals, revolution occurs 
within markets. Just as interac-
tions change during individu-
als’ evolution, some of the par-
ticipants in the private capital 
market in Africa need to change 
how they interact with each 
other. For instance, long-term 
institutional investors such as 
DFIs need to increasingly play 
a leading role in the formation 
of co-investment partnerships; 
aggregating a mix of local and 
international pension funds, 
insurers and strategic investors. 
Their common objective should 
be specifically to deploy capital 
collaboratively into not only 
attractive investment oppor-
tunities but does that provide 
developmental impact on civil 
society.

As more institutional capital 
is now actively chasing PE man-
agers across the continent and 
will continue to do well within 
the 2/20% 10-year fund struc-
ture, the DFIs should embrace 
a new catalyst role, There are 
proven and tested methods to 
access assets on more favorable 
terms, either through an op-
tion tied to an existing external 
fund manager, or through an 
investor-led platform that col-
lates peer investors together.   
DFIs should take a leading role 
in applying them. 

In the case of infrastructure 
investments, partnering with 
the public sector or develop-
ment agency can help improve 
the confidence of investors 
for investing in this asset class. 
Involving an industrial or en-
gineering company in some 
cases can provide the strategic 
advantage when investing in 
an emerging market. More 
DFIs can espouse this view 
and join in engineering more 
opportunities for flexible co-
investment.This will in the long 
run trigger the arrival of larger 
pools of longterm capital and 
benefit the development of a 
more robust secondary market 
for African PE.

Please follow Ibrahim on 
twitter at @ibrahimsagna

The beauty of love 

It has always strummed; my heart made me dream, allowed me 
to float, made my eyes twitch,made me see colours that are not 
there, made me believe I can fly. This is love. Always when I see 
two people in love, I always look at them fondly, remember my 

youth, smile in contentment as I walk past them and chuckle if I am 
alone. We were once there, where we could not sleep, where we could 
not stay awake without a flutter. I have written about love especially in 
my poems because that it is where it is easier to describe the pain of 
distance, the softness of touch, the heartbreak of love and the general 
craziness of it all. It has to be  an illness when you are in love and just 
following someone around. You are sick when they are away, sick when 
they are there, unable to manage yourself in between. My poem “I miss 
you when it rains” from my first poetry book Don’t look at me like that 
captures it for all those in love.

I miss you when it rains
when the skies drip wet with tears
and the chill sets sail
and everyone speaks animately
through windscreens and glazed glass
through muddy, muddy days
I miss you when it rains

I miss you when I am sick
All those mushed up aches
My back,my feet, my head
The sinking feeling within
The cloudy thoughts in my heart
The pom-pom sounds in my chest
The butterflies on my window
The absence of touch
Backslaps and head throwing laughter
Everything loses flavour
I miss you when I am sick

I miss you when I eat
Nibbling at food in absentia
The gravy dull in every taste
The rice a fake grain in transit
The drinks a tall distant echo
Everyone in slow-slow motion
The music too loud for comfort

I miss you…
I nibble
I wobble
I nestle
Its the absence of you
All those horrible sounds at night…
I miss you…
In addition to all of this love within families is all gorgeousness. The 

love between a father and a daughter and between a mum and her son. 
The beauty is just so touching, the look, the selflessness, the sacrifice, 
the love. But when love’s beauty wanes, the line between that esoteric 
place of love and hate is almost blurred. The dissatisfaction, the bile is 
unimaginable. One looks at previous lovers in a fight and one won-ders 
if they were ever in love at all. My continuous search to understand the 
human condition has led me to the most incredible knowledge from 
books to films and programmes where crimes of passion have been 
committed in the most bizarre way. A woman poisons her husband 
slowly to death with arsenic, a man kills his wives, wife number 1, wife 
number 2 in order to claim insurance. A man kills a girl because she has 
told him she is already in love with another. A boy high on drugs kills his 
mother because she denied him money which he is convinced she has.  
In the end, love soured is love lost, love’s beauty diminishes and other 
things fill the void. A place we must never go. If you love something, you 
are meant to forgive the shortcomings of the person you love, elevate 
the beauty of love and be happy with the strengths and gorgeous bits 
of the person. The bible verse about love is my favourite of all times. 1 
corinthians 13 vs 4-8

Love is patient, love is kind. 
It does not envy,it does not boast, it is not proud. 
It does not dishonour others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily 

angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. 
Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. 
It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. 
Love never fails.
In the end everyone deserves to have fallen in love at least once in 

one’s lifetime. The tingling of the fin-gers, the sleepless nights, the way 
a room becomes smaller when he/she is in there, the way everyone else 
disappears in their presence, the longing, how we hang on the person’s 
every word and the pain of heartbreak which is a near death experience.

Love is beautiful, between lovers, between family members and 
must be grown, supported by both parties. It should not be given by only 
one party. It should be shared. A wife cannot be giving love without the 
husband, and a husband cannot give love without the wife reciprocat-
ing. Love conquers all things. Wars are the result of failed or soured love. 
Lets make things beautiful again. Love is everything.
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halved after the first 5 years.  
This is at times a perfect recipe 
for disasters and an eventual 
basis for a full fledged ‘divorce’ 
if tensions persist.  

About two decades ago, Af-
rica inherited the traditional  PE 
model from highly liquid and 
de-veloped western markets. 
The west supplied a disrup-
tive framework whereby DFIs 
(Develop-ment Finance Institu-
tions) provided catalyst financ-
ing to a new breed of private eq-
uity man-agers operating across 
the continent. DFIs contributed 
large capital pools to managers 
who roughly charged annually 
2% of the size of the pool and 
earned 20% of the capital gains 
over a ten year period. 

Many of us at the time were 
privileged participants in the 
economic creation of an entirely 
new industry on the continent– 
the cellular telephony market. 
We also helped develop some 
related sectors and re-invigorate 
many other existing markets 
like banking and other service 
industries. The capital we then 
helped introduce to the conti-
nent principally helped scale 
up successful business models. 
There was a clear void to fill, 
since the local banks either did 
not fully understand the models 
at that time, or could not finance 
an entrepreneur or corporate 
client across multiple countries 
in Africa. 

In many cases, excellent re-
turns were achieved whenever 
we were able to rigorously select 
an innovative business model 
driven by stellar management 
teams operating in fast grow-
ing industries under fantas-
tic economic conditions. This 
continues to be the case and 
we can only expect PE funds 
to have a phenomenal impact 
and to deliver spectacular sto-
ries across Africa. But when 
one or more of the selection 
criteria were absent, the re-
sults were less enchanting. This 
sometimes translated into write 
offs, delayed returns, or often 
into stretched holding periods 
within a «”limited life company 
“ or vehicle – called the fund. 
After all, there is only so much 
stretching one can do to a rigid 
and inflexible structure.

The tenor of the standard 
PE funds, the economics, and 
the liquidity or il-liquidity of 
the capi-tal markets in Africa 
when taken together, can lead 
to (a) non conducive environ-
ment for re-structuring of the 
asset or portfolio company and 
(b) ill-adapted structures for 
the needs of the continental, 
entrepreneur or sponsor (who 
often faces local growth cycles 
and complex realities). Thank-
fully, drastic changes have been 
occurring over the last two 
decades across the continent, 
whether at the entrepreneur, 
manager, or investor level. More 
and more, with the arrival of 
broader sources of capital (over 
and beyond DFIs), these three 
distinct parties have found ways 
to stay connected outside the 
rigid box of traditional PE fund 
structures.

Is there an opportunity 
here to innovate, solve and 
profit?

Compelling co-investment 
opportunities exist for inves-
tors; by exploiting capital supply 
imbal-ances brought about by 
financial system repositioning. 

Across the continent, with 
the confluence of market chal-
lenges occasioned by com-
modity price collapse and local 
currency volatilities, banks are 
in crisis management mode, ac-
tively reducing their market par-
ticipation in response to tight-
ened markets. There is another 
vacuum to fill. Skilled managers 
have been able to move into this 
space and recognize the profit 
making opportunities. They 
have re-engineered themselves 
to provide urgent capital directly 
to sectors in need, purchase 
heavily-discounted, illiquid and 
impaired assets from compa-
nies needing to dispose of them 
and supply capital to industries 
where demand has outpaced 
available funds. In the growth 
capital segment of the private 
equity industry, UK based play-
er DUET have teamed up with 
AMCON, a sovereign owned 
distressed asset manager based 
in Nigeria, to participate in the 
consumer space, while local 
player KAIZEN in Nigeria has 
joined forces with US and South 
Africa listed NET ONE to tackle 
the short term lending space 
in their One Credit platform 
company.

Similarly, Norwegian de-
velopment body NORFUND, 
Dutch bank RABOBANK and 
private sector development 
bank FMO have formed the 
company — named Arise — 
by combining investments 
in financial service providers 
across more than 20 countries, 
including Kenya, Tanzania and 
Zambia. A new age of co-in-
vestment is upon us. The new 
macroeconomic paradigms 
will re-quire more nimble and 
flexible solutions. This is true 
across industries and in sec-
tors outside the consumer and 
services space.

In the infrastructure space 
for instance,  AFC (Africa Fi-
nance Corporation) under the 
leader-ship of Andrew Alli has 
made great inroads in this direc-
tion. AFC collaborated, earlier 
this year with HARITH towards 
the creation of a pan african 
power vehicle, providing more 
than 1500kW of power projects 
across more than 5 countries 
impacting the livers of over 30 
million people, is a strong testa-
ment of the rise of a new form 
of co-investment where a DFI 
like AFC and a PE manager like 
HARITH combine their assets 
and expertise to facilitate greater 
impact in a specific sector - en-
ergy - by establishing a platform 
company. 

Another example is the col-
laboration of AFC, PIC, OLD 
MUTUAL and LIBERTY GROUP 
and their co-investment few 
weeks ago in three toll roads 
amounting to more than 1,364 
km in the Southern part of Af-
rica. Such co-investment allows 

By Ibrahim Sagna, Head of Financial Advisory at Africa Finance Corporation (AFC)

P
rivate capital markets 
in Africa are matur-
ing. It is imperative for 
international financi-
ers to drastically revis-

it their co-investment strategies. 
Co-investing efforts in the 

private capital markets of Af-
rica have been around for some 
time, but in recent years both 
the increased interest levels, 
style of investment and execu-
tion demonstrate the critical 
need for different approaches. 
Co-investments historically 
have taken place between pri-
vate equity (PE) managers and 
their target investors. Typi-
cally, institutional investors re-
ferred to as Limited Partners 
(LPs) tend to not only invest 
in PE funds but also in side 
transactions alongside these 
funds’ external asset managers 
, commonly known as General 
Partners (GPs)). These GPs cre-
ate Special Purpose Vehicles 
established for a top up into 
a particular company in the 
fund’s portfolio or as a side deal. 
By doing so, LPs tend to also ne-
gotiate preferred terms for those 
specific transactions. 

However, currently, many 
LPs and their GPs face a few 
challenges, either with regards 
to fee remuneration levels, 
or, the rationale behind these 
arrangements as some LPs 
involved in the actual funds 
managed by GPs question why 
they are excluded from co-
investments structures, and, 
whether these do not take away 
time and resources from the 
day-to-day mandate. Inroads 
are increasingly being made 
towards various straight forward 
co-investment vehicles un-
encumbered by associated PE 
fund structures. These can be 
investment holding or platform 
companies. We believe that 
investors with either develop-
mental mandates or strategies 
that are less liquid or which 
require more upfront capital 
and longer holding periods 
can play a disruptive role in the 
expansion of the co-investment 
space, and ultimately, in the 
development of a larger and 
more active secondary market 
in the continent. 

What is the issue?
Joseph Pacini of Blackrock 

puts it nicely «”private equi-
ty co-investors typically take 
control-ling equity positions in 
companies. After taking actions 
to improve the operational effi-
ciency of the portfolio company 
which can include restructur-
ings, management changes and 
asset dispositions, co-investors 
will ideally exit through an IPO 
or sale of the target company to 
a strategic buyer. The holding 
period for private equity co-
investments can vary widely 
and may last 10 years or longer”.

This holding period exten-
sion can often be the cause of 
dissatisfaction from investors 
and also dis-incentives for man-
agers, as the perceived fees are 
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